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paper discontinued, he

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher
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to send it until pasayment is made, and collect the

whole amountf-whet ier the paper is taken

oftize or not.
3. The courts
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that

from the
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take

newspapers and periodicals from the post- -office, or
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them.
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All communications
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DOVER,
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a

there

for some thirty dollars a

The retail price then to the cdnsumer

is some forty dollars per ton. There are
manufactured per week some twenty tons or
more, and the factory, which is driven by
steam, can be run the year round, and
probably will be in future.
{
HOTELS AND COMPANY,

Responses to this call are neds invit
ed and should be sent at once. In this way,

General Conference.
’

SUGGESTIONS,

a truly representative and National Conven-

»

A gobd deal of importance attaches itself
to the coming session of the General Conference.
Questions of great interest and
importance

will

come

before it, and need

as

fashion

should be

7 Bible House, New York.

Human

chief would be the result.
TWO SUNDAYS.
The denomination is larger than ever before, its interests are more ‘diversified, and
of greater magnitude.
It will, therefore,

allowed

to hear | their arrangements to be gone two Sabsway anywherb, The shame is, that wom- | baths. If any one.can not do this, it would
en of means and of standing, as the lady in perhaps be better to notify his alternate,

question doubtless is, should consent to be a
slave at all.”
os
The opportunities here for fishing and
pleasure-sailing are most excellent. "Parties

|.

tion will be secured.
(Communications may be addressed to the
ComChairman, or to any member of the
J. BENNET TYLER, Chairman,
mittee.

careful and close attention.
[If they should
not be disposed of properly, no little mis-

The hotel accommodations "ar respecta- involve more difficulty, and také more time
ble, but limited, There are but two public.
than heretofore, properly *to consider and
houses, capable of accommodating only some
settle them, Hence it will hardly be possi25 or 80 guests each, In addition there are ble for the conference «to adjourn, so that
5 or 6 good boarding houses. Including the delegates can reach home before the
several parties sojourning here in tents,
second Sunday.
also persons here visiting friends, there
Hitherto, much inconvenience has been
may be a hundred pleasure-seekers in town
experienced, in the hurrying of business
at one time. Boothbay does not aspire as
80 as to get home before the second Sabyet tobe one of the fashiGhable watering bath. Sometimes important questions have
places,about ghich we hear so much. "The |
been laid aside altogether, and those that
visitors generally
appear to be of the more have beef considered have perhaps not a
substantial class of our citizens, who go ways received that attention that the interabroad in quest of rest, and recruited ests of a denomination of over sixty thou- strength for active service in some useful sand members
very
properly ig
and honorable calling. The remark of a Nor is ittoo much-te- say that sometimes,
guest at one of the hotels does not apply in the hurry of the later sittings, business
bere, viz,, ‘The tyrant fashion bears a se-’ has been disposed of in a manner that afteryverer sway at the smaller than at the larger wards was not in the highest degree satiswatering places, so that there is more real factory.
independence at Long Branch, Newport,
In view of these things, it would seem
etc., .than at places of far’less note.
The
indispensable that all the delegates to the
marvel is,that such an unconscionable creat- | coming session of the Conference.
make
ure

and let him

attend in his place.

nominational interests are too

R83, 1871.

mH. AUGUST

N.

Our

sacred

deto be

trifled with.” They demand careful and serious attention, and the most ample and
complete consideration.
A little inconvenience, in supplying- the pulpit, or in

Drinking iin Giron Bfitain,
—

TT Bailey Potter, editor of the London
Beehive; in a paper read before the Trades’
Union Congress, at Birmingham, thus sets
forth the evils of drunkenness, and calls
upon the * army of indusgry " to make war
upon it and stamp it out:
Our three familiar demons—war, waste,
and taxation—consume a sum ‘much

Perfection.

er than

perfectible,

the

workingmen

aggregate
in

great-

income of all the

the kingdom, estimated at

£30 a year for each man. The army of inwhy should not some attain perfection? I dustry must declare war against the cause
The pro
mean, of course, by perfection, not the ab- of this pauperism and -crime.
solute idea of the complete expansion of ducers are not’ 25 per cent. of the populaall faculties up to their infinife degrees tion. Criminals and paupers must live;
(which in one sense can never be attained and; while all property falls in value, labor
by man, and which is Deity), but that prac- falls first and most. Our object to-day is
tical state of equilibrium, of entire truth to mot so much to show in detail the admitted
self, of complete devotion to the good, and enormity and danger of a certain evil—
unqualified rejection of the evil, implied: in drunkenness — which’ we must meet and
the word * perfect” as used by Jesus, in master, as to show that it is of such a char-.
the text and elsewhere, and by many other acter that we must declare martial law
writers both in the Old and the New Testa- against it; we must sit as a vigilance comments, andewhich we sometimes describe mittee against a common enemy ; we must
as ‘perfection on the plane of manhood.” stamp it out and get it under. The probThis is what Jesus calls us to, in our text— lem of the age and of all the future is the
that as God is perfect in His sphere, so we organization of labor and
democracy.
And this, it seems to against all their enemies, whether - within
should be in “ours.
me, is entirely conceivable; and if it be, or without — an organization of all who
unhappily, not probable in us as individu- work, of every chss, against all who do
als, we must certainly admit its entire pos- not work, or who ‘spoil work—an organizasibility.
:
tion of all the creative and governing classof
evil
the
all
despite
friends,
my
es against those who only consume and ob.
And,
But

if a man

is essentially

the world, there seems to me enough to en-

courage it as a hope. Without recurring
now to the illustrious character to which
the subject naturally turns our thoughts
(for I have wished to discuss it on general
t grounds), I'see on many sides facts that
abundantly encourage it. As Istand by
the bedside of death

or

distress,

and

see

how calmly the one-is always met and how
patiently the other is almost always.endured; as I see a crippled form, through
which the wrenches and twinges of pain

struct, against all
profits,
necessary

waste, against
adulterations,

all un®
or in-

terference between the manufacturer and
the. consumer.
There must be an organization against the beer-house and the
gin-palace ; for they destroy all we want to
save, and save all we want destroyed. They

are the

cause of pauperism,

insanity,

bad

trade, low, wages, destruction of raw mate-

harvest, You have less to do, with s Doli
successful than with being faithful. Your
main comfort is that in your labor you are

not alone, for God, the eternal’One, who

guides the marches of the stars, is with yom.
~Rev, C, H, Spurgeon.

Events of the Week..
JY
pd
A CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS.

Our readers will remember the horrible.
calamity in Pittston, Pa., last May, by

which a score of coal-miners lost their lives:
in a burning

shaft.

In

the same

town

=

similar horror occurred last week, only the:
latter was an explosion instead of a conflagration. About twenty miners were operating in a new shaft, when a fire-damp explo-

sion brought the roof of the structure dows
upon them. The dead bodies were after-.”
wards recovered, but whether they had
met instant death by the exploding gas, or:
experienced the lingering tortures of suffo-.
cation will never be known.—On the same.
day another New York steamboat burst her
boiler, instantly killin four, and seriously
injuring many others. Are accidents of
this class hereafter to come in clusters ?—
Also on the same day, Aug. 14, we received
the particulars of a dreadful calamity that
befell the inhabitants of an island in the.
Malay Archipelago. There was an eruption of -

the neighboring volcano of Rywaiy, pro~
ducing u tidal wave 120 feet high, whicle

swept over the island of Tagalonda, destroy~
ing every vestige of human habitation.
Four hundred and sixteen persons, the en~
tire population, wich their dwellings, do-~
mestic animals, &c., were swept

away

and

lost.—A little later comes. the report of =
typhoon near Yokohama, Japan; by which
five hundred

thousand

property was destroyed
lives were lost.

dollars’

and ‘four

VERMONT'S HOLIDAY.

worth

ef

hundred

.

rial and of capital, of health, intellect, charThe sixteenth of August means more te
go out to visit the adjacent islands and
acter. We shall not dwell on figures or Vermonters than the 4th of July does to most
points of interest along the coast, or to fish
potter over blue books; the evils of exces - people. It is the anniversary of the Battle
for cod or mackerel more or less every day, being absent from home, should weigh course momentarily, without assuagement sive drink are infinite. If the army of laof Bennington, that smart fight with the
WEDN ESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1871,
.and at a trifling expense. Indeed, hotel and
or intermission, and yet without extorting bor is to conquer, drink must be subject to Hessians under Col. Baum, on the eve ‘of
nothing, as against them.
all other charges here are comparatively
Nor should uny one feel aggrieved if be a word of complaint;—as I see a tender martial law; must we say be watched by which Gen. Stark said to-his militia,—
moderate and reasonable.
The Great ro atier.
should find the Conference reluctant to mother, her little brood swept away at a vigilance committees of those ‘whom it ‘ Boys, there are the red-coats; we must
Cl Oe
RELIGION IN THE FREIGHT-HOUSE.
grant leaves of absence before the session breath, till her heart wrings in agony, still seeks to destroy? Ponder this one tremen- beat them to-day or Molly Stark sleeps a
"Tis sweet to think, when struggling
Being driven into the Freight-house one ends. If it should so appreciate the digni- ableto say, “Thy will be done”;—as 1 dous fact—the leading fact of all that you widow tonight.” And they did beat them,
The goal of life to win,"
|
| day by a violent shower, we met there a ty and sacredness of its work, as to be very read of the heroism of battlefields, when will hear during this conference, the leading and every sixteenth of August that same
That just heyond the shorés of time.
| company of half a dozen persons, made up loath fo grant a member a leave of absence, pure devotion has led men into those God- fact in the economy and existence of Great old enthusiasm fills the hearts of the VerThe better years begin.
>
Every year upward of £228,000, monters, bringing them together by thou| of sea captains, and such nendescripts as and shall not esteem his reason for asking defying horrors;—as I see brave hearts Britain!
When through the nameless ages
pestilence to carry succor; as I find, 000 are spent by the British nation on in- sands, and filling the day with patriotic
daring
|
are
wont
to
hang
around
such
places.
Amorg
it
to
be
so
significant
as
he
does
himself,
I cast my longing eyes,
| other things,we listened to the following con- let him bear the matter like a Christian phi- always and as a characteristic fact, that the toxicating drink. ¢ Spent,” we say; how. demonstrations. Last Wednesday twelve
Before me, like a boundless sea,
losopher, and cherish the implied compli- advent of real trial develops unknown
The great hereafter lies.
much of it is wasted? How little there is’ thousand people assembled,” and the 94th
| versation:
Speaker No. 1. ‘There was a dance 1 ment that his services in the Conference are strength, my heart rises to a confidence 7d of it that is not wasted! And: this in the anniversary of the battle “seemed to lack
Along its brimming bosom
the glorious capacities of manhood whi
| understand at the Hall last night.”
esteemed and valuable.
land of éstablished churches! This ealcu- none of the énthusiasm of other days. The
Perpetual summer smiles,
can admit any possibility of achievement. lation is patent to the world; any man can oration was by J. K. Hubert, Esq., of New
| Speaker No. 2. ‘So I -hear, but what
And
gathers like a golden robe
MORE TIME FOR COMMITTEES.
~A¥ound the emerald isles.
It consists of money
| seems strange is, that a man who opposes
In many, if not in most, of our Confer- Yes, and who of you has not known, as verify the figures.
York, and James Fiske, who was on hand"
life
wound
its
way
among
men,
those
saintof land, capital,
waste
of
|
dancing
should
rent
his
hall
for
that
putdrink;
in
spent
ences, the sittings have been so continuous
There in the blue long distance,
with his gullant ninth, made a remarkable
of lapose.”
By lulling breézes fanned,
as to leave too little time for properly con- ly souls in whom this completeness of at- and labor in producing drink; loss
speech.
tainment seemed to you almost visibly real- bor and time by destruction ‘and theft, by
1 seem to see the flowering groves
| Speaker No. 8. ‘That is one of the in- | sidering questions in committee.
THE WESTFIELD EXPLOSION. VERDICT.
Of fair old Beulah’s land.
| consistencies of these Christians.”
Sometimes membersof committees have ized, coming so near to this complete pauperism, destitution, sickness, insanity,
The
Coroner's jury in the Westfield’ exa
ns,
be
to
| Speaker No. 4, who appeared
actually had to elect between the sittings of purification and balancing of the mind that premature death, police, prosecutio
And far beyond the islands,
plosion
case have returned a very sensible
| Frenchman, as near as we could make out, their committees and of the copference it- at least your, perhaps sin-clouded, vision courts of justice, support of criminals, ete.
That gem the waves serene,
verdict.
It may not be a pleasant thing to
cou'd not detect wherein it had been attain- This.expenditure would pay off the nationThe image of the cloudless shore
| and who had just been using pretty decided self.
§
know
that
transportation companies are
lessen
Of holy heaven is seen.
and
years
had
ed?
Alas
for
life,
if
theré
were
not
such!
al debt in less than five
| language respecting some rowdies who
Our Methodist friends, in both their Genreally guilty of such carelessness as cons
This
These
holy
ones,
that
shine
out
in
the
fir|
demolished
his
tent
the
night
before,
closed
further.
this
Mark
forever.
taxation
eral and Annual conferences, have only a
Unto the great hereafter—
stantly endangers'the lives of their patrons, .
| the conversation on that topic by saying morning session of conference proper, leav- mament ofhistory and life, stars of first £228,000,000 yearly is not reproductive.
Aforetime dim and dark—
but it is a pleasant thing to know thata
hand
of
left
magnitude,,
with
their
tender
but
searchI freely now and gladly give:
that probably ‘he does not let his
Expenditure ought to be for the wealth
ing both afternoon and evening to commitOf life the wandering bark.
ing rays, bringing God near to us by society, and ‘‘ wealth” ought to mean jury; and in New York too, is pot ‘afraid to’
| know what his right hand doeth.”
tee-work.
Possibly
that
is
an
extreme.
d
tell such companies the truth.” The verdict
. Whatever may be thought of this unusual But we, certainly, haye gone quite to the their faith and their communion with Him, ¢ weal” or well-being. It oughégfo be crea«And in the far-off haven,
SAYS i=
. . . “ The explosion was caused by
Theand
holding
out
to
us
at
once
rebuke
and
mighty
the
the
text,
8
application of a very forcible
tive. -It comes then to tkis, that
other extreme. We have given almost no
When shadowy seas are passed,
a
flaw
in
the iron and by the negligence of
_ By angel hands its quivering sails
| ology of the Freight-house seemed to us time for committee-work, unless it has been hope! No doubt, in their every bosom is army established at the yearly cost of the engineer Robinson, in carrying an overShall all be furled at last.
still
£228,000,000, and laboring and fighting for
rather sound than otherwise, and it might stolen from sleep, or the necessary relaxa- that same consciousness of higher hights
of steam;
the company
are
which made Jesus say, ‘Call me not good, the disestablishment and disor; ganization of pressure
| be well for the man who owns the dancing- tion.
responsible for the disaster, as. the .defect
there
is
but
one
good,
that
is
God”;
and
religion
his
|
thieves,
paupers}
of
army
an
really
is
labor,
of
thought
is
what
know
to
A Week at Boothbay.
hall
Under such circumstances, it is difficult,
could have been detected if the Statem
in such places, as well as in the pulpit.
and almost impossible, properly to do com- yet, perhaps, no conscious lack of fidelity or useless persons, maintained at the cost
Island Ferry Company had had a competent
to
liking
to
those
ideals,
no
conscious
inclination
to
a
took
accounts
what
now
see
We
nation.
the
of
WHAT WE SAW AND HEARD.
By the way, we. rather
mittee-work.
The mind, like the body,
engineer and mechaniv in their employ, and
a
lowbe
for
to
swerve
from
the
straight
and
narrow
pathseemed
paupers,
of
There
two
or
million
watering
the
a
Freight-house.
has
its
laws,
and
will
not
allow
them
to
be
for
that
This town, which has become
ness of wages, etc. , We can’t have capital are therefore criniinally negligent. We.
place of considerable sumer resort, is healthy moral tone about if, and so we violated with impunity, even in the doing ways that lead us thither. — Rev. Joseph
the
to
of General Conference business. Would it May.
and drink it; we can’t attend chiefly to recommend the district-attorney to take
situated on a bay of the same’ name some spent many hours there, listening
others
of
and
pauper manufactories, and yet expect the pronipt action.” This is plain enough, and
captains
sea
south-east
old
not
be
better,
and
not
only
facilitate
busiof
goes,
conversation
20 miles, as the boat
name
the
of
We can’t ex- it is hoped that the authorities will observe.
other factories to flourish.
ness,
but
insure
more
satisfactory
results,
ation
of
the
same
craft.
appropri
The
Me.
Bath,
:
Burying
in
Switzerland.
it,
of
ed
corner
for at least one of the three usual sittings
pect the laborer to get enough corn when the closing recommendation. The verdict
One day, leaning against the
Booth, to the bay is differently account
in the recent railway accident in Maine is
packwas
one
he
as
after
skipper
named
young
ata
was
it
to
be
given
up
to
committees
work?
looking
for. Some say
A correspondent of the Chicago Musical
‘ Hell is so merry with the harvest home.”
of a similar nature, and gives good reasom
AD. Ww.
Booth an early settler. Others relate this ing is boat for the night, an old sea-captain
Independent, writing from Switzerland,
to
hope that the carrying of human lives is
Pa
concongratheld
timber,
of
Maine
sitting on a box or stick
singular incident : —When
speaks incidentally as follows of the Swiss
Lonely"
Workers.
to
be conducted on safer principles.
so
getting
in
tative
luck
good
represen
his
on
him
setts,a
ulated
Massachu
nection with
custom of burial :
National Convention.
THE INDIANS DEFIANT.
from this place, when describing to the much pay that day for carrying out a party
And now I think of it, I will mention a
Many Christians have to endure the soll
re- §To THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL WORKERS OF THE
Vincent Colyer writes
to
the
War
General Court the advantages of the bay, on a short trip. The young man in'his
fact in connection with the graveyards of tude of unnoticed labor, They are serving
Department that the Apachees are unusually
etc., upon being asked if it furnished a ply and other remarks contrived to interUNITED STATES:
Switzerland, which has impressed me as be- God in a way which is exceedingly useful,
defiant, and that other bands are assur
:
safe harbor, replied, * as tight as a booth” sperse an unusual amount of profane exFellow laborers: The next National Sun- ing almost inhuman. No one is allowed,
swe he
very
say
to
former
the
led
be
which
this
If
pletives,
day-school Convention will be held at In- in any instance, to purchase a family lotin a but not at all noticeable. How very
an unfriendly attitude. Generals Sheridan
(sheep pen); hetice Booth bay.
to many workers are those little corners o
Young man, you will not get | dianapolis, Ind., April 17, 18, 19, 1872.
and Sherman both state that there are strong
not history, it may pass for a pleasant le grave‘ly,
cemetery. Long trenchesare dug from end the newspapers and magazines which deThe Executive Committee desire that it
probabilities of an immediate Indian war,
gend. We are not speaking from the book, many parties here to go out with you, unto
end
throughout
the
whole
16k,
often
a
scribe their labors and successes; yet some and that the U. S. troops in those neighbormay truly be of a natignal ‘character, and,
for it is mot ag? hand, but stating what we less you leave off swearing.”
Tt is a shame that a young man, just enter- therefore, they have appointed the under- quarter of a mile or more in length; and in who are doing what God will think a great hoods are insufficient for needed purposes.
have learned from the oldest inhabitants,’
order, as’ the interments occur, the bodies
deal more of at the last, never saw thei
-What with the warlike dispositions of the
among whol is the venerable post mistress, | ing into business, should need to be appealed signed. a Committee on Delegations, whose are lowered into these trenches, a board benames
in print. Yonder beloved brother is
make
to
him
induce
motive,to
a
low
so
to by
special duty it is to secure the attendance of ing placed at the end of the coffin, and” the
a maiden lady of some seventy years. ~
themselves, the provocations by
plodding away in a little country village; Indians
| a decent appearence among men ; and at the delegates from every State and Territory in
.
THE HARBOR,
contractors and the deceitful
fraudulent
space
then
filled
with
earth,
until
another
nobody knows anything about him,but he is
game time the remark was a very creditable our land.
:
of neighboring white settlers,
practices
comes
when,
after
the
lowering
of
the
If the definition of harbor, as given in the
bringing souls to God. Unknown to fame,
one to the visitors who frequent this place.
The basis of representation has been fix- body, the board is removed from the head
war might be easily looked for,
geographies of our early school days, be rethe angels are acquainted with him, and a an Indian
heard less profan- ed at twice the Congressional delegation of
have
we
whole,
the
On
ng
also possibly be avoided. The.
can
it
extendi
but
sea
the
of
part
a
-and
placed
at
the
foot
again,
and
so
on
to
viz.,—*
liable,
few precious ones whom he has led to Jesus,
ity since coming here than is common
each state. "Where State Sunday-school orhas really pursued a friendly
‘Administration
the
end,
when
a
new
trench
is
commenced.
into the land, where ships may lie in safety,"
know him well. Perhaps yonder sister has
a like class of men. Indeed, not a ganizations exist, credentials to delegates
among
policy with the Indians,
anchorsafer
a
for
conciliatory:
and
harbor;
This law ‘is unalterable. In these old coun- a little class in the Sunday school ; there is
this is a genuine
word of the kind has been heard by us from will be issued by their Executive Commitoffices continued. towards
same
these
and
age probably can not be found on this
tries,
every
yard
of
land
is
precious,
and
no
nothing striking in heror in her class; now
any one of the older captains and masters of tees. Where no State organizations exist,
whole ‘coast of the Atlantic. It is deep
unnecessary space is devoted to any one and then a little child ascends to heaven to the Indians, and summary treatment, if it
however,
witnessed,
DelegaState
have
.
We
appoint
will
vessels.
must be, inflicted upon the white .ruffians
after death.
I speak from certain knowlenough for the largest ships, and'has extent somg sad cases among younger ones. But the undersigned
report her success, and occasionally another who abuse them,
tion Committees, who will fill up the quota
might continue and
enough, as is supposed, to. furnish safe and
edge.
One
of
the
most
distinguished
mincomes into the church; but nobody thinks strengthen the friendly feelings that the
as young men and boys have taken it upon of their respective States and issue the reconvenient anchorage for two thousand vesisters
of
Lausanne,
whose
acquaintance
we
isa.
she
;
worker
of her as a very remarkable
do much pf the drinking of quisite credentials,
‘sold at the same time. It is a place of themselves to
have formed, losing a daughter, a beautiful flower that blooms almost unseen, but she is Red Men seem trying to exercise.
dethat
befitting
is
undersigned
it
the
aim,
perhaps
this
day,
promote
present
To
the
SAN DOMINGO MATTERS.
refuge for .the fishing vessels along the
young lady, a short time ago, made every none the less fragrant. There is a Biblethey should do the swearing also.—J. F.
sire information as follows, namely :
Affairs
in the island which we talk of an
neighboring coast. To see them swarming
as
report
effort
in
his
power
to
purchase
a
small
porthe
in
mentioned
is
woman ; she
+
haat
1. Is your State organized for Sundaythe entrance by hundreds before a coming
nexing
do
not wear a very peaceful aspect.
nobody
tion
of
land
to
be
reserved
for
his
own
but
week,
a
visits
many
so
making
Bores.
| school work? If so, please send us the
storm, and covering the spacious area with |
‘family,
that
they
all
might
rest
together;
is doing for: the poor Baez heading one faction and Cabral anothshe
that
all
discovers
offithe
of
full,
in
names, with the address
their whitened sails, is one of the pleasantWhat constitutes a bore? What combi- cers of your organization. We shall be but ‘though offering large sums of mdfey and needy, and how many are saved iin the erare engaged in a continual and petty
est silts:
Ld
nation of qualities goes to make up that glad to hear from every official ‘mémber of for it, all was denied, and the daughter so Lord through her instrumentality. Hun- warfare, the results of which are someBUSINESS.
scourge of civilization? A tofal lack of the organization, that we may secure as tenderly loved was put into the common dreds of God's ‘dear servants are serving times favorable to one side and sometimes.
The chief business of the place is mackertrench, perhaps beside a criminal or some Him without the encouragement of man’s to the other. Each side is constantly énhumor, we. sheuld say, and of that sympa- all information as possible. «
el fishing. Every third man you: meet is
listing all the men it can get, and the
drunken brute.
approving eye, yet they are not alone, the
thetic: power which enables a personto see, |
Sunfor
. If your State is not L organize
addressed as eap'n, with an occasional varitreatment of prisoners is quite inhuman.
‘When one graveyard iis filled, another is. Father is with them.
as if by instinct, whether he or his, conversa- Tela ‘work, whe®in it would ‘most
ation of
commodore.” At the packing
If annexation could bring about peace, it
more.
care
work;
you
chosen,
and
the
old
one
is
‘allowed
to
remain
where
mind
tion be agreeable to the listener, joined likely meet the demand in selecting and
Never
house, some fifty barrels of mackerel on an
might be well to take the island as a
sees,
sometimes to intense egotism, The essence securing representative men as delegates? untouched for fifty years, when it is leveled’ about how you work. Never mind who
‘missionary
operation. The subject is Iyaverage are put up daily. Some cod and
content.
‘be
smiles,
and sold for other purposes. One now in if God’ approyes. If He
is the absence of the sympathetic
In this case, let-all who have an opinion
haddock are cured here, but the business in of the boré
ing
in
comparatiye
quiet with us at presare
we
when
sure
dlways
Lausanne
has
‘only
a
few
more
years
to
be
be
We can” not
power.
:
{ write it, nominating men for the State comthis line is more limited.
ent,
and
whethet
or
not it will be thoryou
It is not the acreage
left before it. will be transformed into a most useful. .
** Thereis here also a factory for the prep- | Without a belief in personal immortality, mittee or for delegates. Pleasé give name,
oughly
‘revived
at
the
next session of
God
which
ion
it is (he multiplicat
aration of rock-weed. as a fertilizer. The | religion surély is like an arch resting on one post-office - address, | and denominational beautiful promenade, it having a very fine sow;
Congress remains to be seen.
the
us
make
will
which
seed,
the
to
situation, overlboking lake Geneva. »
‘gives
@
~
connection,
‘weed is gathered from the rocks in the har- pillar, like ¥iridge ending in an #hy 88.
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once kindness

a face
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with

Silent Companions.
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and force, he would
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of Lifé.

——

———ere

all this many-faced
here a few men who

life,
have

there
been

and theologically very’ much
and whom
them

whom

to their

we must consider as,

gard, the leaders of their
I have

seen,

a

have lived
religiously

age,

in this

re-

Those

of

land.

I will try to sketch

in this paper.
And first, because on the whole

:
the anost

conspicuous, is, or rather was, Dr. Hengs. tenberg, who has but recently died. Neander passed away just before? 1 first visited
Berlin, and I never saw that genial, delight-

fal old man.

But Hengstenberg was in .his

prime: indeed he died before

he

was

old;

one of the most florid and healthy and handsome men I ever saw. He was not popular
with

Americans, for he was

identified

with

himself, and, better than to himself,

truth

he

proclaimed.

He was

to

the

a sturdy,

thick-sef and not handsome man, thoroughly German in every feature,but full of evan-

gelical truth and love. He was a singularly clerical looking man, and when arrayed
in his plain alpaca gown, he had a majesty
of mien which was never more fitly displayed than in the presenceof the king and
the royal household. He was rather the:
favorite preacher of the court, for though
Hoffman was more learned and logical, and
Kogel more elaborate and finished, Krummacher had that blending of fire, imagination, depth and originality which made
him

the

thronged

man,

the

man

whom

prince and peasant alike lovedto hear. A
voluminous
autobiography has been put

the extreme aristocratic party, and he hated
republican arid democratic<ideas with a per-

forth of him,

fect and furious hatred.
is smooth, round
face veiled the bitterness of the man; and

readers, for it relates in a pleasant way the
story of a rich and highly sanctified life.

those

who

heard

him

lecture

Biblical themes, had no idea that

on

strictly
so

pleas-

antan exterior had so hard and stern a nature:
He was a man whom one must regard from two points of view, the man of

state and the theologian.
of him in the first

of these

Saved

and

it ought

to find many

to the Uttermost.

.

ing to-make the spiritual

nature more com-

plete and also counseling and
the friend would have done.
plexing cares harass

and

moving as
When per-

sorrows

threaten

to overwhelm, they bring relief, and pleasure is sweeter because shared by them.
"The patient, gentle, faithful mother never
leaves her children. Although many years
may have elapsed since that dearest of faces
was hid away beneath the daisies, yet wayward sons and daughters weep bitter tears
while the unseen mother seeks to win them
back to truth and geodness.
, There are other silent companions exerting a mysterious but

mighty

i fluence

good or for evil as we choose them.
are the authors we read.
It is not

for

They
alone

the ideas of the writer that are imbibed, but

their own

soul

pervades

with that spirit the eager

every line,

and

reader is imbued.

Not
that
every book,
carelessly
and
thoughtlessly perused, has such a powerful
effect, but those which are early chosen,
often read and deeply

pondered, whose au-

The less’ we

see

In the winter of 18— a precious revival of
religion was enjoyed in the town of M.

thors’ names are household words.
A certain indescribable influence is exertpd by
every person, something of , which one

characters,

the

There lived in the place an aged

is unconscious ; but a kind of electric com-

man, who

“ better for our comfort, for he was the bitter all his life had been a bitter opposer of re- munication between minds ‘enables one inand the consf¥nt enemy of the United States ligion. Of course he was a drinking man. dividual to understand the feelings and
during our great war. It would be, per- From boyhogpd he had indulged in that ter- know
positively’ the sentiments of anof other, and intuitively ‘becoming acquainted
haps, too much to say, that he was an apol- rible practice which makes. demens
ogist for slavery, but he was the friend of men and prepares them for any crime with those opinions, if the person be worthy
the South and the foe of the North. He against man or blasphemy agaist God
of regard, there isa strong inclination to
“wished our downfall, and in the leading For many years the wife and mother had -subscribe to his ideas.
This is n& less true
daily paper of Berlin, the notorious Kreutz tried to live a Christian life, but he would: in reading than in personal intercourse.
Zeitung, which he in part edited, he syste- never allow her to make any public’ profes- Unwittingly the author stamps his own
matically attacked gnd libeled us. Indeed, sion whatever, and with his none too Sweet impress upon
every line and imparts
after falsifying us,
he would not retract, temper ‘‘set on fire of hell” by his daily his own
character and secret life, which
even whey his eyes had been opened; and portions of whiskey, she had a hard life in- 15 received and - elaborated by the reader,

—————

-
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|

“Glory to God, I came

—

The love of life exercises a strong influLot IE
by
re
—
infstant attention, and win hosts of friends.
i
Silent, invisible companions are with us ence overthe mind; Tn sickness and in
He has been a missionary in India, and he
Germany's Evangelical Leaders: talks with great enthusiasm of the happy are ever near; and we; unconscidus of their imminent danger, this fact is strikingly ilrr o——
power, are molded by them.
lustrated by the efforts made to resist the
years which he and his family spent on |
Rev. W. L. Gage, writing in the columns |
. Often when far away a#hid the mount- hand of death,
The sick, in many instanthe southern slope of the Himalayas.
He is
of the Christian Union, thus sketches some
ains, in the, wilderness or on desert sands,
ces,
have
offered
to their physicians imthe chief editor, of the Sunday Schobl, a.
of the foremost men who represent the
a feeling of rest, safety and
enjoyment mense sums for the restoration of health,
ttle weekly papér, published on thin paper,.
evangelical faith in the empire whiclr over- and illustrated rather sparsely, but showing steals over one’s being, such as is only ex- Now if this transient life is so precious, how
shadows the other civil states
of Europe.
perienced when
strong, tiue friends are must that life be valued which has: no end ?
a very genial spirit, and shedding abroad a
We are glad to transfer so instructive and bright and sunny influence. It is largely near. From flowers and trees, from mount- If there be such a tenacity to existence,
readable an article to our own pages:
‘indebted to American sourees, and one feels ain grottoes or from the depths of the blue ‘would it not be well to prepare, with inBerlin has for some time been a center to in reading it that the movement which s¥as heavens above, they come and ever soothe creasing diligence, for that life which is
© Evangelical Germany.
Not that any. Ger- bégun in New York by an American megs and encourage, make purer and nobler; fon imperishable? It would certainly be wisman would consider that Berlin is a partic’ chant, Mr. A.
F, Woodruff, of Brooklyn, those unseen visitors are always. from the dom so to do; for this life is, short and unrealm of peace, and never lead mortals into certain, The strongest physical constituularly religious or * evangelical” city, for has been productive
of great good in GerAt is an awful sink of voluptuaries, a reser- many.
tion is Soa
subdued, and death follows.
.
In this movement Mr. Prochnow sin,
In her calming, ‘purifying influence, Na- But he whd
governs himself according to
woir of all those vicés which depend on is a leading spirit, and he is accomplishing
ture leads her children to the Author of wisdom, has the happy assurance of enter
mepoy and a court,
It is a home of ele- an immense deal of good.
» wrancey ease and luxury ; it is, after
a cerKrummacher, - the great court preacher truth; but in the excitement of the crowd- ing upon that life which is endless in its dued, tumultuous city those guardian angels
tain sort, a literary center—that is to say, at Berlin and Potsdam, has passed away
ration and happy in its consequences, = Let
there is an immense and distinguished uni- but no sketeh bearing the title which I have are not heeded ; tempting, enchanting tones him who would live like a philosopher and
i
rith its
its scores
scores of of professors
essors
| given
oi
a Christian, labor .to, imitate the example |
versity there,”
with
to these papers 3 would be complete are heard.
a
amd its: thousands of . students; itss is a manu- || without
Nasi
a
.
:
& hadpicture of him.
class of of associates
associates are
Who could for. | < Arother » class
friends | and prece]
precepts of , the; Saviour.
Then
are friends
d
Hien he willil |
who
may
be
far
away,
separated
by mount. | Xperience the full desire of his heart. |
facturing center—that is to say, it supplies get that glowing face, that’ fiery, energetic
A
A
B
|
the world with some of its finest and most | manner, that fervid imagination ‘and
those ains and seas, nay, even bythe river of May those who love life and desire to escape |
costly wares, and is known for its indus- winged thoughts? He was in the highest death; yet there remains an indefinable the miseries of the second death, turn from |
tries all over the world.
But with these all sense of the. word
a great preacher! He presence which unites with the soul and their evil ways, and submit. to Christ. |
it concerns us now is to remember that amid
had a magnetic power of winning souls, to still preserves a distinct individuality, serv- Again, may those who have professed the
”

rp

hose ‘rejoicing

did the Eunuch.” .

:

as

Sometimes we have been

After preaching quite @flumber of years,

ting such tremendous
nature, before reason;
and experience have
and influence fully,

in alluding to the time< when he gave up to
the impressions he felt when called to the

work,

and the’ full consecration he then

made

of

himself and

writes: “1 have not
‘slacked my hand, either
applause,—in poverty
ness or health,=in cold
foul,—faror near and,
nal glory to. his great
while I am

writing,

of

all

to God,

passion into juvenile
reflection, conscience
asserted their power
: But it is all right,

Passion is siniply the locomotive power, and

he’ it draws

whatever it is hitched to. The
question is, How shall it be linked? for
character can not be developed without it,
A boy or adult. without passion may be a
milk-sop, a putty-ball; a nonenity, who can
not stand without leaning’
up against the
sunny sideof a house; but he will never

spared myself wor
in persecution or
or plenty,—in sickor heaf,—in™airor
glory to God, eter-mame, I this day,

feel

tempt

ed to beNe lieve that God made a great mistake in. put-

make a man, and

never

carve his

this obstinate and wicked world.

the same resolu-

mark in

° Now, we hurrah for

the boisterous, the
tion, ‘I bless his mhme that I have ever |
tearing, the overboiling boys. The ablest
found him a faithfyl, covenant-keeping God. men are only enclosed pots
of boiling water
I have had to. wade through many ‘seas of fastened upon wheels; but they carry that
afliction and trials, by poverty. persecution suppressed and regulated force which reand many other ways, yet I believe I have gides in passioh governed by principle moyIng along the iron’ track of du
had none but what I néeded, and

the Lord

caused

them

good.”

to

|

work together

uring this formative whi

g it is given

for my” to parénts and teachersto instructato guide

| and

.

enforce
; ‘and those parents are worse

| than insane who wait in the idle dream that
‘ sense ” will come along by and by and re.
oN,
CY
| pair the damage
||
11
mage
cau caused by ydavtheir neglect
glect,
v
= \ bs, .
i
Adbe 6
ld
Many ra a young
man to day ini prison,
or .
C
7
hospital, or eating husks in the prodigal's
ae | land,
curses father and mother for their
| terribly guiity laxness and utter want of
The Superintendent.
parental avisdom. Woe to the parents who
weakly resign their comniissions; and shirk
A Sunday school can only thrive under | Hose obliagtions
which God has put upon
the vight kind
of a superintendent.
He |
name
of Jesus, awake to a sense of duty,
need pot be a fluént talker, but he must | them, and which they had no right to assume unless they mgant honestly. to fulfill
and become brilliant lights in a lost and
know when to speak and when to keep
Let none of us
perishing world,
B.
| silence ; when to say the word that settles | them in the fear of God.
without unpleasant feeling the disputed make this mistake.—8, S. Workman,
point, or decides the course to be pursued.
Poison in False Belief.
A good superintendent must have executive
*
——
THE Live oF CRmist.
More than fifty
ability and a real love for work,or he will
As an offset to the maxim, quite too prev- be
thousand
teachers
have
been
studying
the
overwhelmed
and disheartened in any |
-alent, that a man’s creed is of little conse- growing school by the variety and weight | Life of Christ this year. Now, if the ife of
quence so long as his conduct is good, we
and suddenness of the duties and responsi- | Christ is to have any affect on pupils, it
must first have an effect on thé teachers
present the following statements and rea- bilities which fall upon him.
| themselves.
Have ‘we—fifty or a hundred
Some
think
that
‘invention
is an essential |
sonings, and ask attention to them :
requisite to this officer, but we are not dis- thousand of us—who have studied the life
I met Jast summer, the mother of a young posed to regard this as an.important qualifi- | of Christ,come nearer to the standard of the
physician, who being himself sick one even- cation. There is too much invention in re- | blessed, life then? Has the ‘‘ Glory to God
found an echo in our souls? .
ing sent for a dose of quinine, received by spect to Sunday schools. Some schools | inDid thewe highest”
hear John in the wilderness preachmistake the prescribed quantity of ‘mor- ave little more than constant religious ex- | ing a preparation and a penitence to us?
periments.
First this thing, and then that |
phine,took it,and died. I am quite confident
Did we
thing, and soon another thing is tried; | Did we behold the Lamb of God?
that it was in your -6%n city that, but a few there is a frequent changing of lesson books sit at his feet in Bethany and learn of him ?
years ago, a physician, in making up a pre- and hymn books; a re-adjustment of class- Has he healed our leprosy, and cured our
blindness, and cast out our devilsy and
scription embracing one of the salts of prns- es; g getting up of public exercises, and brought us out
of our tombs, and cured our
sic.acid, unthinkingly added, just to make concerts, and festivals; a variety of speak- | spiritual palsy ? © Has he called us from the
ers, good,
bad, and indifferent,
in
the
|
the compound palatable, a few drops of school
every Sanday ; a great noise and pa- | fishing-nets of selfishness? Has he scourglemon juice.
Whether I have the chemisrade, and excitement all the time ; and very | ed the money-changers out of the temple of
try of the case rightly in my memory or little Bible teaching, or care for children’s | our hearts? Has he encouraged us, and
nor, such was the relation of the simples, | souls,or anxiety for their salvation from sin, taken our hands when we have been sinking from lackof faith? Itjs to be hoped
there was developed in the mixture a quan- | and union to the people of God. -And the | that we teachers are better, Cliristians for
|
inventive
superintendent
is
responsible
for
|
tity of fred prussic acid.
The patient upon | this stateof things.
this study, and that we shall learn, as well’
Heisa stirring man, |
tasting it died almost
immediately,
as | and
means tq make his Sunday school the | as our pupils, to shout a true. *‘ Hosanna to
though a thunderbolt had struck him.
The | most popular and attractive in the place or | the Son of David,” and to adore him in the
last and sorrowful scenes, and “in the glophial was sent to the driiggist, who, confi- | the neighborhood, forgetting that thes aim | ries
of his resurrection and ascension.—S. 8.
of
the
Sunday
school
is
to
impart
religious
|
dent that he had made no mistake, in folinstruction, and that *¢ he that winneth souls | Teacher,
lowing the prescription, put it to his
mouth, and

himself fell a

victim of his te-

y

:

is wise,”

—

PER

:

|

There are superintendents, upon the other }
UsiMpoRTANT.
Success is a
merity. The physician was then called in. | hand, who are like statues of marble, so | | Norn
cold, so formal. so stiff, that they seem to | matter of detail, in the art of teaching, as in
He simply put the stopper to his tougue,
have stepped out of some graveyard or gal- | all other fine arts:
N
=
but it came near costing him his life.
lery.
They ‘open the school ™ with such |
I cite these cases in illustration of two tedious
There is not, everywhere, sufficient rec|
exercises, that it is a wonder
important general facts; first that where ever gets opened at all; they have no that it | ognition of the fact that minute details,
sym- thoroughly perfected, make up a successful
there is no suspicion of malice on the part pathy with children, and the scholars have 4 whole.
Itis related of a renowned sculptor
of any one, poison may come’in upon pre- | very little sympathy with them, and how that he was once visited by a friend while
they
ever
keep
their
schools alive is a mira- he was at work upon a masterpiece
scriptions for medicine; and secondly that
art.
cle. We
known such men to read a The details of the work, so far as of
itis within my Knowledge that often north- deed. Would to God there were no more
it had
To dearn the history of literary men is even then poison is poison still. No matter chapter of have
forty
verses,
and
then
pray
ern en, prominent- clergymen, toe, con- wives and mothers whose lives are, to-day, sometimes deemed unnecessagy upon the whose the mistake is, the doctor's or the fifteen minutes, while the infant class was gone, were carefully noted, and his visitor
ferred with him and showed him the false- as bitter as hers. - One son also gave his supposition that the words of a bad man druggist’s, a deadly drug will certainly kill. present, waiting to be led off to its own retired, to come again some weeks afterHe found the artist-still at work, but
room after the *‘ opening exercises” were { ward.
nese of some statements which had been heaft'to God, and finally became a minister may in themselves be good; but the poison
Now it is not a very pleasant thing, when
to his unpractised eye, without
having
concluded.
Poor children! Some of them made the Hightest progress. The sculptor
made in his paper, and he. obstinately re- "of the gospel of Christ, lived a few years, is there, although it may be so subtle as you carry your prescription to your apothfased to retract them. "These things are and died in a. distant land prayipg for his to be hardly detected. - In the writings of ecary, to have him see that you are anxious went to sleep, although it was a morning explained that he had
been toning down
session,
bo
The news of |his death Lord Byron are some of thie most exquisite- that he should be more than ordinarily
this expression, giving force to that, careunpleasant te recall, now that he has pass- ungodly father.
Again, we have seen superintendents who fully rounding out this feature and subdued away, but they are only too true.
~~ reached the father’s heart, for, th gh hard- ly beautiful thoughts, thoughts so profound careful with “that “particular prescription. were always throwing their duties on the
ing that redundancy in the outline, here and
‘But Hengstenberg, the theologian, was a ened and debased by the accufsed stuff, that one who studies them can only exclaim You might be snubbed ; he might. call you pastor, and ° accounting any labors thus there, going over his work; remodeling
man whom orthodoxy delighted to honor. he loved his boy, and we could See that he in admiration and wonder, ‘ How sublime old-womanish, a poison hunter ; but I think transferred a clear gain. But, perhaps, it and improving®it at a hundred points.
will be of more use to give an example of “Why,” said
his friend, impetuously, ** do
He wasas firm a supporter of supernatural made faint efforts t3- reform, though he this genius I” But very few can read those there are but few of us who, in critical cas- a good superinten
dent than to present faulty you wasig your time upon such
would
converse
little,
and
few
had
any
trifles?”
sin as he was the strong epposer of repubWe know
ones. Such an ‘one is before us. Prompt
poems one hour without becoming restless es, would not run the risk.
Indeed a and unhappy, half willing to question the well enough the man may mearrwell, may in action, regular in attendance, careful to ‘ Ab,” sd1d the artist, * trifles make perfecYicanism. His works on Christiology, the hope of a permanent change.
neighbor, an aged minister, said, about the reality of purity and truth, yet it1s difficult have a good stock to select from, may even look after his teachers, seeking them out if tion, and perfection itself isno trifle.”—J.
Pentateuch, Christian Dogmatics,are known
absent or sick, and requiring from them H. Kellogg in the 8. 8. Times.
all over the world, and there is hardly a commencement of the meetings, that he to find the secret of this. Why?
Because put the medicine together exactly as he, in similar care in behalf
——
of the scholars; wise
respectable theological library-in our coun- believéd ‘‘there was no hope of old—
10.4 ‘Lord Byron has breathed
his own spirit in- the light of a midnight lamp, and with in the conduct of school exercises, not fond
Two NECESSARY THINGS. An Enflish
try which docs not contain some book by was too far gone, and did A know no
“tdis works, and they are permeated with drowsy eyes, reads the paper; yet the mis- of speech-making himself, but always ready
So hopeless seemed his his own depraved, ruined self.
reading of a single figure may make in to lead the teachers’ meeting or the Sunday writer has this thought on preparation of
7 [Mis man. He was a great gcholar, and his to get religion.”
:
— works teem with learning. In his lectures case. He was finally persuadedto goto
The benefit or injury is not derived alone your house all the difference between a school prayer-meeting ; on hand to superin- lessons
a
i
«”
tend all the meetings of the school; havin
hie was cold, and yet he read ‘with rapidity, church, and for some tithe he and his suffer- from long intercourse, for a very brief pe- feast and a funeral. Let him think or say an
The
first
principle we may mention is,
opinion of his own upon Sabbath schoo
ing
but
now
hoping
wife
were
in their riod is enough to impart truth.or error what he will, if there is any chance that a matters, yet
that two things
are mecessary to every les‘aurryag on from page to page of his manPeady to listen to advice ;
places in the house of God.
After every which will save or ruin one for life, nay, word of yours will set him on his guard, ferring to the pastor of the church, ifit bede-a son—Information and Method. Many are
uscript.
His manner was cold, however.
church school, and courting his counsel and very industrious in preparing information, ~~ ~Fhere-was no warmth;no fire, no enthusi- effort had been made for him, all of which more, for eternity. Says one talented man : you will speak it.
but too few, we fear,give much attention as
seemed
powerless
to
move
him farther, one “T would give the world, were it mine, for
Have we not just as mnch reason to be on help, and seeking advice of fellow-laborers to how they shall impart that information,
* asm, simply haste, as though the hour was
if
the
school
be
without
church connection ;
evening, after the altar had been nearly power to erase the effects of one half hour's ouveguard against the subtle poison which
shorf for what he wanted to get through.
a man of lively, rather than tedious piety, of and How they shall make it tell, on the
great object of all instructions, intellectual
His room used to be well filled, in fact ape filled, and no more were looked for, he reading a fearfully wicked book, but those lurks in false statements of religious be- ready ‘sympathy and love to children,
to
The method,
It whom it is a pleasure to labor for them and and religious improvement.
of the most thronged in the University _of arose and, calmly walking up the aisle, fol- dark expressions haunt me day and night, licf? It may be carefully concealed.
as well as the information, should be preBerlin, for he was’ not the less popular lowed by his wife, i&" quietly knelt and as even intruding upon my most earnest se- may be sugar-coated, or covered up in with them ; and, above all, » man who tru- peat.
The former, without the latter, is.
ly loves God as his
his heart. to the
ad Jesus Christ
there, because he was identified with ‘des- calmly and quietly 4%
1 ke brick and
mortar without the plan of
cret devotions
with
their blighting in- other ways so as not to be discovered ex- as his Saviour, and Father
. shows this love in his
loving Saviour, who, after more than sixty
cept by its effects.
Yet poison is poison every-day
potic ideas of government.
;
fluence.”
:
life. Such a superintendent is inthe house to be built, or scaffolding to assist
rearing iflapd the latter without the formAnd so wanted in many Sunday schools, and
In Prussia, religion has been looked upon years of rebellion, was willing to accept
Would it be a trifling affair to visit one still. It is fatal to human life.
those
as an excellent thing as a mere matter of it and to give him a “heart of flesh.” «Near of the poisonous valleys of the Orient and there are false religious beliefs which are that have such an one should thank God for er, is like plan and scaffolding without
the, bricks and mortar.
:
police—a fine thing to keep down insurrec, him knelt the son’s widow who had always inhale its fatal gases, if only for a moment ? deadly to the soul, They may be pleasant givingthem so good a leader.
*
.
- mean
tion and anarchy, and therefore in a per- loved him, notwithstanding his degradation, Would wise, loving parents with indiffer- to hear, but their end is to deceive and to
and as a consequenge had won his confi- ence watch their children mingling with a destroy. We must be excused, therefore,
fectly rational and common sense manner,
INFLUENCE OF TEACHERS.
A certain
“SowING WILD OATs.” “My dear sir,
On rising, shé crowd of lepers ?
the ruling powers and the clergy have made dence to- a great degree.
The loathsome, disfig- if we watch carefully the doctrines which do you know how your boy is behaving? philosopher was always talking very™® m
common cause, and felt that they have the gave him her hand and pronounced the ured creatures clasping those pure, sweet are dealt out to us over the pulpit, as we Do you know that he is playing truant from to his friends about the garden in which he
was in the habit of walking, and in which
great duty of saving the people from thém- word “father.” #Y¥gs," said the renewed little ones in their livid, leprous arms would watch the drugs dealt out: over the counter. schbol, getting into bad company, and he carried on his: studies. At length one
learning
the
ways
of
wickedne
man,
“it
is~“father
tiow.”
and
his
countess?
Nor
»
ought
we
to
be
accused
of being unrea‘selves, So religion and “despotism have
be a terror. And will they see those pure
of them came
to see
him; and
he
“Oh! well,
gore hand m hand; and also, sad to say, nance beamed with more than earthly light. spirits held in an embrace more dreadful sonably distrustful, or be denounced as by he will have he is young now. By and Lfound this garden was a pateh of ground
more sense, and quit his
about twice the size of the floor-of his own
heresy hunters, if we are suspicious of foolishness.”
have democratic ideas and infidelity. The Did the angels come down to mingle in the than that of those horrible lepers ?
;
‘* What!” “said he, ‘is this your
latter have been driven into this false rela- sacred scene ? Did the spirit of the beloved
And it was not a natural-born fool that room,
Fearful as are the
ffesults of intercourse many smooth teachings and plausible the* No,”
tion by the unnatural sisterhood. of despot- son come to rejoice with us over the re- with authors who are’ depraved, the effects ories afloat in our day; if we watch them used this language, either, buta man of fine garden? It is not very broad.”
said the philosopher, “it's not very broad ;
mind,
superior
education
,
and
of
turning
prodigal
?
Who
shall
say,
nay
?
Christian but it's a wonflrous hight!” And so I
asm and orthodoxy.
:
of communion with the true and noble are with a jealous eye ; for error is always, evil ; profession.
From that blessed evéning Father— no less beneficial and “grand.
“Wichern, the founder of tHe . Reform
In early falsehood is always a delusion and a snare;
This is sometimes the way ii'which -in- would say to you Sunday school teachers.
Your work in your class isnot a very large
School at Hamburg, is a man who may be “walked and talked with God” for several morn, at noonday, and in the stillness of it is by truth, and truth only, that we are to dolent parents waive aside the warnings
of one, but it's a wondrous hight. It goes up
hd
:
S.
"called, without any hesitation, one of the years, and then ‘‘he was not, for God took night they come, those who are brave, ele- be saved.
their best and wisest friends.
Tie
And how did this waiting for sense re- to Heaven ; to conceive of it aright, it goes
evangelical leaders of Germany. He re- ‘him.” + Notwithstanding his system had be- vated and strong. While they are with us
sult!
2
Just as it will always end. ‘The boy right out to eternity.
sides during the summer at Hamburg, but come: 80° thoroughly permeated with the our whole being expands and receives new
.
Barly
Sketches.—No.
18.
made rapid strides in the school of wickedduring the winter at Berlin. I never saw soul-destroying aleohol, that his friends had capabi¥ities for understanding and appreness, ran away to a great city, plunged into
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
Jaim but once; but I shall never forget his been obliged to confine him while raving ciating the good, the beautiful, the true.
nameless vices, dragged himself home,
DEGREES OF AM.
The main purpose of
—
W—
not
as the prodigal, penitent, but asa body pu- the teacher, as related
gracious mammer, and his rare benignity. with delirium, yet from that time he never With them aspirations for higher life and
EXTRACTS FROM RANDALL'S JOURNAL.
tdproper subordinate
trescent, to die in his father’s house,a heart.
A
AT the world knows him by name, and Mr. tasted a drop.
nobler manhood arise, and the soul's proaims,
was
well
illustrated
in a lecture by
In this selection only portions are given, breaking disgrace to parents,
and a scandal Rev. W. O. Taylor, D. D., of Liverpool,
Two or three years after, the writer, foundest
Stevenson, in his Praying. and Working,
depths and strongest emotions not before published. The first relates to to all who had known
him.
has drawn a picture of him and his life- while passing with him that ‘breathing are stirred, while life’s true meaning is re- the blessing he obtained in partaking of the
And yet to-day myriads of parents are, ing...
hole
of
hell”
where
he
had
formerly
obavork, which has drawn the hearts of thouvealed. From beyond the sea the migrat- Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper at New- waiting until the period of sowing wild oats
‘Just as in the target, if you look at it you
is passed, and indulge the infatuated hope ksee a white center, and round about it consands towgrd him. After doing the world tained most of his liquor, inquired if he did ing thoughts of Luther and Calvin, Burke cagtle in 1775, and before he began
to that wild oats
sown will produce wholesome centric rings, each one a little further away
¢No,” rand Wilton, and a score of “others, “have preach,
the good service that he has, he is now an not wish to go in and take a drink.
He writes: “The Lord owned wheat and corn,
—
from the other; so we may speak of the
in
old man, and fall of honors. He has a gen-. said he with a pleasant smile, “I have been wafted
to our shores, awakening new and accepted me and poured divine consoThe truth is, thiss** waiting for sense ” is different degrees of aim in the Sunday
« ‘eral control of prisons in Prussia, as well as never had the least desire to taste it,—not life. While our own Webster and Everett, lation into my soul. Ido not know
that I leaving the wayside house empty for oceu- school teacher's instruction of his class.
His old Bancroft and Motley, Whittier and Long- ever had a more comforting
# controlling influence in honie missionary even whenI see and smell it.”
pation by banded ruffians, who, when once The outer rim may represent the meaning
season than
established, are not going to be frightened of the words of the lesson ; the rim a litfle
+ affairs generally, He is now over seventy companions tried by coaxing and ridicule fellow, have each been the guiding star of that. Oh, ever blessed
be his great and or driven out
by a feeblé old man throwing nearer to_the center. may represent the
" yesive of age. His thick locks are white and to get him back to his old habits, but the thousands.
blessed name,”
is
:
tufts of grass and wads of lamentations.
manners and customs referred to in the lesbeautiful, his tall form slightly bowed, and noble Christian, always gentle, answered
But surpassing all these are others,
And again, it is not an affair of sense at son; the rim nearer than that again may
ON HIS CALL TO THE MINISTRY,
*
Somethem
so
decidedly
that
they
soon
left
him
his face, though somewhat worn and fursublimer, truer,
more poetical, because times I, would
ail, but a matter of habit, and above all, of represent the geography that comes out in
feel commanded of the Lord
grace,
g
are
from Him who is to warn sinners, Tt would
rowed, isTull of kindliness, He is visited and only wondered how old—— could live their thoughts
HY
the lesson ; but there is the white center al!
sound through
Did those parents or teachers! take those ways, and that is the conversion of the chilThey were sure they Wisdom and Truth,and we are enraptured my
as much probably as any man in Germany, without his whiskey.
soul, ‘ Lift up thy voice like a trumpet. boys into their private
rooms, carefully dren, and we have not fairly hit the mark
But -the blessed secret was, with the sublime strains of Isaiah and the Cry
but receives all who eall with simplicity ‘conld not.
aloud_ and spare not.'” This was in teach them with “the open Bible, kneel
by until the arrow goes into that.
‘God can and did save to the uttermost.
marvelous visions of Ezekiel, while the
their side in earnest prayer, put before
and favor.
:
Vie
1776.
;
!
|
}
S.
sweet singer of Israel awakens ténderest,
There is one man whom I must not. pass 3
JOY ON BEING BAPTIZED. He had united Ahem faithful. examples, with the use of |.
proper
discipline, trusting them to ‘the ¢ A GOOD BEGINNING, A freedmen's teachpurest emotions ; and higher than all these ‘with the Congregational church,
i over, Dr. Prechnow, a modest, good man,
but in con- grace of God?
I
the source of heau-, nection with his impressions to preach,
:
er writes of a colored woman, who, havin,
He who calls in the aid of an equal under- is the origin of thought,
ho in a quiet way is doinga great work.
If this is not done in time, it never will be
by
her alphabet, said,
Now I wan
As the director of a large hospital, editor of ‘standing, doubles his own; and he who ‘ty’and harmony, the creator of all the vast a careful examination of the Scriptures he done later. If we can not or will not when tolearned
learn to spell ‘Jesus, for ‘pears like the
and
Society,
universe,
the
author
of
the
Bible,
God
himTract
profits
by
a
superior
understanding,
raises
and
Book
a
childre
of
n are very young, we shall have no rest will come easier if I learn to spell the
was convinced that immersion was the only
he works
thie controllin. g spirit
- in Sunday school mat- his powers to a level with the hight of the self, and his companionship is the sweetest Scriptural mode of baptism, and, Aug. 14, face or heartto break in with anew routine ‘blessed name first.” A good many. things
when they are older,
fills a large place of superior understanding he unites with.
our own reluc- ‘“ come easier” if we learn that name first.
golace to all those who receive it.
1776, was baptized.
Of this he writes: | tance is stereotyped intoandhardness.
— Observer,
!
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NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

Love habitually manifests itself in these
gratitude
compar- two forms, - We are quickened by

into greater. temptations, and are more lia-

life,

if any
-the-mound—would ‘bleto be lost than in Winter.

The FALL TERM of this Insttution ‘will commence

love's indebtedthe. sho; rt ison can be made, Then certainly our efforts to study how we may repay
We rest uneasy under obligations,
, which are obviously in- to save them ought to be at least as great as ness,
and light cros
Our
only for the weak ones, and the lit- at any other time. Let Christians who are seeking to make some recompense.
tend
utterance, and strives
tle children. But, to prevent this kind of ¥at home take the matter up in earnest, and love demands some
:
—
yr O—
unwise selection, there appears a béautiful prove the Lord whether He is not a God to speak by doing.
higher type of love than
Look ye, brothers! timeis rolling, *
angel hovering over these transverse beam $, always ready to bless, and whey their breth- ~~ But there isa is to a true hushand imwife
The
this.
ren
return
from
the
hillsides
and
sea-shore,
Rolling
rapidly
away;
}
whose kindly office seéms to be to guide the
more than her service, Her
Vesper
bells wili soonbe tolling,
various comers to their own particular they will find the revival in full force, and measurably is far more than her busy hands.
Tolling for the dying day.
dis
heart
silent
waiting
for
them
;
they,
too,
will
gitd
themWhile
one
of
those
celestial
crosses.
more than a well Kept
ints the wayfarer to his own adapt- selves for the work, and it will be glorious. A glance of love is choose between them.
hands
. Rouse thee, comrades! nerve for labor!
must
one
if
house,
“
—Evangelist.
do,
and
dare
In life’s battles
ed burden, the other, inclining upward, diAnd while love in its lower forms labors to
Boldly wield truth’s gleaming saber,
rects the eye of the hesitating pilgrim to a
Vanquish wrong and right pursue.
return and repay in service, love in its highradignt crown, shining out in a halo of glo-|
Help Wanted.
forest, is content fo receive -and remain
#¢y, and fixed in the heavens above—far
Plant your-standard firm and fearless J
is love's highest
BanErupte
debt.
in
ever
away
up
the
mountain,
and
toward
the
an:
ee
Sa
e citadel of right;
for love is easy.
To work
gels right.
The artist, with some success,
Every
inquirer, every young Christian, experience.
Hard may seem the task and cheerless,
and full, and
rich,
very
be
must
bright.
love
is
But
crown
d
promise
the
But
God is omnipotent,
human help.
as aimedto set forth a variety of emotions needs
He be- gtrong;to make one willing to say, I never
but he saves men by means of men.
as
they
are
portrayed
in
the
countenance,
Poor yourself, you have for others
ganto save them YJ becoming incar- can repay, and I am content to remain for:
‘the gestures and actions of the travelers, nate. He dwelt in
‘Wealth you may not—must not keep;
human flesh, employed
debt. It is only in the lower expebrothers,
drooping
for
cheer
of
Words
Here come a 2
of dear joyous little human members, spoke with the voice of a ever in that
and barthat weep.
there are barte
riences
Tears to shed with them
children—chiefly Ey
They are full of man, shed human tears, was ‘found in
obligation.
and
service
of
gainings
labors,
one’s
smiles to cheer thé lone
and energy. The ‘fashion asa man.” It was to give divine
innocent
animation
Toiling o’er life’s weary way;
We hear at the present time'a great deal
draw near the moundas if it were a ban
help through human. insrnmentaliny, And about the duty of serving Christ. We have
Bread to share with poorer neighbors,
of
lowers,
and
hasten,
at
-the
bidding
of
’
Hung’ring, starving every day,
he follows the same law to-day.
His love been redeemed by his ‘blood. We have
the angel, to take up their little crosses,
the various languages of been bought with a price. He has paid a
into
put
been
has
pers,
J
Go to hearts which Pingand
yet, for all that, just as heavy as those men ; he speaks through human lips, through
our ransom. We are restless
Wipe the falling tear®wa
which have been prepared for the older and human sympathies; he extends thes human great sum for
Every smitten spirit nourish,
under the obligation, We entertain.a nothe
more
mature.
Drooping sadly by the way.
hand to lift up the fallen; with it he binds
something to square the acThe artist tries to be true to the blessed up the broken heart; he wipes away tears. tion of doing
We. can not pay in’ full, but we
counts.
fact, that it is easier.to serve God in early
Carry gladness to the sighing,
“True to God’s methods, Bunyan repre- fancy we can compromise ; pay something.
Give your strength to bear the same!
youth, and that religion is never a dead sents
Goodwill as showing Christian the
we build our churches; and organWhisper comfort to the dying;
weight upon the youthfut spirit, but a true way. And, in the engraving, the artist And ourso societies;
and establish our charita© Whisper softly Jesus’ name.
ize
securer-and conservator of real happiness.
has caught ‘the spirit of the scene. Chris- ble institutions; and gather our mission
But here comes a sad foil to the hopeful tian has just been plucked through the
Up some hill or down some valley,
and look with contempt on the
Seek the 10st to guide aright!
spiritd A young man of noble vigor, and wicket-gate, out of the reach of Beelzebub's schools;
piety which is still, silent, meditative, musHark! the bugle sounds the rally :
perfect manly beauty and carriage, draws arrows. Faint, laggard, anxious, still bur- ing at the feet of Jesus, content only to-reGird you, comrades, for the fight,
oints him dened with his sins, he listens intently to ceive from him,
i near the mound, and the angel
BE
..,
*
to a ponderous-looking cross. The young Goodwill's directions, and, shading his eyes
Ido not disesteem work. Nevertheless
is
man
starts
back,
a
dark
frown
settles
on*
h
The Use of Miracles.
with his hand; tries to follow the pointing: work is not the acme of Christian experibrow, -he in half anger .and indignation finger.
PY
——
« Dost thou see this narrow. way ?” ence, it is-mot the autumnal fruit of love.
The convincing
force
of a ‘miracle, raises his hand to his head, while the involguide. *¢ That The love that Siupiy receives Christ, that is
his kind-hearted
inquires
or of whatever is believed to be such, untary gesture of the: other expresses the
thou must go. It was clist up content to take all from him and pay nothway
the
is
r
of a heated rejection. The angel, by the patriarchs, prophets, Christ and his ing back, that sits at his feet, and gazes
to its actual witnesses, can be gainsaid by language
no reasonable
wan. If Professor Tyndall with an expression of saddened: pity and apostles, and it is as straight as.a rule. can lost in love up into his wondrous face, that
“himself were to kee his blind-born neigh-, yearning love, struggles to prevent the make it. This is the way thou” must Be listens to his words, that confesses to him
bor instantly gfted with sight by the feat young man from turning away, and seeks And so Christian hastened on, “helped by the soul's sins, that confides in him 1ts inof a strange personage, or were to gbe his’ to encourage him by directing his eye up- man.
:
most life, that rests and rejoices in’ him,
dead child, already surrendered in despair to ward to the radiant crown, glowing in the
all Christian congregations, there are that finds its voice at last'to say, I live no
In
and | skies,
the tomb, rise up at the same command
liveth in me’ and the
slender,

kine

EO
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coutinued charge of ALBERT R. SAVAGE, A. B.,
cipal, assisted by other efiicient Instructors.
horough instruction will be given
Classes will be formed in Vocal and
Music, Pencilling and Penmanship, if desired.
this school one of the:
The Trustees aim to
wis
best.
Address, for circulars or information, the Pringi-t.
Presiden
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D.,
pal, or
, 8. TASKER, Kor:
Northwood, N. H,, July 10, 1871.

i i brancngs;

‘Be Active.

prodi
you.
faith
in God's word will everywhere work marvels of grace.”

Word and Work..
the bare

profession of religion

«Tae

ci

full board of competent Teachers.
pu, assisted by a
omplete courses of study tor both sexes. C
and Instrumental Music,
formed in V
and Penmans

tained for self-boarding. Address for,

logue or further information, the 1
Waterbury Center, Vt., August 2, 1871.

what odious crimes may consist with high
profession. While I have met with divers:

cata

va y

closes Tuesday, November 28.
SPRING TERM begins Monday,
Jan. 1, I
and’
closes Friday, March 22,
hh
? jodi
SUMMER TERM begins Monday, Aprill, and closes
Monday, June 24.
10
Tuition $25.00 a year.

Ae

'

:

5G JORDAN, AB . Principal,with three Assist.
ants.
The special work of this fchool is to fit students for

Confession.

College, and it is open for both

sexes.

The

school.

being composed of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found im.
schools where so many kinds of work
done. The
students are faithfully drilled in the Latin
and Greek
languages also in
English Grammar, Arithmetic
Ancien Geo
phy, Ancient History, Algebraan

?

Ruskin, though not a preacher, gives a
good recipe on confessing sin :—
When you are examining yourself, never
call yourself merely a ‘sinners’ that is very
cheap abuse, and utterly useless. You may,
even get to like it, and be proud of it. But
call yourself a liar, a coward, a sluggard, a

Special attention is given to reading,

Geometry.

declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
80 ning ; &e. The location:of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advantstudents of a higher rank
ages of association with
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions.

if.

wretch,

pircular,

NICHOLS, LATIN SCHOON.
FALL TERM begins Monday, August 21st, and’

obscure persons, not noted for any extraordinary profession, or forwardness in religion, but only to live a quiet, blameless life,
whom I have after found to have long lived,
as far as I could discern; a truly godly ‘and
sanctified life,— Baxter,

glutton, or an eyjil-eyed, jealous

t

FALL TERM of this Institution begins A

29, under the charge of C. A. Moores, A. B.

than I once

did; and
have much more charity for many,
who, by the want of gifts, do make an ih
scurer profession. I once thought, that almost all who could ray movingly and fluently, and talk i
religion, had been
saints. But experience hath opened to me

tl

SEMINARY.

MOUNTAIN

GREEN

es—
! 1 less admire the gifls of utterance, and

dre invaluable.

A.M. JONES, Sec.
you indeed find yourself to I's in any wise
Lewiston, July 2. 1871.
An immefSe quantity of
either of these.
WILTON SEMINARY.
modern confession of sin, even when honest, is merely sickly egotism, which will | This Institution, at Wilton, Muscatine Co., Towa
It ie
rather gloat over its own evil than lose the commences its Fall Tetm Tuesday, Sept.5.
soon to be changed from a Seminary to a Colle
centralization of its interest in itself.
and additional teachers and facilities will re furnish~

entralizat

|

ed, it is expected, by the commencement of next
has been opened
term. A Commercial department
in connection with this institution and will commence at the same date. Inst:uction will be given

Antidote for Skepticism.

L]

in music, instrumental and voeal

dic Eee
will be fur| The most effective Weapon against skep- | ~ Boarding and rooms for self-boarding,
Christ
but
longer,
They
help.
Dunah
Svan
tha
Hose
probaly
a
us
affords
and live, he would believe in the miracule | This portion of the, scene that experience | no to be plucked through the wicket-gate, |ife which I now live I live by the faith of the | ticism is the exercise of the faith we wish | nished a JO rated. Moderate terms throughout.
nce
and the manifested Creator, with precisel§ | graphic delineation of just
and glirected onward. And you and I ought Son of God, who loved me and gave him- to produce in others. This is in accorda

ith the great law that like begets like.
self for me,—this is above all mere serving.
in “wthts
when he said, “Would you produce ‘kindness and
meant
David
what
is
This
to them
ight to use
body of Christ, and he has the
unto the Lord. for all | Manifest kindness ; before: them
render
I
shall
What
|
he
why
reasdn.
one
is
This
.
> cup | Would you produce forbearance? Fe for. .
his ‘members
;
i
alls] us
why!
the

which is wrought into the daily life of
young men. They cling to the impression

the same confidence that he had in the testimony of his senses, that is, with all the confidence he could have in anything.’ So mich

that here, on the one side, is the world and
joy—its freedom——its glory ; while there
as pits5 JOY~—I1§
Dispute
y
0

exwere
simply Bibi
al beresult
If an : intellectunot
|.faith.
:
h
hi
that rests hi€ head upon
so; but, aimin
in the Master's
{ve
her -| | john
cameHe : home
lately
her mother,
the | husband
could tonotfindsleep
meets
God,
of
inquirer.
bosom, content only to live in him, than | ajmed at, this would
an
truths.
the
and
perience
|
IESE.
hes
reversed
almost
k
h
have
yi
cross
miracles
the
up
other
take
God,
:
to
s
its strohgest
can be substii
| demand requiring him
i to faith.
Once its
theiri velation
He | Peter who draws the sword for zealous but at a practical result, nothing
hes,
of the Sgn of | tive reversal of the real facts of human

Incarnation

Since the

ified.

God came to him in the nightwatc
tossed upon his bed, until finally his wife

is tempted to
support, they are now among its strongest | with indignant surprise, and
of .an insulted
heat
the
in
away
it
beckon
|
.
o
¥
be
to
Perhaps this was intended
trials.

We know not what further historic evidence | freedom.
But it is beautiful to see that a not inconProvidence may have reserved in store in | siderable
passed\d
have
: found the
the tomb of antiquity; but in h3the present4
i
g number

| mound, taken up their crosses, and are now
historic wonders of the‘Old Testament, of toiling their upward way over the Hill of
which we could hardly obtain a rational as- difficulty. Here is a sweet little girl, who
surance independent of Christ. He crowns carries er little cross as she was wont to
and keys the arch of testimony, supporting carry her doll, hugging it to her innocent
all that had - been built below Him, equally bosom.
There is one strong young man rejoicing
with all that is built
upon Him. The very
miracles that attest His divinity, without in the vigor of his matured manhood, who
which, that is, we might suppose Him de- treads the mountain with elastic steps, and
ceived in claiming it, derive their most ir- ‘mounts those confronting: difficulties with
refragable support from His own veracity. unabated energies. Further onward and
Their extrinsic evidenceis indeed
perfectly upward ‘the more aged pilgrim sets his

scientific.

It endures unreduced the cruci-

end,

for

a

rest.

and soon th

the
But we think
$
short of the tru¢ ideal,

tude of works which no created being
wonsiderate
i
re
in regard
no considerate
to which
perform, in
observer could be deceived, and yet which

hag
ahd
and-has

the

He

distance

the suspended crown.
of that cross, borne by
planted his
j well-nigh
YP
:

not really true to the persevering believer's
experience, that that which he early took
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Christ. There must be in it the acceptance
of Him for all that for which He offers-Himinquirer, to look
built on the hill, the other wants it self to us, and sympathy with Him in all
talk and kneel with him, is the sweegest du-| church
saw-mill. If one wants the- that he proposes to do. In sucha belief
ty the minister ever performs on earth: ‘But | down by the
politics, the other would thete is hfe; and in life there is power, and
avoid
to
minister
|
not
is
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;
alone
duty
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it is not (he
up on the side of the in the instincts of all life there is practical
get
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that
him
Let
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cheers for John guidance.—Pres. Hopkins.
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of the tempter’s armor.
ing heavenward, with

lacked in carrying out to a satisfying completeness the imagery toward the top of the

proximate ages of universal skepticism, and
of mortal antagonism to His pretensions, mountain, and in
long ventured no attempt fo deny. But if which approaches
historical certainty be thought too weak to Should not the arms
the pilgrim who has
support so .great : weight as that of a mirai
5
Je: Lr if we are disposed rather to believe
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stands care-worn and weary, but he has
struggled too long with his back turned toward the glorious goal of the race. He
now tarns to gaze upon the glittering prize,
and a sweet and hopeful gleam animates
again
once Sr
hisfycountenance
:
artist-has fallen a little

ble of historical criticism, which has purged
off a great part of Greek and Roman oh
as fabulous dross. The argument is short
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than adamant.
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We are apt to think and say. that success
igethe

test and measure of power.

He who

Tails in his attempts is apt to be set down
as one who lacks real force; while he who
wins a fortune, a place or a name is erown-

ed

2 hero

and held

bow,

with def- | good man.

complacent’ Smile

and

STAR,

-Nothing else will give you any

rights

out service

or provision

for common

During the
ufion the! toms of lawless Sophomores.
:
poi
| summgr-they have gathered in little
of out- | career which has been one
groups
long experience |
y

whrd

but the. multitude®are [of taxing
but baffled effort, and look for-

ready to vote the defeated man a coward or

| at the various preparatory

ward to the end which is hidden in the
an imbecile, to sneer at his story and give deepening darkness. Would Mr.
Beecher '
his name over to contempt or oblivion.
glorify the ministry in gorgeous rhetoric if ||
*
Understood aright, success is the test of a it had bronght him
a lof and burden like |
spirit and the touchstone that tries a life. this? Perhaps so; for it deserves
to be ex- t
But
interpietéd as it often
is,—to mean . alted and prized
; but one strong and enthu- |
mere outward show and surface impression, siastic sentence coming
out from the sphere
—it often cheats the observer.
In God's, of a martyred life would
suggest more than
«conomy, the forees that work in silence a whole volume of rhetorical
rapture writ- |

institutions, dis- |

cussed the numerous reports of hazing that
have come to them from the different colleges that they propose to enter, matured
desperate plans of self-defense, even to arming themselves with billies and. revolvers,
weighed the probabilities of an acquittal in
case a dead . Sophomore is found at their
door, and fortified their courage

hopeful and assuring remarks.

by

;

The

Hope of the Gospel.
—

shall I give up that

character

| worthy life here we shall

experience,

and

common-

en of this century.

:

i

be led to a glori- |

* women

The same voices that
ave

what men have
eps

~——THE Last Brow

Woman? 3

troubles

——

Miss Pheips says: * Women are what
| men have made them.” It is a compliment

At Mormossy, The

thicken at Salt

Lake

City, grow

more serious, and spring from the bosom
of the saintly family jtself. Besides the

opposition to Brigham. Young and his doc.
trine of polygamy, led in a measure by the
thing fashioned from it, men have done | sons of the first
great prophet, Joseph
well, and their works praise them. Mrs. Smith,—the planting of
churches by Epis.
Stowe agrees with Miss Phelps, that ** wom- copalians and Methodists in the
very shad.
en are what men have made them.” In her ow of ‘the Mormon
Tabernacle, —the hold** Pink and White Tyranny * this sentivient ing of a great camp
meeting recently,
often apologizes for the existence of such a - which stirred up the faithful and made
some
woman as Mrs, Lillie Seymour.
Aceord- converts even among the adherents of the
ing to the law. of demand and supply, her modefn faith,—~besides all this, there
has
character todkon its attributes, - Men want- lately appeared a new
and perplexing ed, for a season, a bundle. of embroidered
source of anxiety and alarm.
A Mrs,

| tomen.

|

Current Topics.

J. B.

. Who Made

| of” everything, or examine the original |
| sources of evidence. Much has to be tried

various | by; observation,

rapidly to honor her than the gifted wom.

word which is truly a | tell you,

| ous life hereafter.—.

|

intrinsic

prefer their
of revelation,

Noy the good old book - contains
the sure | are indebled for their brains to their
moth.
word of prophecy, to which ‘we do: well to
ers. So it happens, by their logic, after all,
give heed,as profitable for doctrine, for re- | that men
are what women have made them,
proof, ‘for correction, for instruction in | The
questiofi-of credit for the creation of
righteousness. Let us adhere to it in all 1
the sexes, therefore, remains unreconciled
its simplicity and purity, faithfully per-[
| between them, until we know which first |
forming its requirements, relying implicitly |
began the work.—J. A. un.
| on its promises, and through a useful and

—

the

men

lamp to the feet and alight to the path?

When any doctrine, plan, or scheme is
| presented for our acceptance, we inquire 1
respecting its influence and tendency, the
' motives and objects of its supporters, We
are not able.to test

conceited

own devices to the authority

wants,

along

1...

Because some

1

up as an example, { =—they are forced to. look back
Bandit
the path
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grade or, two ? Has he not the same

gar-

Praise goes freely

prosperity;

MORNING

comfort when you come'to lie here,”
It is in theroom that he hires of the college
lands of praise.
He has known little, of | well if they who pore with enthusiasm over | Treasurer that the citizen has to the tenethe terrible trials of heart which many men | his poems and romances keep these last
ment that he rents upon the street ? Yet, if
findin the same sphere, and men too who | words of his in mind. It is well if they who
there is forced entrance into the house of
"carry fifo if @ purpose equally lofty, a fidel- stand admiring, as{onished and envious be- the latter, we call it burglary, and the oc1 ify’ equally heroic, a faith that has borne | ore the magnitude of his work as an au- cupant is justified in shooting the burglar.
« such strains as his never knew, and a pa- | thor,carry away his own last estimate of hu- In the south, sithilar acts are called Kutient self-sacrifice that makes life a prolong- | man-life,
If the keeping of the centennial. Klux outrages, and the law is busy in
ed martyrdom. And yet some of these men, | shall emphasize and impress these words bringing out the offenders.” Why are simwha seem forever hearing the divine voice from his death-bed, it will not be the least ilar invasions of precincts in college any
; saying, ‘Go,
preach,” appear b
1 at al- of its benefits.
‘less criminal, or why are the . offenders
most every step. Pinched in purse, fretted |
entitled to any more mercy ? They are not;
in brain and nerve, toiling among and for |
{and if the great body of incoming Freshmen
The Dreaded Ordeal.
those who neither appreciate nor under| would tréat them accordingly, they might
. ——
:
| stand them, continually changing the field |
| indeed be contemning their private opinions
of labor, worm4nto old age before the time | There are proBably at this moment a | of the frank and cordial relations that should
when they ought to reach and set forth the r thousand young men in various New: Eng- | exist between young men in college, but
| vigor of manhood, left to themselves or | land homes contemplating with fear and | they would be pursuing a Course in “Which
pushed aside when gray hairs appear, with- | trembling their approaching first term in | few would hesitate to uphold them,
|
college. 'Fhey have heard about the cus- |
erential

283, 1871;

and all

HEL

{ himeand “the public hids met him
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In view of the material,

worthlessness,

a

creature

of

and the

bewitching

Hawkins,

who was the first of a number of

sense. What works well is adopted and | heartlessness, and she was made to order, wives claimed Ly a
Mormon deacon, has
and nnseen are often doing most and best. | ten in'the
world’s noonday sunshine.
But, notwithstanding all this, their fears | uséd generally, and commends itself as use- uy the instinet to please.” This shifts the com:
brought a suit in the United States Court
He sometimes sees. a splendid triumph | ' Some of these
baffled lives preseént grave | refused to be pernfanently allayed. In the ful and worthy. Such is the course pur- | pliment to the female side.
If praises the against her husband for marryin
g other
where men behold only disaster and defeat, | problems.
We can not solve them now and | quiet of their rooms and during their solita- sued in the
amiability, or rather-the pliability, of wom- women illegally.
every day
business
of
life,
|
According to United
fle puts the chief honor upon spiritual here. They seem like examples.
of wasted { ry walks they have frequently asserted and is equally adapted to literature, politics, lam.
In her disinterested desire to gratify States law, polygam
y is a sefious crime,
wealth such as is not recognized at brokers’
force in the moral economy of God.
the recollection of old and religion.
But | themselves, and
| the wishes of shallow men
she sacrifices * and it is not easy
to see how the court can
boards.
The purpose that fights down a the explanation is likely to come
in that | plans and purposes has failed to wholly as- | There have been men in all ages, and | mind and soul, subordinating fer preroga- treat
it as anything less than this, And ift
strong passion, because it is satan’s ally and great hereafter for which
they call, which sure them. After a time thé examinations they are numerous and active at this day, | tives, ad a moral being, to the taste of New- Mrs. Hawkins
succeeds in her suit, the fact
the foe of goodness, is, perchance, in the | they constantl
y hint at, and where we are are all passed, the tickets of admission have who deny the vital truths of “Christianity { port dandies.
What unparaleled self-for- will encourage every
other indignant, or
sight of Heaven, a grander and mightier wont to look for compensations.
been
given,
and
they
have
received
the
con|
= “For now
as the personality and moral government of | getfulness! And it is common to all the dissatisfied, or jealous
first wife in the
thing than the shrewd policy that carries a we see through a glass
darkly, but then, | gratulations of hosts of friends over the facts | God, and the immortality of man.
Their | sex, for * wonien are what men have made church to follow her example. The consecontested election, or that makes a million | face to face ; now
we know in part™ut then | that the ordeal is passed and that there are | language of old was—‘ Who is the Al- { them.”
It is a fair question’ for the next quences
of dollars in a single day’s transactions at | shall we know even
can be in part foreseen. Hosts of
as also we are known.” || only pleasant prospects in store for them. | mighty that we should fear him, and what | meetifig of the Sorosisto decide, to which |
female spouses, who had from a half to a
the stock exchange.
He whose struggles Let such souls keep themselves teachable, But they know that the ordeal is n't passed ; |
| sex the implied compliment of this remark
profit shall he bave, if we pray unto him
fiftieth interest in some Mormon lord,
have really purified himself and set him at | trustful, dutiful, patient and brave.
Heaven | they await that in the midnight terrors with | ““There is no God.”
:
‘‘Man has no preémi- | belongs,
will be turned adrift, their children pro- one with Heaven, whatever else
he has | will find a sphere for all
which
dark
lanterns
and
disguised
faces
their wise service,
: | Perhaps however it is intended for blame, nounced illegitimate,
|
nence above a beast.” “Death isan eterand even the husbands
failed todo or be, is sure of the victor's | and make fruit spring from all
and frightful noises will fill them; and al- nal sleep.” Many and ingenious are the | —the voice of the thing formed saying to
their, true
may find themselves meditating in a cell
amaranth when the final awards of justice | toil.
though
they
would
seem
to
receive
these
«
devices for supportilg such assumptions. | him that formed it.—*‘Why hast thou made [4 instead of managing in a harem. The case
are distributed.
congratulations in the cheerful spirit in | The
A.)
most elaborate researches are made for | me thus ?” In that case we still think the is exciting no little interest, both
in Salt
There is something grateful in the cheer- |
which they are given, they can not wholly |
facts
and incidents in their favor, science is | “Ipotter "has done exceedingly well, and
Lake City and in the country generally. |
Tributes to Walter Scott.
ful, resolute, achieving
worker.
It is
| rid themselves of the -thoughts of coming ol |
with wonderful assiduity and so in reply, return good for evil. But lect the The whole Mormon system appedrs to be
Bi investigated
——.—
é
pleasant to bind up golden sheaves and
evil.
:
;
persistence, and a facility never surpassed remark flatter or blame us, be advanced by on the way toa thorough dissolutio
n, either
bear them to the garner with gladness and | The completion of the ' century which has | It is to six months of this kind of life that |
of gliding from one theory. to another and talented authoresses, or vociferated on the’ by the process of gradual disintegration or
singing.. It is sad and dishéartening to sow passed since the birth of Walter Scott, was college customs subject those who would |
platform © where
woman
demands
her through the hastening of a catastrophe.
ignoring inconsistencies.
beside all waters and look vainly for the | reached during the past week,and made the liberally educate. themselves. Admit that |
“ rights,” we remain
ineredulous,
and
inthe
for
look
will
people
practical
Now
———
springing grain. It is sad to see a true- | occasionof numerous gatherings of literary Freshmen are only occasionally harmed; fluence and tendency
of all this. Cui Bono ? pride ourselveson having too much gal|
men
on
both
sides
of
the
that
the
reports
of
hazing
that
reach
those
|
Atlantic,
to
recall
hearted and willing worker dismissed from |
The work
What's the use? Sappose the world ex- | lantry to accept as true this account of wom- —THE TaxmaNy Fravvs.
the field he would gladly cultivate, and | his history, dwell upon the traits of his per- outside of college life are greatly exagger- ists without aplan,
of exposing the corruptions of the managan’s
creation.
We
deny
that
‘*
women
are
government,
or intellisent home sick at heart and weary of en- | sonal character, analyze the works which ated; that the laws are stringent in nearly gent author, what then?
ers of the New York City Government,
Suppose man what men havé made them.” May the conemanated
from
his
pen,
estimate
all
our
colleges,and
that
the
Faculties
exert
afresh
his
forced quietude or unappreciated toil. It
Having attended so well begun ‘by the Times, is still most
was developed from the ape, the worm, or | tradiction be pardoned.
is sadder to see that experience repeated influence asa popular writer, and say some themselves to maintain an impartial exer- whatever form of matter,
andat death falls several conventions devoted to the extension effectually followed up by that paper, and
again and again. It is saddest of all to sce words respecting the elements of a literary cise of these laws; that Freshmen have their to dust and extinction, what
better is all of the ballot to women, and carefully list- by the Tribune, the Golden Age and the
friends and hazing its foes in all the upper this forus ? It is
a life that seemed to have fair possibilities | career.
easyto see why some || ened to the unsurpassed eloquence of the Independent. The wmiost staid citizens are
classes; that it is only those forward should grasp
and anoble purpese, ending in discourage- | The praise which found expression was
really aroused, and the country generally
we are forced, in spite of ourselves,
at these conclusions:; the im- | speakers,
ment, all its highest endeavors wanting in | general, high, hearty, magnanimous; grate- and officious fellows who ‘‘ need to come
moral, reckless, desperate may” welcome | to believe that woman is unjustly disfran- is startled. Probably only a small part of
obvious success, and all its best hopes far | fal. There Was reason for it.
down a peg or two” that are ever meddled
The man
ible truth has yet been brought forThe more | chised, and have stood ready, ever since, the t
away from fraition. Touching and mourn- { was massive minded, noble in nature, gen- with ; and consequently that proper behav- irresponsibility and oblivion.
they can accept degrading views of their ,.t0 offer her our arm and escort her to the ward. but enough appears to show that the
ior would be a safeguard against all insult; origin
ful indeed is the picture of a baffled life, | erous in feeling, genial as a companion,
and destiny, the easier to excuse | polls; butif it is true; as the remark above official lying and stealing of the. managing
rich in learning, royal in understanding, admit all this,—whigh we do n't believe can
And such things are not very rare.
and crimes. . Such debasing ten- implies, that she has no will of her own, ring,—we use plain but proper words,—
sins
their
It is-easy perhaps to account for "many of splendid in imagination, elevated. in moral all fairly be admitted,—and we are still a dency is sufficient to condemn all these {no self-determining forces, no power
colossal,
to have reached proportions that 4ré
long way from dispelling the fears of these
these baffled lives.
Not a few honestly | feeling and aim, too original to be accused
would
which
system
a
to
reduced
are
and
theories.
create herself, then, really, we must beg to
mistake themselves and the world. They of plagiarism, a poet whose music fills coming Freshmen.
Who are the world’s benefactors ? Who | decline asking the pleasure of her company, do credit to the brain of Giould and Fisk.
The lawless customs in. many colleges have
s, a writer of: hisn@ver find their sphere.
They . would not | the
*¢, air of two hemisphere
;
done most to elevate men in int elli- and go arm in arm with some colored Whether there is earnestness enough to
know it if it were found. They will persist | torical novels that picture the real life of are too well known to admit of their being gence, virtue, and happiness ? Those who 1 brother
to the
ward
room.
The
old bring about anything like a real reform remains to be seen; but a portion of the
in believing themselves fitted for what ev- the lands and ages as no mere fact-gather- quietly ‘dismissed by these young men. have taught the personality of God, that he,| Thyme has
it,—
New York Press is certainly magnifying its
erybody else sees is wholly outside . their ing historian could do, and a recognized They know that, under cover of these cus- is an infinite Spirit, the creator, preserver |
“ What woman wills she will, =
office in making these exposures,
province. They are like Sidney Smith’s power in the world of letters such as scarce- toms, members of respectable families are and governor of the universe; that man r|
And you may depend upon it;”
It is true "nightly guilty of acts that would bring a was made by him and like him, with high
. “square block trying to squeeze itself into ly appears once in a century.
the round hole. They mistake a transient that he had a sort of feudal .fondness for worthless street vagabond before the courts mental powers” and capacities, to maintain and most men, sooner or later, come to
beFINANCIAL TESTIMONY.
It is a pretty
and send him fined to the house of correcand surface desire for a deep-rooted and pedigrees, baronial estates, stately castles
a conscious existence forever.
It is the lieve it. The poetry is all taken put of significant reply to the charges
against
abiding instimet. They interpret. a beckon- and grand family heirlooms, and was not tion. They recall the expérience of their doctrmes which teach men their dignity and these lines, aid’ much
fact from history, | what are called the extravagance and coring of ambition as a providential call. without a strong ambition to found a great acquaintances, one of whom was blind- importance, that incite to noble deeds, that when we declare her
graciousness to be. in ruption of the republican administration of
Pushed by a low impulse, they deem them- House that should bear his name to after folded and kept tied all night to a cold and bless
individuals, communities and na- such excess,and her willfilness
so wanting, Grant, and the insane financial theories of
selves pressed by the sacred hand of God.— centuries, and make Abbottsford historic dewy gravestone; another of whom was tions.
=
.
that she is’ only too happy, in order to Secretary Boutwell, that the finances of the
There are others who are unwilling to do like Kenilworth. “His mind fairly reveled placed at midnight in an apparently under- ; If I amborn-into a chance world, with no please brainless male
flirts, to give up am- country exhibit such aspects as appear on
their proper work even when known; for in mediseval magnificence. Norman lords, ground passage and left there alone, being | real responsibility, an insolvable enigma to bition, dwarf her intellect,
starve her intel- the most superficial survey. The taxes are.
their selfishness pleads for something more Saxon earls, eLivalric knights, high-born warned not to move until his companions my fellows and myself, and when, this frail, ligence, squander her
affections,
destroy steadily and largely reduced, the burdens
ladies,
royal
adventurers;
oriental
autoreturned, as he was seated by the brink of a brief life is past that is the end
. -ilainty and less taxing. They would gladly
her womanly impulses, and force all genu- imposed upon the people grow lighter, the
of me, how
crats,—all
these
haunted
his
braip.and
pict
well-nigh
bottomless
pit
;
and
of
still
anothornament the world, a thing they . can not
small my motive for worthy exertion! Why ineness out of her life. Such a creature is too debt of the nation diminishes, what
reHe brought er who was carried to a seemingly high may I
do; but they scorn to serve it, a ‘thing to ured ¥hemselves on his page.
not be selfish, sport as the insect of supple for citizenship in a republic. He
mains
is
being
funded
at
lower
rates
of
inwhich they are solemnly appointed. —Others over to prosy, matter-of-fact Scotland, Asiat- place, put upon a pedestal with a rope a day, eat and drink, since to-merrow I sphere is in a monarchy.
She has an inef- terest, and the credit of the government is
ic
gorgeousness;
he
summoned
back
‘from,
around
his
neck,
and
cautioned
not
to
step
have some unfortunate tendency or vicious
shall die and be no more?
pacity for self-government which unfits her steadily
improving both at home and
wait which neutralizes every better ele- departed centuries the stirring and tumul- off lest he become his own _ executioner, | But if I believe that this is but the begin- to take chargeof the state.
abroad. The plain, brief, ‘monthly stateNotwithsta
ndtuous
scenes
of
the
crusade
and
the:
tournaTo be sure, the one by the pit found him- ning of my existence, that
ment ; just as sulphate of iron in a soil, othan infinitely wise ing the powerful logic opened on us in ments of the Secretary are very welcome’
self at daylight in the wood-cellar, which and good being has put me
erwise rich, keeps it barren and makes the ment.
here under a every wolnan’s convention, we can not, if | and grateful, and the exhibit recently made
--And yet he never forgot nor lost his sym- contained no pit at all; and in like manner beneficent
farmer's pains and labor fruitless.—And
discipline to prepare for a more this is her nature, be cajoled nor pushed to | by the N ational Republican Committees
pathy
with
what
was
heroic
and
beautiful
the other was revealed unto himself stand- exaltgd sphere, then T have a
"others still seem, to our human eyes, forworthy mo- recommend the proposed amendment to | showing the financial results of two years of
ing upon the floor of his own room, that no tive to make the best of this
ever harassed, hindered and tripped
in in the humbler life of his own land. = He
life,
render the the constitution. We have supple voters Grant's administration, is a pleasant -piece
made
the strifes of the Scottish clans so | rope at all was about his neck, and that on- |
their undertakings, so that what they hope
greatest help to my companions, and so enough. The country staggers under the of reading in spite of its mass of figures,
"distinct
that
his
countrymen‘woke
suddenly
ly his tied hands had probably prevented prepare for the futigre. Thus
for eludes them, and what they touch they
patience, for- weight of them. It is taught as a duty, and and will repay careful study on the part of
spoil. And these last lives are the baffled to be thrilled with the ‘ancestral history him from finding it-out. But in spite of all titude, love, hope are cherished in view
of heeded as a religious rite already, that spiteful democratic critics.
ie
ones that plague inquiry, burden hearts, which they had half forgotten and of which these things the dread still remains, and the encouragements afforded, while
I ap’ Catholic priests know bétter than their peothey
were
half
ashamed.
He
voiced
the
these young men, during these August
and sometimes set the soul questioning the
perishing ‘legends of the. border and the days, are strolling about their fathers’ farms, ply myself to the duties of the present, and ple whom they should remember on election | =TRYING T0 UNITE. The Baptists “and
Impartial justice of God's rule in the earth.
joyfully expect the day when what is most day. The country groan$ for the want of
| the’ Disciples,—sometimes known as CampThese baffled lives are found in all sorts Highlands till they were heard across the or walking along the village’ streets, or trying and mysterious now will have
a pro- voters stilt with will-power, intelligence bellites,—~have been holding meetings fot*
of spheres. They appear in the lowliest and ocean and Wecame well nigh immortal. bravely attempting to enjoy the picnics pitious unfolding.
and independence. If * women are what
;
consultation with a viewof finding, if they
with which interested friends would bethe loftiest places.
The honest and hapd- He repeopled évery mountain and glen that
There is the great mystery of death. men have made them,” when the day of
had
been
deserted,
till
the
traveler
of
to| might, some common statement of doctrine
guile the tedious days of waiting for that How tenaciousl
worked toiler for daily bread is sémetimes
y we cling to lifé, so that promise dawns, in which the disfranchised
and polity which should lead to ‘a formal
married to poverty all his years through, day looks instinctively to see the clansmen first Thursday in September, hesitating death is indeed the king
of terrors. How “half of the American people shall be eman- union, Nothing decisive is reached, though
spring
out
of
the
thicket,
or
listens
to
hear
whether
or
not
to
decide
upon
shooting
the
_ and he turns his children over to the same
can the infidel meet it, cutting short his cipated from the condition of paupers,
the horn echoimg among the hills.
His first Sophomore who molests them and then
the conferences have not been without vilalliance.
So, too, the worker for spiritual
plans, crushing his hopes, all dark and criminals and idiots,”the stale slander of
gains seems to find his life an unrewarded countrymen can hardly speak of him with- take the consequences, or to adopt those Jblank before him? He can only meetit as opponents to female suffrage will become* ue. The Disciples stickle for a recognitipn
out hyperbole and tears; all Europe an- measures that seem best when the cases
struggle.
a
an inevitable necessity.” But the Christian a fact, and beaux and not brains will dance of baptism.as somchow: vitally comecf
One reads Mr. Beecher’s sermon, in swers to the mention of his name, and his have fairly presented themselves.
i triumphs ofer the grave. Death isto him into office. Presidential nominations will, with regeneration, to which the Baptidts
strongly and properly object. It is observ_And this existing evil follows legitimate- a portal to the skies—a
which he exalts and glorifies the work of works are treasured in America from the
removal to a higher on that day, be secured on the floor of ball able that
both parties “commit themselves
home
of
culture
and
luxury
to
the
cabin
of
ly
from
the
habit
that
young
men
in
college
the Christian ministry, with a swelling heart.
and a better life. When the friends ofthe rgoms at Newport and Saratoga.
most emphatically to close communion, as
He does make it appear beautiful, sublime, the hardy pioneer. He literally earned two have of ignoring the duties as well as the infidel die, they perish like
“It is as much your fault as ours that
the brutes, and
precious, sacred. The glory of all othér millions of dollars by his pen, and died pre- courtesies of social life. The results that it are lost. But our dear ones who die in
you write epics ‘while we hem frills,” says though. it were really a vital thing in church
the
building. Our, faith .in their fraternity
callings seems to fade in the splendor flung .maturely of overwork while struggling to produces are only those that belong to abso- Lord are not lost ; they have but
gone on to Miss Phelps; ¢ that you support the family,
would be immensely increased if they
over that sphere and servicé.
And he lift a'great load of. pecuniary embarrass- lute rowdyism. Their existence in a ma- the heavenly shore, and will soon meet
and while we punch stiletto holes in a piece of
4
jority of our colleges can not be denied;
would promptly spurn that element of ex- .
Speaks honestly and out of his heart.
He ment.

|

«oes not need to use
pulpit does really seem

hyperbole.
His
to him the’lofti-

«58 throne on earth, and the preacher's

roy-

alty appears something higher and- diviner
than any seat to which king or emperor
ever climbed.
For the time, it seems as
though every preacher should carry a radi«

~~ amt face and a
consciousness
reply to every
post with the

Thotigh his line of literary labor did not

represent the highest level, yet his books
are, in their way, thoroughly wholesome,
promoters of mental robustness, and while
they please they instruct and kindle.
It

would be an ‘immense

writers of to-day could be induced to appeal
to sentiments as noble as he did, and if our
young readers would substitute ‘his historical romances for the trash and froth of our

jubilant soul, hardly have a
of toil and cross dnd trial, and
appeal to vacate the sacred
prompt and stetn word of abounding fiction.

and conscience into

« Christ,~—*‘Get thee behind me, Satan,”
But who can tell how much Mr. Beech- | hence his hold upon

es

doy and enthusiasm spring from his

temperament and cheering experi_encés?) Almost from the first, his, pulpit
sun

gain if our populay

He put genius,
his

nobility

literary labor, and

humanity.

With the

one he mastered its appreciative brain ; with

the other he won its willing heart.
|
We could never read the brief passage.

in which Lockhart, his son-in-law, biograB ry week has#brought him a fresh ova- pher and friend, flescribes a scene just as
‘#ion. His name thas rung across the conti- ‘his life was ebbing away, without blurred

Jeareer

hi

been {like a ‘trinmphal

t men pressend him

mients from beyend 4

/ ple have been like. CE.w

8

march.

welcome us there, to be

they are a reproach both to those whosal-: no more,

Then

we

separated

from us

shall meet not only

low them and to those who indulge in them ; them,
but the good of all ages, and Jesus
they are chiefly instrumental in producing the
captain of our salvation, to dwell forthose other evils which are painful to those ever in that
holy, happy place.
i
who have observed.them, viz., the use of
Nor is this mere aspiration and assumptobacco and liquor, the slang methods of tion.
Were it indeed an illusion, it would
expression that are frequently adopted by be a most happy
and beneficent one. But
‘those who formerly observed the proprieties the illusion and assumpti
on are all on the
of speech, the behavior that is coarse and other side. The unbelieve
r represses and
boorish, the manners that are the reverse of crushes all his’ best
mative tendencies, he
gentle and refined, and the general club-, makes no account of the deepest
conviehouse conduct of the great mass of college tions and noblest experienc
es of mankind in
undergraduates.
all nations andin all ages, he disregards
Itis therefore in the interests both of good the highest and most Hubstantial evidencemanners and good morals that these young furnished by history. Because some
cormen should be spared the ordeal to which rupt men have sought to cloak their
wicktheir first term in college usually subjects edness by a refuge of lies, shall I give up
them.
Why should they mot be allowed that hope of the gospel which has done so

cambric, and prick yards of muslin into em| clusiveness,as having no warrant

in Script-

broidered "* insertin’ to encircle our necks | yre and as
being at war with true Christian
and arms withal.” Are we then married
charity.
They
will do that some day, and
to an obsequious piece of putty? * Is ‘woman in century the XIX. a smiling image of then wonder that they had not done it before,

plaster?

As

with desire

a

to

ready always to

‘womaii from her

chivalric

defend
rescue

knight

the
the

burning

innocent, and
fair fame

of

detractors, we repel the

insinuation that she is not the artiftcer of
herself, and throw down our gauntlet over
the assertion that her character is. her own
handiwork. Confident of this, we say,
‘ Please pass ler the ballot box.”
It is a current belief that mothers give

character to their sons,

The fair,

eloquent

~—LIBERAL RoMANISM.

The

protest of

such men as Hyacinthe and Dollinger against .
the later assumptions of the Papacy is
bearing fruit. A meeting of leading Cath- ...
olics was lately held at Heidelberg, Germany,

at which effective steps were taken to form

an ecclesiastical party which should begin
by rejecting all the larger and more extravagant pretensions of the great hierarchy, and endeavorto define a Catholicism

and irresistible pleaderg for female suffrage, consistent with logic and common sense,
in proving the ability of their sex, do never and which acknowledges the right of pri.

hesitate to pluck from the head of great vate judgment. Of course this virtually
the same personal freedom in dress and de- much to purify and elevate the world ? men
their laurels, and cast them ito the -contemns the very essence of Romanism,and
eyes.
It is fitting to recall it-now.
““Lock- portment that those in the advanced classes Because some visionary
men choose the 1aps of their mothers. All ‘along
‘the éen- would make the Pope's tiara nothing but a
hart,” he said, as the earth. began suddenly receive? Ts there any better reason for out- reveries of a vain imagination in preference turies
the
sovere
ignty
of
this
power
.over child’s bauble, as it really is. . The move‘to
fade
on
his
dying
eyes,
‘I
may
have
but
gratefu] compliraging the person and property of a man in to substantial society, shall I give up that
has been acknowledged. History, ment is full of meaning and promise, and
a‘'minute to speak to you. My deay, be a the Freshman class than of subjecting him hope which I and so many others have found is
poetry’wnd science reverently do homage every Protestant may well pray for its sucA good man—be_yirtuous—be religious—be a to the same treatment when he has risen a an anchor of'the soul, sure and steadfast? '
before the mother. , None hasten more Cess.
Ri
i
I

alii

A)

\
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THE MORNTN
sity

Pay

; to lessen them,
ance
anxious
_ intemper‘and
effort, on his

and

part, to

influence’

temperance
speakWe.
speak.
to
able
is
he
ing such words as

the public

good

by reading

dresses made by héFown hand,

Rev. Elkan Herzmann,

tracts to gathered audiences,

pastor

&

of the Fifth

vantages. But we can not predict anything
respecting Chis success. That would de-

10 o’cl

-he can do, If he succeeds, ¥ may well go
on; if he fails, we suggest that he would do
a fitting thing in helping to sustain. some
lecturer who can get the ear of the people
and master their hearts, If he triumphs on
the platform, he will not"be the first orator
who began with misgivings and trembling
at the knees ; if he retires in’ mortal
and utter, discouragement at the end

seized Herzmann, divested him of

A wonderful instance of bookselling

Donation] News and Note

La

Mr. Hall, of
On

drawing

Q. M.

will hold

its next

session

new Meeting

Superintendentsof Railroads in Maine, have

at

Superintendents
Schools sending

September

next,

and

without

tickets will be secured.

.

doubt,

free

subscribing now.

next

ses-

sion with the Burns church, commencing Friday,
A full delegation from
Sept. 1, at 10 joo ock, A. M.

Arden,

all the churches

.

is requested

Mass., church,

commencing

Storer Normal School, and others in want,
would be greatly benefited by articles of clothing
or bedding, that might, with a little forecast and

been adopted, and

has

the afternoon, sermon by Rev. G. E. Hopkins.

money is raised, and

raised

energy, be gathered among the people In the
towns and cities far away, and sent forward to

in most of the Preshy
Falls of the Ohio, and thus
success in every instance,

us. Ouly let some one lead off in
and the work is soon accomplished.

than before.

the matter
Could you

Boxes are sent cheapest as freight, and all
have come safely as yet. Having no funds to
pay freight here, it will be a great favor if the
But, if you

can

not

pay we will sell enough ofthe goods to
expense,

the

N.

H.

The

Lord

has

visited

May God

them.

Baptist, - Methodist,

4baptized

and

seventeen

added

to

this

At the recent Commencement

of Quincy

in

Divinity was conferred on Rev. A. D.

Williams,

late. General Superintendent of Public Schools in
West Virginia.

BOwWDOINHAM,
verts

ME. - Four: more

Sabbath in July,

making

last

our fevival \commenced.

We

have

dull meeting for four months.

since

not hada

improved éducation for the clergy.

E. G. PAGE.

Qiarterty_Meetings.

is much
’

session with

Q. M.—Held its June

But few delegates

the Sauk church, June 9—11.

churches

were present, yet Teports from all the
were received.

the close

t

of

afternoon

the

baptized eight happy conservice thes wri
ed to the Sauk church, makverts, who wer
ing forty additions to that church since Feb. last.
Voxt session with the Scott and Marcellon
church, with Marcellon branch, Jp. 8—10.
KCKENNEY.
. B. F.
TOR
Hi

Rev. Dr.

General.

Forsyth, a

has

Presbyterian,

been

appointed chaplain at W est Point.
A New Bedford church distributes

gratuitous-

1y~over 200 copies of religious newspapers.

ple who do not attend church and who

Peo-

refuse

tracts eagerly accept and read these newspapers.

The General Synod of the (Dutch) Reformed
Church proposes to

raise

$1,000,000

for

church

purposes, to commemorate its 260th anniversary
on this continent and the 100th apniversary of
the first convention of ministers and elders in
New York, which formed the General Synod.
The Bishop of Iowa declares that the Scriptures

nowhere

confound

with regeneration,

baptism

, Or assert that itis invariably
birth
office,
as the
not as

attended

by the

‘Therefore; in the baptismal
of the Spirit.
the word ‘regenerate’ must be understood
language of ‘faith, hope, and charity 24nd
'
the language of certainty.”

In Michigan
churches, with
General

there are 172 Congregational
The
a membership of 11,984,

Conference

strongly

recommends that

the Michigan professorship for Oberlin Séminary he completed at once, as Michigan must look
to Shit seminary more than any other for its sup
'
;
;
ply of ministers,
The value of the Protestant. Episcopal church
edifices inthe city of New

York

is estimated at

-. $7,600,000, not inctyding the ground on which
th8y stand. This is'about $8,000,000 in advance
_.ofany other Protestant church, aif $1,500,000
¥" more than the Roman Catholics.
The Y. M. C. Associations of Minnesota have
undertaken to. establish a Christian mission on

.;. ,the Northern Pacific Railroad, through their ex#{, ecutive committee. The present headquarters of
the mission are at Oak Lake, where there are
more than a thousand employes

L Aroline M, Fernald, of M. V.

of the

i" five thousand new settlers, -all without
ligious privileges.
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growth, and prevents it from falling out,or turning
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plexion, Lyon's Celebrated Kathairon is to the hair.

:

AM.

—

became her greatest attraction, It will do the same
It will obliterate Sallowness, Mothfor any ome.
patches, Ringmarks, Supburn, &c., give a marblelike complexion, and perpetuate the bloom of youth
for years. What the Magnolia Balm is- to, the, com-

gray,

AM.
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of the General Conference, can
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| ders are dolicited.
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more copies.
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cere 1010 10.35 oon 2.40, oon BAD LL

freckled-faced
lady in Daytén, O., but one year ago.
“ghe used Hagan’s Magnolia Balm upon her face and

‘It not

AM.

00101010835

coats

‘and vests; since then it has annually been changed
from city to country for family sewing, and is now
in good repair, doing the stitching in a first-class
dress-niaking establishment. It did $400 worth of
stitching in eight months df last year.

York

constantly on hand, and made to order.

«
“

L. BR. BURLINGAME,

S. S.

of

New’ Sunday School

Rainy

OLD ESTABLISHED
TROY BELL EOUNDRY.
TROY, N.Y, (established 1852) a large assortment
of Church, Academy, Fire Alarm, and other Bells

Trains leave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
PM. P M. P.M.
AM. AM. AM. Adi Em, PM! PM.
5.02 5.43 .... 7.40%
5.50% 8.00 11
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fora $50

ARRANGEMENT.
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wait
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+ No.4 GOTHIC BLOCK, BANGOR, ME.
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lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de
livery.
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Flower by the Prison
Daisy Seymour,
Torch Bearers,
’ Olive Loring’s Mission,
Susy’s Spectacles,

AND TO

Catalogue of

MACHINES !

1.00.

100

Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

OF CHURCHES

Superintendents

by

DOVER, NH,
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ARE

a work pf the highest

ga The first edition of this work is exhausted.
/T'he publishers will furnish us with a new supply
just as soon as they shall have published another
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THE

NEw

Our patrons will, therefore, please

sent prepaid

100

can be done in good'style at short notice This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple anand upon reasonable terms.
nouncgment is sufficient to show that
Orders are solicited from all parts of others think the work a good one apd
‘that they appreciate it. “At this rate of
‘Address,
the country.
sale this whole Edition will soonbe off
L. R. BURLINGAME,
our hands.
Price $2,00.
Postage,
No. 39 Washington St.,
extra; 24 cents. .Special terms given
Dover, N. H.
to agents who ell 100 or more. Or-
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Devotion, Tholuck,.

Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,

and Philadel-

therefore,

Prize

ular price of the work, here and else-

Ornamengal and Uséful.
of 63 Merrimac Street, Boston,
Bro. J. L. Roberts,
whose advertisement, headed with an eleotrotype of
an ornamental fence, may. be found in another col
umn, is a real live, denominational man, and looks
out for the interests of his customers as well as his
:
own,
Whether any of our readers wish to purchase anyvisitthing of him or not, they will be well paid for
of
ing his shop and. talking over with him matters
special and general interest. He is posted,
Please read his advertisement and then make him

FOR

One vol., 12mo, Price, $1. Will
post, on receipt of pried, by

THE
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CONCORDANCE

account

Biblical

the

or,

value to all careful students: -- The reg-

any other route, more than 50 miles.
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Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,

:

TO PASTORS

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

tested bL Scientific Theories of his Quin and ‘Anti.
DP. D., LLD.
By Josepn P. THOMPSON,
quity,

subscribers, with a year’s subscription
in advance, “$7.50, we will send, post
paid, the ¢ CRITICAL GREEK AND EN-

TestaMENT,”

»

at this Office.
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To any person sending us thr ee new |

GLISH

Or-

BURLINGAME,

LR.

Address

A Fine Premium.
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cop-

ies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers.
ders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
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the entire Vermont
There is great activity alogig
Division, and before Winter the cars will be running
over a portion of the line, and during 1872 it is confidently expected that this promismg New England
rrunk Line of 220 miles, will be completed ; shortening the distance from the Lakes to the seaboard, over

in America,

of Christidns

125
125
125

Ruthie Shaw ; or,

printing of cuts and printing in colors,

respecting the

amount of information

ots. ; on a dozen copiee,24 ¢ts.; on one hundred

In Plymouth, Me., Aug. 9th, Rev. JEPTHA YOUNG,
UCY MCLAUGHLIN, of Car
of Dimon, and MRS.
.
mel.

hope

set.

a yisit.

Luce, both o! t

“In N. Danville, June 24, by Rev. J. B Laighton, Mr.
Andrew Laid and Miss Sarah J. Way, bot of X.D.
July 22, Mr."J: N. Nason, of St. Johnsbury, and Miss
Abbie J. Kittredge, of Walden.
In Melvin Villege, N. H, Au g. 15, by Rev. S. P.
Fernald, Mr. G. B. Tiles, of Pitt field, Me., and Miss

half mile of the track was on the cars 60 miles dis-

Rev.J. M . Nelson

by

28,

Miss Susan

it con-

furnished,

Missionary Operations, Educati mal Statistics. &c
Though thus enlarged and improved, it h as been de
cided to sell it. on the same t°rus as heretofore, viz:
single-copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one
hundred copies, $7.00. Postage on a single copy, 2

Elmore, Vt.

The Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad, just opened to North Conway, N. H., in the heart of the White
Mountain region, is one of the best built roads in the
country. The rapidity with which the work has been
executed indicates the energy which has characterized the management of this enterprise from the out-

tant.
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kinds

a 12mo. In size

enlarged to

various ‘denominations
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and besides the mater

a large
tains

with

accordance
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Happy Summer,
Hester’s
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones,
Hours of Christan

This Press is the

of the country.
It is believed,

The Register for 1871 is put of press and ready for
In

Boston.

Printing

York, Boston,

AS, 1870.
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Job

1.50

The Judge's Son,

CO,

&

HILL

Price.
$1.25

Lute Falconer

The Pressman has. had an experiente of twglve years, and that in some:
of the best offices in the largest cities

REGISTER. -

delivery.

Vt.

Sears’ Building, Boston, Mass,
And all leading Banks and Brokers.

in New
phia.

\

1,932.46
reas.

;

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,

The Job type is entirely new, and
| has been selected with great care from
type made by first-class manufactures

BAPTIST

FREEWILL

Wentworth,

Edith E Hayes, An-

Mr: Nathfh W. Baily and

The day previous to the completion of the section
whose terminus in North Conway, the iron for one

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
.

in Germany; and there is reason
that it may meet with great success.

150.00

For the Sabbath School.

best in use, and is, of cotlrse, capable
of doing most excellent work
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DRUGGISTS.

Books

New

More

Esq,

BANK,

Morning Star Offige.

SINRVAN

150,00

Mission.

In Great Falls, N. H, Aug. 12, by James G. Young,
Esq., Mr. James M. Morse, of Brentwood, N. H., and
Miss Ida F. Stevens, of Parsonsfield, Me.
In Gilmanton, July 9th, by Rev. J.C. Osgood, Mr.
Gorge Ww. Sargent and Miss Lizzie Price both of G
P. Q., July 9th, b. Rev. Seth W. PerIn Newport,
iss Abbie Flanders,
kins, Mr.
Hollis Jordan and

that ‘contemplated

BY ALL

Roston.

St. Johnsbury,

NATIONAL

ad-

should

elsewhere,

:
dress J. E. Butler, Biddeford, Maine. .
For sale at the offices of publication and at the
Please send to the STAR office for a
bdbkstores.
upply of these books.

has just been: put into operation in the

$1,632.46

MARRIED. *

both of Newport.
Vt,.
In Bargwic

T. TOWLE,

A new Steam

The

and an#ibil-

probably the best, the most genial cathartic
fous preparation on thé face of the earth.

Conference, it has heen

x

4." Modifica

for the

Sophronia

the Seltzer Spring of Germany.

residing

H;

N.

Manchester,

0B-PRINFING OFFICE.

UINE ARTICLE BEING SE URED, you have the
Seltzer Water of Europe, purified and perfected, and

Concord, N. H.

The reform,it will be seen,

radical than

more

isof its original,

SILAS CURTIS,

‘and, 7. The abrogation of the law imposing celibacy on the clergy.”

Winn,

Anna Wentworth,
na W Winn;

to dogmatic
ry punishment referring simply
matters. 6. The introduction of diocesan synods,

ANSON Q. M.—Held its June term with Anson church. Nearly all the churches reported
by letter, and reports showed a good interest in
QQ. M. This was a good session.
WM. PARSONS, Clerk.
SAUK CO.

Sarah

Equivalent

and doctrines of the books composing this volume,
render it a valuable aid, if not a necessity, to all
lovers of the Scriptures and to the student.
Though not exclusively a subscription book, agents
are solicited for this as for the first volume.that it may
receive more immediate attention from our churches.
Massachusetts
Persons in New Hampshire and
desiring agéncies should address Rev. N. Brooks,

THE MORNING STAR

Aperient, based ou a correct analysis of the Seltzer Water, is even superiorte the manufacture of Nature herself, because it contains all the ative nfedicinal preperties of the spring, unalloyed by any of the inert and useless particles found in all mineral fountains. THE GEN-

Bequest of Wm Wentworth, late of Lebanon,
Me., per 8S W Jones, executor,
At the request of the late Wm Wentworth,
the following persons, who are his children and grand children, are wade lifes
members of the
F W Baptist Home
Mission Society, viz: Moses IL. Wentworth, Leyi
W Furbush, Samuel D
' Hayes, Caleb W Winn, J Wm Winn,
Shem Wentworth, Mary A Wentworth
Martha L. Hayes, Aczah 8 Furbush,

been

5. The abolition of disciplina-

monastic orders.

Great

SOLD

Freedman’'s

ABRAHAM
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safely challenged to produce so perfect a simulation of
anything in nature, as
=
Tarrant's Effervescent
Seltzer Aperient

2)

Bequest of Dea. Asa Hutchinson, late of Fayette, Me., per Mrs H B Hutchinson, executrix,
2
Bequest of William Wentworth, late of Lebanon, Me,, per 8 W Jones, exectuor,

rules, or total abolition of

tions of the monastic

The

while the clear exposition of the difficult passages 3g

AGENTS.

P. POLAND,

RICHARDSON,

za)

5

publishers of the demand for such a work embracing
as it does, valuable features and arrangments found
in no other work. These have been retaimed hereir

& EWING,
715 Chestnut St., Phila.

Hon. LUKE

passed

having

Gospels),

(the

Commentary

the
through two editions in as many months, assured

President 1st Nat. Bank, Boston, Mass.
.
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R

Forwarded,

The: reat succéss of the first volume of Dr. Butler's

Trustees for the Frat Mortgage Bondholders.
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|-

Street,

Price $2,00.

& Co; Biddeford: J. E. Butler.
trated. ©

& CO.,
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D Lothrop & Co, 38 Cornhlll, Boston.
H W Hubbard, Durand, Pippin Co, Wis.
John M Downes, Orono, Me.

Waldensian

have

Soldiers

, and for
sions for dependent mothers ful fathers
Enclose postage.
diers of 1812, and their widows.
\
\

meceivid.

tist Printisg. Establishment; Boston: D. Lothrop
Illus-

CO,

&
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FAIBBARKS

in the army, can get pensions by writing
Agent, MiddleKILPATRICK, Government Clim
s penbourne, Guernsey Co., Ohio. ie also collect
sol-

Clerk.

Acts, Romans, and the Corinthians. By Rev.Dr.
BUTLER, Professor in the Theological ‘School at
Bates College. Publishers—Dover: Freewill Bap-

St, Johnsbury, Vermont,
& CO.
252 Rroadway,
New York.

FAIRBANKS,

permanent disease
Who were wounded or contracted
to JOHN

EXPRESS.

the calendar of saint’s days (the saint’s days, as
a rule,to be kepton Sundays).
2. A total reform
of the present ecclesiastical discipline. 8. An

25, fourteen brethren

and eleven sisters, who have been baptized

are.
the

posed reform: “1. The use of the language of
the country in divine service, and a revision of

happy con-

followed their Saviour in baptism the

and

sale by Harness Makers. Grocers, and
M annfactured by
everywhere.
G.F.WHITNEY & CO, Lexington, Mass.

BY MAIL.

Tn Hungary, as well as Germany, the spirit of
church reform is abroad.
A pamphlet represent.
ing the views of a large party of Hungarian
priests has been published, in which the following are given as the essential features of the pro-

The clerk of the Corinth Q. M. writes that Bro.
Lewis Dexter was licensed by request of the
West Topsham church, and not by his own request, as stated in the Star of Aug. 9.

E. HOPKINS,

5
FAIRBANKS

embracing The

The second .volume,

NOW READY.

.

ofthe

to

FAIRBANKS,

at the same

Soaps

anl

Blacks; Polishes

All

Dame, of Lowell; m

Henry Fulton, Broadway, Ohio.
Rev J E Mills, Riverside, Me.
EH Higbee. Burg Hill, Trum, Co, Ohio,
Rev R D Preston, Dryden, N Y.
A L George, Woodhull. N Y.
Frank A Smith. Box 166, Chelsea, Vt,
Rev G Smith, Lyndeboro’, N H,
Henry Chasg. Wentworth, N H. Box 24.
Mrs Lizzie
Monmouth. Canter bury, N H.

erected or purchased.
The number of ministers
has been increased during the same period from
twenty fo thirty-one; the number of churchmembers is larger than at any former period.
Within the last fifteen years there has been an
increase of members which has more than compensated for the steady decline of lf a century
previous.
ST 4

Col-

Doctor

Free,

since then, and 15 or 20 new chapels

church during the last ten weeks.
. G. W. CoLBY.

lege, Illinois, the honorary degree of

Books

Methodism bas found Scotland a hard field,
and for several years previous to 1858 the work
of the denomination 1n that country was declining; but since that time the tide has turned,
and the results are now encouraging.
Most of
the burdensome church debts have been paid

VASSALBORO', ME.
Baptism was again - witne
in the Vassalboro’ F. B. church, Aug. 13,
for pron receiving the rite. Fourteen have

an. Ad-

J P Ames—E Allen—8 H Barrett—S D Bates—E W
Badger—A H Brown—I M Bedell—Clark Bro's—F Cardot
—J Carson—L W Collins—M F Champlin—J Edgecomb—
C Folsom—L B Gerrish
F W Fowler—Emeline Fuller—
—P Gaskill=8 Hobsoh—8A Isfhc—S W Jor S P JudoOthrop—1 B
kins—A Kentner-M Lewis—A Libby-C F
S
Lambert—J Lawrence--D A Minard —W S Merrill—H
L
Norris—C
M
Morgan—Mrs W Moore—W L Noyes—J
Owen—E Prescott -W Pierce—W A Potter —F E Peaslee
Peekham—
M
Page—P
G
—8 8 Penney—J H Phelps—E
Mrs M Palmer—S Roebuck—N P Rowe—H Rowley—R H
Sanborn—H Swander—C Satterlee—Miss 1, Se amans—1)
R Whittemore—=Mrs C P White—O Wilber—C Williams.

churches.

N. JONES,

been

Lerters

churches around the
far it has proved a

in the bonds of peace.”
These meetings
held alternately in the halls belonging to

bless

GEO.

3wi2

blessing of God, and by study of the Word of
God to render more solid “the unity of the spirit

our little church at Springfield, by his converting
grace. Eight or ten have professed religion, five
of whom were recently baptized. This church,
though small, is a working one.

easily,

and'at 11

The same system has been adopted

have labored together harmoniously.
Every
Monday morning the ministers and. evangelists,
along with several brethren connected with the
different churches, meet together to pray for the

fund,”

_ in money, are also still greatly needed. Address,
A. H. MORRELL.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
SPRINGFIELD,

more

much

meeting;

day,A. M., Sermon by Kev. GE.

tended more or less regularly by from 400 to 500
persons. Hitherto the different denomniinations

pre-

pay

Coptributions to our * special

More

meeting ;“at 10, Business

There are now eight ministers or evangelists
connected ‘with different Evangelical churches
laboring in Rome.
i= places of worship have
been opened in diffefent parts of the city,
In
these places of meeting there are held every
week at least twenty services, and these are at-

know the details of our work in this department
the past year, your hearts would be moved, both
to tears and to gladness,

expense is pre-paid.

finely.

1t Oils,
time. For
Druggists
12wst

Tues-

Commentaryon the New Testament,

pagatie

is

gold,

cent.

per

six

&c.—apply
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1 , and continue till Thursday,P. M.,
following 1s the Rrogtamme :
uesday evening, by
Home Missions,
D. D. Wednesday, 9, A. m., Prayer-

dress on Lapham Inst.,by Prof. G.H. Ricker. Wednesday, P, M., Sermon by Reve A. H. Heath; Thurs-

for-

Maps,

Whitney's Neats Fool Harness Soap.
¥

D.J. WHITING, Clerk.

R. I. & Mass. Y. M. will hold its session with
, the Charlestown,

»
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cation.

the
semi-annually in Boston on the first” of May and until
These Bonds are offered
first of November.
afurther notice, at 90, and accrued interest in cur7
rency.
|v Wor further information— Pamphlets.

INDEPENDEST FARVER.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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one address, than on a single one. The
postage is payableat the office of dtiverd h
The volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited.
o percentage is allowed on money sent
age
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

and $100.

$500

: #1,000,
and the interest,

men of experience and com:
womin and child in city and
Syb scription price only 2
balinve of this year to a

of moral life. Edited by
mon sense. Every man,
country should have it.
cents a year. Sent per

ES

When they had finish-

worked

Illustrated Magazine,

P. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
,

FREEDOM Q. M., New York, will hold its

And the ot fell upon Haggai (ii: 93) ** The glory

of

A new, large, highly interesting find beautiful

WHITESTOWN Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at Prospect, commencing Sept. 2, at 10
o’clock, A. M.

Sec.

Cor.

PAGE,

EW,

sent to

10, when

number between one and

most experienced, successful, and widely
business men in the country, who will inknown
sist upon the closest economy, and honesty in
:
the adminigfration ofits affairs.
The managers of the Road have themselves investns
subscriptio
cash
the
ed largely in its gaplial stock,
being nearly sufficient to complete the Road ready
the
of
n
for the iron, (thus showing their . appreciatio
importance and value of this enterprise). For convenience of investors the bonds (coupen or regis.
tered), are of the following denominations :

- Independent Farmer,

return

In the Presbyterian church of Jeffersonville,
Indiana,
the envelope plan of contribution has

student,

nte thereo
34

10 sopies or any

on

a year ; and no. more

springs of Northern Vermont.
The Road.is under the management of some

ceived. If any schoosl have failed to receive blanks,
I shall be Fld 9 supply them ‘upon their. notifying

A. H. MORRELL, Clerk.

of the ‘Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents

of interest

payment

regular

and

prompt

blanks for this year’s Reports were sent to the several schools, and so far but york few have been re-

of

mer.”

this mission to provide a little for the future.

more than three

been

TERMS. Single copy, 30 cents a year.
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PosTAGE.—The postage on a single. copy
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Permit me to

Maine Central

Yearly Meeting, to be held at Auburn the 6th day

her chjl-

of the latter*house shall be greater than the

SABBATH SCHOOL REPORTS.

8S. W. STILES.

addressed on reduction of fare to the
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Register,

House

day, September
following. The
1
A sermon
on
D. M. Graham,

Next fall and winter many a poor

1

seriptural lots.

t session

Do-,

ver, N. H.

We urge upon the capitalists and all having money
vestl
tiem of
to invest, the most careful
thom to con ine more
these seourities, believin
nd now in the
safety and profit than any Railroad
Ogdensburg Railroad line
market. The Portland
will be the shortest route by more than fifey
miles from the Lakes tothe Atlantic.
The Road will \have local business enough to
pay all its ranning expenses and to insure the

Changes HA the P. O. addresses of ministers should
be made known at once, and they may be at as late a
day as it is possible to give them a place .in the

Meg, CENTRAL YM. Ministers’ Conference will meet
at Auburn in connection with the Y. M., Se pt. Sth, at,
10 o’clock. A. M., to consult and act upon such topics
as may be brought before them.
0. PrrT8 , Clerk,

ed drawihg
for themselves, a daughter of nineteen said : * Let us draw for the new emperor’)

“Be not weary in well doing.”
# hile the summer months are passing and vacations and excursions are being enjoyed, a favorable opportunity is afforded the friends of
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Newport Center, Aug. 20-31, the.
to be dedicated the Ist,
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dren, like the anxious wife of Enoch
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Portland & Ogdensburg

Q. M. for the Register, should

be made out to the first Sabbath in May, and should
be sent to the Agent of the Printing Es iblishment as
soon thereafter as possible, that there «may be no
unnecessary

All communications intended for publica-

tion should be addressedto ‘* THE MYRTLE,"
Dover, N. H.
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church, commencing SepThe Rev. R. H. Tozer
will preach the opening sermon in the evenin
:
E. 8. DART, Clerk.
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Material.
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Maidstone,
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Meeting tax,~12 cents per resident ore dy
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)
WM. F. EATON, Clerk.
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The book was
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AFLES,

Standish & Gorham church, DE
on
ay the 80th, at9 o'clock, A. M. Ministers’
‘clock,
P.
Loufurence on Tuesday preceding, at
2 o

“The Sinner's Friend,” of which 1,850,000 copies, or 413 editions of over four thousand copies

each, have been sould.

+

. Wa. PARSONS, Clerk,

ence is

quality, and its mechanical

rior

Principal and Interest Payable in Gold.
FREE FROM GOVERNMENT TAX.

Me:,

he

An order has been issued by the Minister of
Worship forbidding throughout the Russian dominions the holding of divine services according
to the forms of the Baptist religion.
‘

ed by the suBcess of a little religious

:

non,

;

examined the manuseript,and agree in pronouncing it very ancient—Tischendorf expressing the
opinion that it antedates the Christian era. So
says the Christign Advocate.

first half hour, he will only follow a long
list of predecessors, Try it, friend, and
accept the result,
:

AML

Wg Ap

CUMBERLAND Q. M. will hold its August term with

Fe

Jerusalem, and became the, fortunate purchaser.
Tiseliendorf and other eminent Hebraists have

terror
of the

use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very supe-

Three New England Railroads.
Leba-

West

in

Academy

the

hear

A small Farm

h

»

the East, bringing a complete and very ancient
copy of the Pentateuch.
The manuseript is of
rare value.being older,it is believed, than any otherin this country,and older also than the oldest of
those in the British Museum. Dr. De Hass
found it in possession of a sheik in the vicinity of

meansto support himselfin the effort, we

ber te
hg

Q. M will hold its next session with the
enton, commencing August 20th, at 1
churéh
in
o'clock, P. M.
J. M. DURGIN , Clerk. !

Rev. Dr. F. 8, De Hass has just returned frony

think he may properly try if and see what

willhold its 5

For Sale or to Rent.

published by the Free-

This semi-monthly,

First Joint Mortgage Bonds

Send your direction to Dr. 8. 8. FITCH &’ 1y18BON,

LispoN

him out, it he returned.

of his own words; and, last
ness and force
but not least, upon his own personal qualities, Having a mind to do something, and

ock,

5

s, conducted him to the door,
pend, _ first, upon his ibility to call out . au- his sacerdota
diences ; next, upon his good judgment in with instructions to leave, and threatened to kick

selecting matter for use ; next, upon his skill
and power as a reader’; next, upon the fit-

daily;

fra

ANSON Q. M.

ensued, during which one of the leading officers
of the church

Li

pages, free. by mail, to any one. This book is to
ANY-0no
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

fixtures in perfect

|’ Kingiod church, A HAL

having broke his fast by eating ice-cream, the
congregation
determined
to remove
him.
Another Rabbi occupied the desk, and an affray

has promise and “adod whichhe suggests

your dental

Notices and Appointments.

Avenue Synagogues Chicago, failing to comply
with the regulations requiring all Israelitesto

The meth-

8

keep

"THE MYRTLE.

[New England Securities. |

90

PHYSICIAN,”

714 Broadway, New yok,

. are glad of his interest, and see the need of fust strictly one day during the past week, he

all wise effort in this direction.

. DR.S. 8. FITCH,

Speaker

the recipe is simple but sure.

without the aid of a machine, from the profits, of
which she expects to pay the second instsll;
ment,

of an

success

probable

the propriety and

If you would

made her first payment, and hil¥om

dle. She has

hand twenty-five

wishes our opinion, publicly expressed, as to

is truly a Stump

Who, when talking, exhibits a mouthful of stumps. sends his “FAMELY

by her nee-

| dists, for which she proposes to pay

He

—
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has purchased a house of worship for the Metho-.

of

sad over the-Wide-spread mischiefs

ent,

Pettibone—of Maryland,

A young lady—Miss
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beingin every way worthy of their
patronage. Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediately.

Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)

4 cents.
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[ete you act up to it pn Here he handed me | give tone to public life and fashion the civliza:
the apple.
—t-tion of the century Tn.
“Will you accept the “apple! Mm ald 1, ol
am glad you brought ‘it in; for I like to THE INSTITUTES oF MepIcINE, By Martyn
Paine,A, M., M.: D, LL. D., ete., ete. Ninth
| know honest boys, What is your name
edition, §Same Publishers, &e.
I870,% Octavo,
He told me. I need not tell you, howpp.

. BE dire i to Fourtintiod], A We or contract that he was i
that some
Jkeep-time with the stars.”
~H-fotks-are-down-on-him-who-were—onee—his
And Fourthwheel said to Third, hy«We best friends.
I feel as if [ could.”
The truth is that he is deemed untrust«0, we can't move,” said Teeth, ““ any keep time with the stars.”
better than you can, You strain on us, and {i And so they passed it back, till they got worthy, He drinks too much for confidence
i
on the pinion of the Centerwheel. to Mainspring’ in his bartél, and.told him, —for reliance.
His friends fear to put
I am sufe we wish that Centerwheel would “We keep time with the stars.” .
themselves and thei affairs into his shaky
“0, is that it P” said he.
*¢ Well, then I hands—for they do literally shake when he
turn faster, but he won’t. His teeth come
round—we have got pretty well acquainted will pull away as hard as I can.”
gets up in the morning from his harrowed
And ever since that night, no matter sleep, until his unseasonable cocktail has
with them now—they come round about

4 Well, but let me stretch out now.
Let
me jump—Ilet me-spin and break things.

Waiting the. Change.
?

—E—

——p

{

I have no moan to make,
No bitter tears to shed;
No heart that, for rebellious grief,
Will not be comforted.

There is no friend of mine
Laid in the earth to sleep,—
No grave, or green or heaped afresh,

ing.”

"By which'I stand and weep.

1 say, Centeérwheel, can’t you hurry up a
little
“ Why, bless you,” ahswered Center-

Here in the body walk no more
The way that 1 must tread,
Not they, but what they wore
Went to the house of fear,—

wheel, ‘don’t you see that we have to wait

on Thirdwheel ?

They were the incorruptible,’
The veil of flesh that hid,

are all

| coach of a Thirdwheel.

Is softly drawn aside :

little bits of jerks.

More clearly I behold them now
Than those who never died.

| other beyond it

/

the

| yvish it would go
| was Thirdwheel.
| a good time.”

Caught upin clouds of heaven to be
"Forever with the Lord!

|

To give this body, racked

in

There is sorpething

or

makes

a click-clack

_ As our Redeemer wears.

to

‘* pass it on.

out what is the matter.”

:

So they: passed it on till it

came

to

| capewheel, with its few and

funny

teeth—

only eight or ten. of them.

To leave our shame and sin,

beautiful wheel, and very

Oui hunger and disgrace;

kept playing with two

To co
nto ourselves, to turn
And find our Father’s face.

But

Are od er sick again.

delicate,

| in

That, out of pain and care,
Have safely reached the heavenly hights,
And stay to meet me there!
Not these I mourn, I know

Their joy by faith sublime—
But for myself, that still below
Must wait my appointed time.

The Best That I Can.
OO

“I can not do much,” said a little star,

“To make the dark world bright!

My silvery beams can not struggle far

Through the folding gloom of night,
But I’m only a part of God’s great plan
And I'll cheerfully do the best I can.”

“What is the use,” said a fleecy cloud,

“Qf these few drops that I hold?
They will hardly bend the lily proud,

Though caught in her ‘cup of gold;
Yet I #m a part of God’s great plan,
So my treasure Pll give as well as I can.”

fe
A child went merrily forth to play;
"But a thought, like a silver thread,
Kept winding in and out all day

one direction, and then dances round

| a watch ?

For you are a part of God’s great plan.”

We are all shut in here,

¢ My long axle sticks

Nor the cloud with its chalice full,
¥
How,why and for what all strange things were—
She was only a child at school!
But she thought,
It is part of God’s gredt plan

out

through

the

watch, and I don’t know what's on the

oth-

er end of me.

and,

It goes out

through,

from

that direction.

What is

She helped a younger child along

there I'm sure that I can’t tell.”

When the road was rough tothe feét,’
And she sang from her heart a little song

tle Fourthwheel.

And her father, a weary, toil-worn man,
Said, “I will do likewise, the best that I can.”

At our task at the close of the day;
Master’s

'

plan)
pray, and we’ll do the best we can.
v

The. Fumily Circle.

my

lit-

And of what avail are all your tears and
prayers? it's real fun to have your own
way. Who wants to be forever fighting,
and sighing, and praying, and then failing

Jong, and reaches out through a

little hole,

anda little light comes in

and

now

then,

I couldn’t’ write any

I heard such cries of distress close by
the table.
say, let me out, I can’t stand itL’
I found that the voice was fiom
insplendid watch that Jay on my table
of the best watches that I ever knew.

without losing half a minute.

a year

The man

hadn't varied

It was one of the

« Raymond” watches, such as they
out at Elgin, in Illinois.
Of course, I was surprised to

make

hear

of distress coming from so good

cries

a watch.

I thoughf that the inside works of a good
watch were contented. Pray, where shall
we find contentment, it not in a watch,
. where everything is so smooth and clean

and regular, and keeps. on

going

" any fuss or dust ; enough to do

‘ond, and not a bit too much,
hear?

Let

without
every, sec>

me

out!

I

© can’t turn: I can’t stretch.”
The voice came from the Mainspring,

I

found, by listening closely at a little hole
; thatis left in the mainspring barrel,through
‘ which the teeth talked back to the Main-

gin watch—and found

slow.

through,

or

to

We

to-

get along any faster than we do. We let
you uncurl once a - day. What more can

and’ two

seconds

wheels

Jesus,”

nothing

more, nothing

less.”

been listening and wondering, and when I
said ¢¢ thirteen seconds slow,” Mainspring
whispered to Balance,
;
_¢“ Ask him ! ask him what is going on
there outside.”
So Balance ticked out to me, *¢ ¢ Thirteen
seconds slow,’ what is that, sir ?”
Don’t you know what a watch, is. for #”
said I.
~ «No said Balances.
“Why, every time the stars seem to go
round us once, your hand must go round
twice. So it will make no difference whether I measure a year by your hands, that yon
stick out for me to look at, or by the great
stars that God gave me to look at. And
when I get a watch that goes regularly, ac-

and happiness of others, and find in your
own experience “it is more blessed to give
than to receive.’— Christian Weekly.

cording to God's stars, then I call it a

good

watch.”
*¢ Is that what we are for ?” said Balance.
¢ Yes,” said I, *‘ that's what you are for
—to go regularly according to God’s stars,
and help me to go regularly. And I help
my boys and girls to go regularly.”
* Can you see out ?” asked Balance.

talk

can't

Mainspring

it thirteen

of

Ethel’s face grew beautiful as she listened.
and took the precious truth home to her
heart.
Dear little readers, each of you can be
daily one or the other of these characters.
It you would be like Sunshine, open your
hearts to the blessed *“ Sun” of Righteousness ;” then, with love to Him, you will re-

joice in doing all you can for the comfort

through, or something. . It was a halt-round
hole in Mainspring’s ** prison,” as he called
it. Andso the Teeth of the spring barrel
{*
spoke back—
ae 0, keep quiet, keep quiet !

ing for a better season,

“ Not very far,” I answered.

“ Do you want to know what you are
for ?” asked Balance.
‘
“Yes, 1 wish 1 did, i | answered.
Can you éver find out P”

“Yes, I shall know
away up outside tells me,

you.”

when
the

somebody
way

I told

-

“What did you say we were for, sir ?”
“To go round with God's stars.”

stronger,

for

you

to

He is. a very

pleasant

nunciation of everything

re-

intoxicating.

Is

haye

—

over a trifle

Thomas

not manhood

ing down

the

soon after.

do not like to see. him.

a man

The

girl

was

His

withdrew
came by

‘That boy will grab the ap-

ple,” I said to myself, peeping through the
blinds." His bright eyes at once ,caught.

el to eat it.

Did he pocket it, and run?

and No. He: came up the steps, and rang the
awry, wants the neatness which once char- dvor-bell. *1 went to the door.
acterized it, and his face is puffy, having a
«1 found this big apple in your front garsallow, cadaverous look, and strangers say, den,” said the boy, * and I thought may be
“How fat you are getting!” but the truth
you had dropped.it out, and didn’t know it

would be, ‘How
come!”

bloated you

haze be-

I don’t think that he imagines that this
article refers to him, for he does not know

that I know him.

He will be apt to read it

over, perhaps; and Will say that it refers to
another fellow, who is really in a bad way,

and will try to comfort himself by thinking
that he will never get 80 bad himself. . Pos-

gibly, if he may be inclined to think it does
refer tor himself, he will ascribe it to the ugly feelings of some

newspaper writer, who

er. The distinctions which
him are many and marked,
be only fitting testimonials
ability and worth,

have been awarded
and they appear to
to his attainments,

| posed, more system, order, philosophy and spirit.

Ziterary. Review.

| The earlier

ete.
&

With Illustrations.

Brothers.

1871,

New York:

Royal

Sold by A. Williams & Co.

octavo.

periods

are

dealt

with

in the

less

space, while what lies nearer and stirs more interest offers more detail. Maps, engravings, portraits, foot-notes, questions, &c., add to the value
of a volume that has been compiled with rare
fidelity and excellent judgment,

HISTORY OF FREDERICK THE SECOND; called
Frederick the:
Great.
By John 8. C. Abbott,
author
of the * History of Napoleon ona parte,”

Harper

Ppp.

THE PASTOR'S
MANUAL:
Containing Seriptural Readings, Watchwords, forms of Mar-

084.

riage, ete., ete.

Cong. Pub, Ass. 16mo. pp. S84.

The qualities of Mr. Abbott’s stylé-as a histori- |
We greatly, like this little manual.
Though
an are well known through his previous works. | prepared with special reference to the wants of
Indeed, they are such as report themselves at | Congregationalist ministers and pastors, and havance even to the cursory reader. They lie on the | ing a few features that are especially denominasurface,ahd exhibit their full proportions without | tional, yet nearly everything in it adapts it admiasking leave or waiting for specific inquiry. He rably to a wide and general use at dedications,
is never profound, seldom carefully critical, al- 'the organization of churches, the ordination and
installation of ministers, funerals of various
ways far from exhaustive.
He seizes chiefly vpclasses of persons, visitations of the sick, missionon the salient points of a character or a transaction, and

leaves the

deeper

and

perhaps

ary Conceerts, Temperance and Sabbath School
conventions, marriages, &e., &c. Good taste and
good judgment have been exercised in the com-

more

significant things comparatively unstudied. One
can not always trust his judgment.
It is often
plain enough that his sympathies warp his intel
lect if they do not partially master his conscience.

There is eyer something of the partisan in him.
He delivers his opinions ex cathedra, and yet, as | |

pilation, and an immense amount ‘of valuable
and well arranged matter has been crowded into
a comparatively small space.

A TERRIBLE TEMPTATION.
By « harles Reade.
he statesthe case, the untaught and unsuspecting {|
Ilustrated.
Author's edition.
Boston:
J. R.
reader is naturally disposed to accept both his |
Osgood & Co. Paper covers, Octavo. pp. 172.
declarations and his inferences, untill a fuller | 50 cents,
knowledge ora more critical estimate compels | The same.
New York: Harper & Brothers.
Octavo. pp. 165. 30 cents,
Paper covers,
a doubt and then leads to a denial. One gets very |
little of the philosophy of history from his works. | Both these Houses have been at work to give
Reade’s latest novel to the public as rapidly as
He paints instead of expounding.
He spreads
out phenomena instead of elucidating principles. | | possible through the illastrated papers, and both
He unroils a panorama instead of interpreting a || hasten to put it into a more permanent form for
national career.
In his hands history isa bril- | 4 still wider circle of readers. Of the enterprise
liant kaleidoscope rather than an exhibition of | shown by both Houses it is pleasant to speak a

the method of Providence and the working out of | good
|
great problems in the life of mankind.
But these qualities make him eminently enter- |
taining.
His picturesqueness of style, the vivid- {
ness with which he paints-his heroes, the thoroughly human aspect worn by all his leading personages, the constant play of finesse and the fierce
contests of passion that mark his pages,—these
things stir a lively interest and forbid ennui |
or loss of eagerness,
The reader’s mind is never |
taxed but always exhilarated.
Incidents are
skillfully grasped,
The colloquies are full of animation even
en the element of, stage-play is

Mr. Abbott

delights

in the

genuine Frenchman, and he puts
his persgunages behind the foot-

lights in very effective ways, so that the pit not
only boisterously stamps, but the: boxes also applaud with bravos and waying of scented hand-

kerchiefs. - So that Mr.

Abbott

has really done

not a little to turn public attention to what is sig-

nificant in history, and instructed the many who
naturally

phy.

y

take to romance rather than to

4

philoso-

more real justice. He has set forth the great
Prussian monarch and warrior with an evident
and

both he and

the events

which hedid so much to shape for central Europe
4 are exhibited in the clearness of a dry light. The
volume is as intgresting as one of Charles Reade’s
novels, and many of its moral lessons are as ob- |
vious as those. which
are offered in Bishop Hall’s®

homilies. . The publishers have done their part of
the work in most superb style, making the vol
ume, even in its plain letterpress, as attractive as
4 picture; while its maps and engravings render
it something like a gallery of art.
REINDEER, DOGS AND SNOW-SHOES:
A Your
, nal of Siberian travel and explorations made

By RichardJ. Bush,

of the Russo-American telegra
With illustrations.
New Yor

Brothers.

1871.

Octavo.

late

h expedition,
Harper &

pp. 520.

Works of the class to which this’ volum: be"longs are always welcome, even though they
multiply as rapidly as the prolific presses of the

Messrs, Harper can send them out. We have
been indebted to these publishers for many vol
umes of travel and adventure, whose varied excellences make them worthy of a place on the
shelves of public and private libraries; but very
few if any of them have exceeded in value this

admirable volume devoted to Siberia, Mr. Bush
had the amplest opportunities for observation and
Study in that unique and interesting country, and

he carried with him a mind singularly fitted to

and

strong

word; of the competition we

prefer to say nothing now.
Osgood’s edition
gives us a larger faced type and better, paper;
Harper's gives ug a more excellent letterpress

and clearer illustrations. Both are good enough
mechanically, and a quarrel with the ‘price in ei-

&

ther case would spring from something else then a
desire for a fair trade. Of the novel itself we

can not speak as we would like. It has all Reade’s
power, genius, art, fire, freshness, fascination,
audacity.
But it has more than his ustial coarsc-

ness and lack of delicate sensibility, It portrays™
characters that would be repelled from any decent social circle, exhibits the fierce and furious
conflict of passions thiag/blight and spoil, and "offers a stage where vice
ps back and forth in
the very thinnest of disguises without apparent
reasons or obvious apology. There is really no
excuse given for viee and sin, no inglieation that
the author sees it otherwise than it is, or wishes
his reader to see it thus, But, on the other hand,
it is not made especially repulsive, and it utters

no very clear warning; it 1s just put before us
‘| apparently as a matter of choice by the author,

agination and invigorated his style.
His testimony is ampler; his advocacy puts more honor upon
fairness; his verdicts show less personal bias and

* in the years 1865-#.

They

dress is careless

free from needless technical language as to he
readily understood by any fairly intelligent read-

Mary

com-

to pick it up. Turning it over in his grimy
do not desire 1 be seen with him, for bis hands, I couldynot help seeing how he longmising to-day.

and

|
1

aim at truthfulness,

‘See that bounc-

his friends still love him, and pity him still the rails, and drew the apple near enough
they

heads,

completer mental maturity have chastened his im-

Her fingers just touched
street.

more

This new volume is certainly one
«
of his best.
The criticisms upon his earlier works have served
a good purpose, and his larger knowledge and

forgot to pick it up.

around;

the

This histdry is indeed a brief one,
o
ihitended for
let's run out and use the saw Krisskringle
brought me, and- then” we won't find time | mastery by the pupil in a single term. But the
condensing process has been well ediried out.
| for the saw of contention.’ "Young Reaper. | There is much less dryness than might be sup-

ing apple! Let's hook it out!”
The other boy nudged him with a whisper, “Oh, don't! there's somebody. looking.” And on they went.
A little girl next passed. She spied a
apple, and stopped, looking very hard at it;
then put her hand through the rails, and
it. - She ‘160ked

and

a

Shortly after, two boys came. along.

tried to reach it.

morning,

represented by the materia medica, and even his
suggestions in detail are always worthy of attention.
Fifty years of study and practice in his
profession have entitled him to a hearing, and he

“There is an old proverb which says,
‘The longer the saw of #Contention is
dhawn, the hotter it grows,’
N
nN Brier HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
“Itell you what, Frank" said Eddie, || For Schools, New York: A, 8. Barnes & Co. ’
‘when we find ourselves getting “angry, | | 1871. 12mo. pp. 200-46. $1.50

frank, lovable. Till within the last short sight of it, and he stopped. After looking
period his society has been courted for its at it a moment, he ran across the street and
varied excellence.
But to-day, although picked up a stick. He poked it through
more,

this

modest, but still earnest and fearless thinker,
This volume seems to cover the whole ground

went on,

—

“Oh, my !” cried one.

freely according to them whatever they may
properly claim he yemains a fresh, untrammeled,

r Mary who was pass-

to separate rooms.”
The boys hung their

Our Thomas dropped a fine red apple out
of the front window, which rolled very near
the iron railing between the grass-plat and

the street.

very readily that itis the

fruit of immense learning, of a wide and careful

they talked, the hotter their tempers grew, speaks in a’ way that renders his words weighty.
until there was no knowing what might || The matter in the bulky volume is so thoroughly
have happened, if mother had not thrown | indexed that it is rendered almost perfectly availcold water on the fire by sending them in- able, and the style is so direct, unambitious and

‘The Sunday-School Boy.
®

‘do, we yet perceive

ing; “it's the friction; but do you know
what it makes me think of pM
.
-4 No, what?" asked hoth the boys at once.
“Of two little boys who were quarreling

enough to swear utterly to discard all alcoholic drink forever and to keep your oath?
The alternative is fearful.

A ragged-looking- little fellow

fellows—genial,

Saw of Contention.

“Yes,” said

havker after.

is absolute

Lacking the ability

to estimate its absolute or relative worth as an intelligent member of the medical profession could

0 Frank, come and see how hot my study snd observation, of an acute and indepensaw gets when I rub it. When ¥ draw it dent mind, and of h conscientious purpose to tell
| with great plainness just what the author believes
through the board awhile, it’s most hot to be the truth, however it may bear on prevaenough to set fire to it.” .
"Tent opinions and acceptéd theories. The extent
* That’s the frictions” said Frank, with all and the minuteness of his knowledge are a con.
the superior wisdom of two years more stant surprise, and yet, while quoting from almost the entire circle of medical authorities,-and
than Eddie boastec
.

‘tapering ofl.”

certain ; and the only help

suggest its intrinsic value,

—m——

her hand, and went away.

To a Fellow I Love.

instruction . which he gets

Remember that the past dissipation has
enfeebled your mind, and you are not mentallv strong enough to withstand temptatation.
Discretion is the better part of
“very ‘prominents,
valor ; so keep away from temptation.
As you are, an early death and
a dis- dramatic like a
graced name as a legacy to your children are his pieces and

asyou do? Umph! I wouldn't pray againit possible that you

had

You sée the hole was left there to

put oil in, or to: ‘look

in

Tam “when the star touched the spider lines in the
crip- telescope. And when the star had got
across them all, I corrected the figures and
looked
at my watch—my beautiful Elmore,

Let me out, Isay !”

The

Then Sunshine, darting a ray or two of his
Don’t geta lunch where
brightness into the heart of the tired and lieve in drinks.
perplexed teacher, left to follow trouble- there is a. bar; above all, don’t join in a
treat, and take soda-water or sarsaparilla,
some Cloudy.
Ethel May stood by the window of her while your friends are taking something

pivots is

ward the spider lines in the telescope. I
held the watch to my ear, and began to
count the seconds.
I noted exactly the time

T i People in My Watch. |

you ask ?”,

of

Pretty soon the star came sailing

aE

¢ Let me out ! I want to alo !"
smothering ! Pm all curled up and

a perfect scold, and
becausé she. does

Keep-away from all the company that be-

own room, cloud-enveloped; and as Sunshine came gently in, he found his brother
seated on one of Ethel’s earrings, whispering, “Give it up; give it up. What's the
use of trying any longer? You can never
be good. Mercy! what a temper you have!

Christian

been a recognized authority in the medical world
for nearly twenty-five years, would itself clearly

there.— Young Pilgrim.

but her duty, and pours out’ the agony of
PEE
—e
her soul in entreating him not to impoverish the family—not to wreck their mutual
Cloudy. and Sunshine.
happiness—not to set such a frightful exam““ Come,” said Cloudy ¢to Sunshine, Jo it is ple to the children, whose happiness was
time for you to be stirring. I'm going to as the apple of his éye, and whose love and
make as much trouble as I can, to-day, and respect were beyond all other earthly posif you persist ine following’ me round, I'll sessions,
His customers and business friends grow
keep you busy!” ¢O Cloudy,” answered
Sunshine, *“ how can you be so wicked? If suspicious when they find that he is out, and
you only knew how blessed it is to make at the——house.. His employer will most
others happy, ‘instead of miserable! Please surely dismiss him when hig quarter-day
try it for to-day.
If—" but Cloudy had comes round; “and, when advised of this,
dashed off, looking dark as a thunder-cloud, he protests ‘ that there is a combination
into a small room where was a poor crip: against him—that this or that clerk wants
pled girl. “Ho! ho!” he exclamed, * you to get him out, and stating that he is out
here still? How hard it is that you have to for drinks when he is only after his lunch
suffer so much.
I wouldn't bear it. God or on some important business.” His andoes not love you; or think of you.
If he ger is the greater because he knows the
did, yy
would have been answer- truth is as they say.
In vain does hi§ doctor tell him that a
‘ed long ‘ago. Don’t trust him.” Bat - just
fearful
fate awaits him. Some trivial comashe uttered these dreadful words, Sunplaint,
as another man would find it to be,
shine crept in, all aglow with love and happiness. He stood between the sufferer and would surely be fatal to him. His once
powerful constitution is shattered from this
Cloudy, and his brightness lighted up her
persistent drinking. No matter what is the
countenance most wonderfully as he softly
whispered, ‘ Poor child! it is hard to lie quantity , whether r pints or quarts, the effet
here day after day and suffer. Yon want- is the thing, and that is evident.
New, my friend, as you read this, just see
ed an active life in your Master's service,
that this is meant expressly for you. You
and he has chosen otherwise for you. But
have allowed yourself to get into the grasp
never doubt him however he may<ead you.
‘As many as I lovel chasten.’ He who of the fatal tiger, and there is no breaking
away utterly and entirely from him. There
notices the sparrow, and marks the smallest
flower of the field, will not forget his is no use temporizing, playing with it, wait-

« Well, what is it for ?” said Mainspring. in a week, if 1 were you. You'll never
L reach heaven with the few good works
¢ What?” said Thirdwheel.
And they all kept on working, wondering you've done. Giveit up.” ‘No, no, no,”
cried Sunshine, as he knocked softly at the
what ?
So I took up the watch and went with it young girl's heart. ‘Open the door wide,
down in our observatory.
It was a beauti- Ethel, for me, Not discouraged so ‘soon!
ful evening. . T looked at the hands on the ‘They who endure to the end shall he savface of the watch, and then I looked through ed.’ ‘There is none that doeth good, no,
the teleseope ofthe transit instrument, wait- not one.” ‘The blood of Jesus cleanseth
ing for a star that I should see before long. from all sin.’ Don’t forget that; ¢ the blood

‘When the Lord of the vineyard comes to look

wel

® One

but what it’s all for, I'm sure I don’t know.”

Our best? Ah, children! the best of us
Must hide our faces away,
:

-spring.

done out

¢« That's the vay. with me, too,” said

That we all thought passing sweet;

Keep it wound up, and it will ryn

in

naw and then, I see a little light coming

That even I should do all I can.”

““] say, doyou

and we

wheel again, and he said,

She knew no more than the glancing star,

2

in

| can’t get out. What are we for, anyway ?”
So they began to look along back from
| wheel to wheel, till the} came to Center--

Through the happy, golden head ;
Mother said, ¢ Darling, do all you can,

(’tis the

to

ful

.

You are a drunkard, my friend. The. expression is a harsh one, I know; but the
facts justify it, and no drunkard ever
«tapered off.”
The only remedy is Lo
knock it . off entirely, from the very mo““ Let me out !”
| children to idleness, to failt-finding, to
ment—now, while you have the fact before
"“Tetusup
| hard words, and even to blows.
One little
your
face. The very man who will soon
“ Let’srun I”
boy greatly discouraged by Cloudy’s whisBut the teeth were strong and the pin- perings, kicked his arithmetic under the ask you to take a drink with him, told his
ions sound,and they couldnt get away from desk, laid his head on his slate, and fell wife last night that ‘‘ you were drinking
like a fish.” - Will you go now and com| each other.
asleep. Sunshine found him out, and %eatmence-again with him? And the boys in
Back and forth went the Balance, which
ing himself on the edge of his ear, called to
they called Wig-wag.
And when the him, ‘ Jim, Jim, wake up, you lazy little your street are telling that brave son of
yours that ¢¢ his father could scarcely walk
grumblers down below held their tongues fellow! pick up your arithmetic.”
And
a minute, and were hard at work, Balance slipping off his ear, he gave him a little flash, home last night, he was so tipsy.” And
that father was you. And that noble boy
measured off his words regularly, and said, which made Jim thoroughly awake.
suid, a day or two ago: * Father, if T will
“1, too, goin the. dark.
I am lonely
“Eight and nine make seventeen, not
here. I go one way, I go back. I go the nineteen,” so, whispered Sunshine, glanc- get a paper, will you sign the pledge. with
0
same way; I go back. Idon’t know - what ing at the slate; ¢‘ there is your mistake.” me?” And you said you would!
You
promised
your
friend
that
you
would
| I doit for,
am shutin as much as you. And softly patting the curly head, he crossYou drive me and I am driven. What it's ed over to a little fellow who looked -as if he not drink again till January, and pledged
all for, I'm sure I can’t tell.
A watch is a might be Cloudy himself,
so cross and your manly word to him; but, surely, you
very great’ mystery !”
pouty. Sunshine sat on his nose a mom enf will not go to your grave bearing a broken’
Then they held a watch council. . They and tickled him, skipped back and forth over vow as a memory for your child?
Unhappy man, let a beloved wife and
stopped complaining, and quarreling, and his lips, whirled round and round on his
| scolding each other, and the question they cheeks, danced a jig in his hair, shone in children anfhmother aud friends plead with
talked about was—
his eyes, till the little one smiled, picked up me, Cut this out from the paper, and put
it into your pocket, and think of it.
I
What are we for, anyway ? What is his geography, and went to studying.

1)

Thank God for all my loyed

fifteen seconds in a year.

as

The simple fet that such a work as this has
passed through so many editions, and that it has

that he is the right sort of Sabbath school
scholar. He squares his conduct by the faith-

;

| the other direction—doesn’t have to go
on regularly, the way we ‘do. It’s areal child.”
good time he has up there on top of us all I"
And Sunshine moved a ray,\leaving the
* Down with him,” said Mainspring.
| sick child: comforted.
[ “Put him out:!” said Teeth.
Meanwhile Cloudy had made his presence
¢ Kill him !” said Pinion.
known in the village school; prompting the

To leave cold winter snows;
And burning summer
Meats;
And walk in soft, whit, tender light,

that had it before me, said’it

it

one

wig-wag up there on top of us all, having
| such a good time—he just goes round once

And see LIim with our eyes,

when
me on
¢ I
And
side a
—one

and

jewels, hitting

| wag, that did fiothing all day long but

To sit no longer dumb,
Nor halt, nor blind; to rise;
To praise the Healer with our tongue,

Of course,

it was.a

and then hitting the other; and as soon

To quit our beds of pain,
And live where the inhabitafits

pled.

Es-

they hit, they would dodge back out of the
| way ; and the jewels touldn’t tell why they
were dodging so regularly.
*¢ They heard tell,” they said, ¢‘ of a Wig-

To run, to leap, to walk ;—

About the golden streets.

make one

more. Jolly! I wish I
I'd let her rip, and have
4

‘* Well,” said Centerwheel,
Find

‘With mortal ills and cares,
For one as glorious and as fair

But for strength from above,

while

goes; along

that

It

| once in s0 often, just enough

‘Who died! 'what means that word
Of men so much abhorred ?

‘N

You

driving us up, and we go as fast as we can,
but we can't hurry up this everlasting Slow

They left corruption here.

~

Little Corporal.

“ We're doing our best. “But, as you say
so, we'll talk to them as they come round.

Though some, whose presence once
Sweet comfort round me shed,

etl

when I choose to listen, I hear them singing braced his nerves.
inside my watch-case, ** We keep step ' with
His wife, he thinks, is
the stars. We keep step with the stars.”— an unreasonable woman,

once an hour. : They won't hurry.”
“ Well,” said Mainspring, ‘‘ punch em
up! punch em up ! Let's have things mov-

ever; only I think you will agree with me,

,

and leftto make its own impressions, He had
the whole field of human life from which to select his characters, and he has gone gmong rakes
and rascals, silliness and sin. We regret his
choice, and doubt the moral wholesomeness of

his book.

NN
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OLD AND NEW for August came

promptly at

the opening of the morth, neither hurried by the
haste of its contemporaries nor hindered by any

lack of promptness on the part of its managers
and

contributors,

It is a very

even of this very
ends

her

good

good magazine.

story strongly and

Mrs.

«

number

Stowe

touchingly,
like the

close of a majestic and practical sermon whose con-clusion has been made inevitable and masterful
by what has gone before. Warner's Sorrento
Papers are thoroughly admirable in their way;

Mr. Harrison has a good article on Methodism that

‘¢ Almost is not quite,” sopiod

the boy;

ference in the world.”
+ “Who is Mr, Curtis?”

and habits of the people, their virtues and vices,
their better sentiments and their degrading su-

be sure ‘he will always do; and the edi#rial work
which fills the later pages shows skill and Food

taste.

Boston:

Roberts Brothers.

/

——

The National Temperance Socidty and Publication House, New York, whose imprint goes on to
nothing that is trashy and really weak, have pub-

“lished

BUGLE, NOTES, a collection of Songs, Quar-

tettes and Glees for use in Temperance Gatherings of - various worts, It isa small book of 128
pages, done up in paper covers, but having ‘ma-

.

gbrial that makes it both attractive and valuable.
The puge has
ter.

beauty and the
d

music has

charac:

Ba

Méssraed“Bi Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia, ~
continue to send regularly and promptly those
exgellent English Magazines of which they ares

Messrs. J. R. Osgood & Co., Boston,whose sub-

perstitions, all, come. in for a share of attention. scription book department is managed by H. A."
The numerous cuts and portraits are all exgeuted Brown & Co., will soon issue the first important
from sketches taken by the author on the spot, work of this class, It is called HomM® WORSHIP,

“My Sabbath-school teacher. He has and are vouched for as accurate, The volume is
he knows has a grudge against him.
In
one that can hardly fail to be interesting, and it
fact, he thinks he has *‘ had hard lines late-. explained the eighth, commandment to me, ‘makes a valuable addition to our previous knowlly"—that everything has gone wrong. land I know it; whatis Better, I, mean to edge of a land that is soon to be brought into
Somebody else gets the bargain, or trade, stick to it. What's the use of knowing, un- closer relations with the ‘countries that help to

.

ing with the Boston Theology ;” Mr. Hale does
well in the management of his story, as one may

make the most of every facility. And his ability the American publishers, and which were never
to impart information fully, equals his. ability to managed with more ability and good judgment
than now, nor furnished at such reasonable
acquire and assimilate it. His narrative lacks no
prices. Their history, standing and character all
was there: so I picked it up, and have element of attraction, Itis written in pure, vigor- | testify for them in a clear and grateful way. THE |
‘ous, picturesque English. It is épiced with wit,
brought it to you.”
SUNDAY MAGAZINE has its aim and qualities
Juicy with humor, and dashed here and there
“ Why did you not eat it?”
| With inoffensive audacity. The descriptions are suggested by its pame., GOOD WORDS stands onin
“Oh,” said he, * it is not mine.”
a high literary lével, and its papers are varied
often real word-pictures.
Personal adventures
subject and practical in aim. GOOD WORDS FOR
“It was almost in'the street,” said I, are set forth with the freedom
that is charming,
¢“ where it would have been hard tot find its and yet without the egotism that offends. The Tike YOUNG is one of the solidest, best and most.
attractive of juvenile monthlies,
owner.”
face ‘of the country, the phases of*life, the traits

‘“ which, Mr. Curtis says, makes all the dif-

»

merits a wide reading; Mr. Willson criticises
MecCosh with some justice and keenness in deal-

and consists of Scriptural Selections, Meditations,

Thompson
Hymns, Prayers, &e. Rev. Dr. J. ofP. real’
excel-

compiles’it,
Ignee.

which

is a guarantee

We await its arrival in order to go

of

it in detail,

»

Ba 4

on

Rn

:

-

~—-

~

28, 1871.
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become

identical

with

heavenly

‘‘America,”

~ weighing

RELIANCE

14,982

pounds, They pressure of the iron ‘dome
upon its piers and Pillai 95.477 pounds
to |
the square foot.
St. Peter presses nearly

harmonies,

The True Use of Riches.

.

20,000

in i
St. rials at Parts, a
oh thede supports ofof |
equi
rio evening
to crush
ANIRET “May
It would require,
tite
|g
reid bbb :) yf Bre | our dome, a pressure of 155,260 ts to
pon a Jen.

. I got up without difficulty
her thought and song, we must have had | crack to
point, rested
ent,
While Alice ¢ waswa compel lled
rested there there aa moment
& | to myy former point,
| TIANY NOTE . While
to write too much to “do justice to her | hanging solely by my hands, gathered eve- |

op | _ ik e city of shill ork was,
Sow oe in A gompanY of Jie ndsand stu-

own finest genius, ‘there were years in y pound of strength and atom of will for
did not write enough to | the reach, then jerked myself upward with
which Phebe

s ot ess integr ty of

Bis ASHE ; the

and they

bronze,

Easiest Working ;

$1,100,000. The new win s cost $6,500,
ted withthe | 565 ™ "The architect (Thomas U. Walter
several tou 1. a Baptist) has a plan for rebuilding

the tips of my fingers | Co0S © : 8 Usioty who
Hie role gud etutesgtic keep her higher power in. exercise, and | a Swing, just getting
Bos: he the | this almost . altogether through her self | into the crack. In an instant I had grasped past pupi slot Re I) ress 9
A
SHRZ an; acc
epreciation. - ““/What is the use!” she | it with my right hand also, [ felt the sin- A
de nr
IS eran ow pd

oY x
A
ure y wholesome charm which

3yonld say.

he exercises {

The | ure of the slope ofJ ice and theA blue
—both asa man and an artist—over the | jo not well.” This was years 400.
d
bl
imagination ; and the serene and tranquil- war brought
to her, as to all of us, new affected me so strongly that I redoubled my
lizing spirit of his works, He was not an and deeper emotions, quickened: forces, a grip, and climbed slowly along the crack,
intellectual power, merely, blit he was also keener activity.
And witha few excep- antil I reached the angle, and got one arm
a humane and gentle comforter. He wield- tions, the very best poems of Phoebe over the edge "as Cotter had done. As I
ed an immense mental force, but he always ‘Cary have been written within the last rested my body upon the edge and looked
wielded it for good, and always with the ten years,.As itis to all self-distrusting up at Cotter, 1 saw that, instead of a level
greatest fenderneds. It is imposgible to conpersons, personal approbation was dear to top, he was sitting upon a smooth, roof-like
ceive of his ever Biving done § wrong acer. The personal responses which many slope, where the least pull ‘would have
tion, or of any-contact with lis influence of her. poems
cglled
forth made her dragged him over the brink. He had no
. Which would not inspire thé wish to be vir- genuinely happy, and was to her
often brace for his feet, nor hold for his hands,
tuous. The scope of his sympathies was as thf® most precious recompense of her labor. but had seated himself calmly, with the rope
broad as the needs of the human race. He Nothing coald have been tore ingenuous f tied round his breast, knowing that my only
thoroughly understood the moral condition or modest than the pleasure which she safety lay in hong able to make the climb
df mankind ; he wished it to be happy, and showed af any spontaneous response from entirely unaided; certain that the least
he tried to make it so. His works are full another heart, called out by "some poem of waver in his tone would have disheartened
of sweetness and of cheer, and they contain
her own. She told me two years ago of me, and perhaps made, it impossible. The
nothing whatsoever that is ef
harass- the delight she felt when for the first shock I received on seéing this affected me
ing, or distressmg. He never sequestered time she saw one of her own verses in for a moment, but not enough to throw me
himself in mental pride; ‘there was not a print. She was not more than fourteen off my guard, and I climbed quickly over
flaw in his rectitude ; and, through years of years of age.
She had never. been. from the edge. When we had walked back out
study and conscientious toil, he employed a home, or known a higher culture than the of danger we sat down upon the granite
strong, sweet, and gracious genius for the district school could give her.
She wrote for a rest. In all my experience of mountgood of his fellow-creatures. “It is not sur- her verses in secret; and sent them, un- aineerin I have never known an act of
prising that the readers of Scott should feel known toany one, toa Boston journal, such real, profound courage as this of Cottoward: him somewhat as children feel to- She knew nothing of their acceptence till ter’s.— Atlantic.
ward a tender father. The world loves him she saw them copied into the Cincinnati
because he is worthy to be loved, and be- paper, published eight miles away.
She
cause he has lightened its care and aug- wept and laughed over them.
: The Stage Baby.
*¢ What
mented its’ happiness,
——
> —
wouldn't I give if anything that I write |
To those
differences and confusion of now could look to me as these verses did !”
The
stage
baby
is
thrust
- the stage
opinion that arise from contemplating his she said. ‘“Idid not care any more if I as soon as it can walk and upon
understand it
well-known remarks about his own art, and were poor or my clothes were plain.
In the: morning instead
ofril
must
3
3 not cry.
rv
his equally well-known ambition to take
N
\
r
it
in
rank as a country gentleman, a passing ref- Somebedy had cared enough for my verses | sing sent to school like other rehears
its
My joy | is taken t6 the theater to
happy.
erence will suffice. As an artist he proba- lo priuk thems, and 1 was

ended, he arose cheerily, and, more than
eighty years of age, and at the close of a
life of steady and honest industry, he stood
before those ‘whom his charitable wisdom
had enriched, a most veperable and honorable man.
The building in which they
were assembled,
with ail its opportunities
of every kind of useful instruction to the
poorest and most friendless, was -the monument of his. wise beneficence; and, in reply to their
grateful address, he made
a simple speech, in which the most saga-

Piri
IRALGEAR.

cious coungel was blended

with

who can

the modest

given:to men,

all well-bred

‘classes who desired to be good citizens, and

men.

to rise in life, might resort without money
and without price, in order to acquire that
knowledge of their business %
science
which in these days is absolutely indispensable to a successful career.” And when at
reply,

the

good

old

well is

in great

company,
and

danger

of

and is likelyto

this

society,

bird is a case

whether

They will fly about

intrude on

THE HOUR OF SINGING!

domestic

aa
iF

iin

O. DITSON

and a laudable family pride, it was quite
natural that he should wish to establish a
grand and beautiful home for his children..
A poet is not the less a poet beeause he hap-%
pens to think modestly of his own writings,
orto want his dinner and
a roof to cover

Phéebe had the niore robust

to com-

health, it was

eaned on Alice. It was Alice who bore the
burden and heat of the day,and whe smooth-

ed the paths

for her sister's feet.

I know

mal’

%

hi

but it is |

many;

by

the contrary is thought

Pensticals ll
so yielding [» Hieh Sidergifts,
in the scale of thinking creatures), is to | not true. ~~ Alice oo
self
applause, and
look at his life as a whole, and not deduce | 3nd was so tender and loving, it was di ie | money,
reward of a stage child is
petty

the

from

pretation of petty details

Scott's

mistaken

inter- |

the

conduct of existence—like

cult

It 10

and all Buyers of

the

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS ©
will find it for the advantage of their Schools to send
ull orders direct to
Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston,

nme ey
: ET

Sel

to

realize

consciousness

of

reserved

power;

a

grandness and picturesqueness of design,
habitual deference to the voice of duty, and
the most complete knowledge of the world.
If ever there was a man who lived to be and

not to seem, that man was Scott.
no’ pretensions, and he indulged

He made
no sham.

doubted, and or

means were the oldest of all—and the best

self-respect, hard work, and fidelity to duty.

The development of his nature was slow,

but it was perfectly wholesome.
He was
not hampered by precocity, and he was not
spoiled by conceit. He acted according to
himself,
honoring his own individuality and
obeying the inward monitor of his own
genius. But he had the delicate instincts
and

the wise insight

and

forsight and patience of a philosphér; and
therefore he respected the individuality - of |-

others. the established facts of life, and the

by

the

way.

Tears

She went, she

led

her

sister

on, till

they

ly the result

came to a hight where both stood side by
side. Then, the painful journey done, in
the evening shadow it was Alice who lean-

ceptions and the sweetness of his tempera-

ed on Phebe,

and

Alice was tall and
estion of, majesty
{er dark eyes were

ness and

beauty,

leaning

thus

she died.

graceful, with a sugin her’ simple mien.
ofa wonderful soft-

with a

of

of tenderness in tpeir expression, which
men and even women love.
Yet there
were not wanting’ lines of firmness and
energy about the feminine mouth, and
there was an impression of silent
power
yervading her very. gentleness.
heebe

by a prodigious sagacity, which took the
broadest possible views of individual life
and the social condition; so that both by
knowledge and by impulse he was a serene
and happy man.
:
The quality that first inpresses the student of his conduct and his writings is—
truthfulness. He was genuine. Thougha
poet, he permitted no torment from vague
aspirations. Though a disappointed lover,
he brooked no morbid repining. Though
the most successful author of his time, he
developed no egotism.
To the end of his
days he was as frank and simple as a child
—not, indeed, discarding the reticence of a
suffer-

Each, in her own way,

their

sympathy,

drew them

:

their

rity and of great %ope of intellectual vision
—molded Scott's ambition, and stamped all

nearer

.

3

’

and nearer

together to

natures of husband and wife have bec

perfectly assimilated because their life and
fate are one. Phebe said to me last winter: ** I feel.as if a chord reached from
Alice's heart to mine.
Nothing
that does not hurt me.
1 feel

all

life

has drawn her sister to her.
With Alice on
the other side, there was really
no life’left

Remembering her apfor Phaebe yore.
varently robust strength, this seems sad
passed

to

By |

sphere.

another

has follow-

my

miles from Cincinnati, in the year

1825, she and her poet sister grew up, amid
the homely surroundings of a western farmhouse. This is a literal ‘picture of it, which
Alice drew :
:

boys

proud ‘of the Cary

in the
ane

Cary

who

reign of Henry Vtk in

"Yes, she was
bitious to be
-self-egtimate
There was a

Smithfield, London.

proud of her lineage, and amworthy of it; yetin her own,
she was singularly modest.
touching humility ‘manifest al-

small

distance

space, or perhaps into, to us

We

him

saw

o all who desire it, he will senda

He had

about a | ASTHMA,

for CONSUMPTION,

a sure cure

will find

‘bl

wil

rivtion

RONCHITS, &C.

out

years

the

ious

home till some three years

ago

open

illimited

Cotter, who

started cautiously up

the

glare front

would send me to the

bottom,

the

it. was

was

so

A lady loses
endeavors to
for -an object.
and we shall

to opje

witnessed.

piece of slow

crouches naked over

; The Echo
re

re

you. If

morbid ‘or inaccurate

in

that
his

he

is not

perceptions,

when he has no strength of feeling to warp
them; and it is in general a sign of higher
capacity and stand in the ranks of being,
that the emotions should be strong enough
to vanquish, partly, the intellect, and make

as any of

it befieve

at Pisa,

what

they

choose.

family

But its a

still grander condition when the intellect
also rises, till it is strong. enough to assert

——

its rule against, or

together

most efforts of the passions;
man stands in an iron glow,
haps, but still strong and in
orating; even if he melts,
his weight.—Ruskin,

rotunda of most magnificent
a dome almost sublime
The guide
a

few

with,

the ut-

and the whole
white-hot perno wise evap-.
losfng nonegof
'

Dome of the Capitol.

melodious ;

“The dome of the Capitol

at Washington

, | is the most ambitious structure ‘in America.

making it easy to imagine some

angel had

Monument

at

altimore,

68

feet ' higher

than that of Bunker Hill, at Boston; and 23
feet higher than tlie Trinity. church tower at
It is the only considerable
dome of iron in the world.

It

isonly

a

vast hollow sphere of iron, weighing
8,000,000 ii.
How wuch is that?
More than 4,000 tons, or about the weight
of 70,000 full grown people, or about equal

;

acceptable to the ear. of H

shiped by angels? Borne upward by our
great Intercessor, they
tions which belong to earth; for he-impart-

to 1;000 laden coal cars, which, holding
four tons apiece, would reach two miles and

a half.
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Jooked up to him to support their feet down the
declining pathway of life, two sorrowing sisters,
and a beloved and deeply bereaved wife,who had
been united to him but eight short months. In his
illness, which lasted but six days, he sought and
found his Saviour to be precious to his soul; and
‘with a heavenly smile, peacefully fell aslce) in
Jesus:
Although his voice is hushed on ecr.h, it
has burst forth anew in the anthems of heaven.
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born in| or. THE STRUGGLES AND TRIUMPHS OF OUR
He was
95th, aged nearly 80 years,
Jr: The
D. MCCABE,
Charlestown, Mauss, His parents came to Cor- | SEL¥MADE MEN. By J. universally
sought-atter
most aking, instructive and
inth, Vt., while he was quite young. where he book
issued
for
years.
Sells
fast
and
easily,
and deto Wolcott, Via,
lived many years, moving
livers splendidly. Agents are clearing from $80 to
about 80 yetrs ago; the past 5 years he has res £200 per month, in ‘gpite of hard times. Send for cirHe experienced religion
sided in Hardwick.
cular,&¢., and notice extra terms.”
6mll
GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher, Boston, Mass
35 years ago, but never ufited with any churehs
with
died
and
worship,
family
maintaimed
he
yet
My, Chubb was a man noted
a hope in Christ.
HOUSEHOLD MAGAZINE
for his industry, honesty and strict integrity. In

dictating a letter

It is 108 fedt higher than .the* Washington

He thus

It was
cheerfully repeated, ¢‘ All right.”
only a moment's work to send up the two
knapsacks and barometer, and receive again
my end of the lasso. As ¥ed it round my

PASSAGE RATES, PAYABLE IN CURRENCY,
TO GLASGOW, LIVERPOOL AND LONDONDERRY.
FIRST CABIN, $65 and $75, according to Location.
Cabin Return Tickets, $130. securing best accommodations.
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$28 X
Parties sending for their friends in the Old Country
For further parcan purchase tickets at reduced rates.
tic ulars apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS,7 Bowling
Green, N.
Y.
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LORIAN H. BRAGG, only son of Nathan and
Narcissa Y. Bragg, and son-in-law of Thos, J.
Grimt, died of hemorrhage atthe stomach, at his
home in Sidney, July 28th, aged 25 years and 4
months.
Hissudden death is deeply felt by his

——

It is no credit to a man

the baptispry at Pisa, at whose font there is
The baptistry, it is
so remarkable an echo.

known, isa
Propo

ard.

an-

all right, $

com-

’

.

| of passengers.

Martha.
The people came willingly to comfort
the two worthy sisters, and Jesus came to calm
their sorrowing hearts as they followed their bé;
loved brother to the grave, assuring them tha
He was the Resurection and the Life, and that
their brother should rise again.
Funeral services by the writer, assisted by Rev. A. Shep-

‘Real Strength.
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not
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was

while she

fumes,
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he

For a momenthe said nothing

but when I asked if he

her dress, and

clothes or robes-which form

body up and out of sight. It was the most
splendid

CoM.

and was one of the Very few
nst whom the
tongue of detraction could find no employ.
Her
sufferings were intense for several weeks, but
she bore them with Christian fortitude and
patience: and made all the arrangements for her
funeral; requesting the services at her father's
house.
Hers was a religion more of deeds than

off the

takes

.then

She

and

Rd

A

Hall, died Jy fo pe

:

er, andl prize the rules as greatly
them.

eyes toward my
noying that I* lifted my
He reached = my farthest
companion.
point without great difficulty, and made
reacha bold spring . for the crack,
ing it without atiinehto spare, ‘and hold-

ing on wholly "by" His fingers,

handful of drugs.

gift of condensing

2 months | culated to insure the safety,comfort and convenience
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at a full hundred
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)
hundred y
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strongly
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No man can be when the wind has been blowing from was always true to his religious duties, both by
cite anothei’s thoughts.
and land, from the time of his conversion to
master in conversation who has not talked their direction.” This seent, which is sup- seu
and not
Beware of jokes; they > are posed to be very attractive to gentlemen, his death. He always hadHemany
} friends
with women.
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and
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his aged mother
3
Of the sentimentalist he has considerable to cénse, I myrrh, a ginger,
species of seaweed brought the funeral I could but think of the family at
say, but little of a commendatory nature. from the Red Sea, and lastly the horny dise Bethany whom Jesus loved, Lazarus, Mary and

P

angle, and to what probable depth, I should
be projected into the ice-water. Indeed,
bath
h
a sudden
the idea of suc

always

not

are
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you really belong in the circle, the loss is
ou once
theirs as well as yours, and when
get admitted you will appreciate the barri-

what

or at

Quakers is

The example of the

or society which refuses to admit

Looking

wall.

of ice,

extended over new space once in each minute for a million years.— National.

then be overthrown, and learn true wisdom
thereoy. Do not look sourly at the club

to make

I planted myself-against the_rock, and

to measure across the vast creation, though

> than ourselves,but rather tilt with those
We shall
who are wiser than ourselves.

enough to
me to the
my powers,
to the side

him

result of nearly five years
Mr. Palmer has the rare

he

FRANCENA D., daughter of Daniel and Hannah Getchel, died in North Berwick village, July 21, aged 25 years. Sister F. had been failing
for several months, but with hopes on her part
and that of her friends that she might, during the
summer, so far improve as to live along for at
least several months.
But consumption disap
points the fondest hopes.
As summer approached, it was plain that her end was near.
Calm and
resigned she’ accepted the situation
without a murmur, and said, “ Ita is all right

said for conversation are chalk eggs. swhich covers the aperture when the shefl
talking shop or other forbidden sub- fish withdraws itself within its shell. , The
Again, the great proportion of these ingredients in this mixjects before’ company.’
.
rame is not to talk with those who know ture is according to taste.

believed that his superior

length of arm-would -enable
;
the reach,

and yet the distance between the two last
extremes would be too short for a measure

Manners.,

when

is filled with gems of muunited withthe Commerce F. B. church,
He dacting, and the SONG KING
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and
Christian as- sical thought, in a practical and admirable form for SingAssociations.
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When 30 years of age

Logan | from its next as the two we,

scenes.—Celia

worked himself slowly along the crack
toward the top, at last getting his arms
gradually drawing - his
taught the | over the brink, and

firgt grammar school in - America, and from
him to the gallant Sir Robert Cary who
vanquished a chevalier of Aragon, in the

100,000

or

earth,

is absolutely overwhelming.
But we have only begun to look

prouder still to trace her name from the
true and gentle-hearted father who gave it
to her, to the Walter

the

from

Avoi

pleasant to consider at what Velocity a- slip

of true lineage, as they
And with all her personal
was ver; marked, pride of
Phebe
Cary’s distinguishstreet;

of

down

The house wheiie I.was born,
Low and little, and black and old,
With children many as it can hold.”

Twentieth

the

sufferers

he married, and lived with his wife 15
years.
She then died, leaving him 4 motherless children.
By
HH.
R. PALMER,
He was a soldier in the war of 1812 and received
The talented and rising Composer and Conductor, Author
an honorable discharge. Soon after his marriage,
Queen: ” ** Normal Collections, &ec. &c.
the * Song
he embraced religion and maintained a lively | of The
SONG RING contains onehundred ang ninety-tico
Christian hope through all the years of his long pages of thesame size as the Triumph, Palm, ete., and
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oard covers.
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and
copies,
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Methodists, but he never formed his real relig- FIVE
additional experience.

Things

a crack,

was

hands

which, if my arms had been long
The birthplace, as well as the name of reach, would probably have léd
Phebe Cary, is known to all lovers of lit very top ; but 1 judged it beyond
Born ‘mm the cot ‘and, with'great care, descended
erature ingthis country.

on

to his fellow

is anxious to make known

arranges her robes to fall asa mantle from
her neck to the ground like a tent. She
AND FOR ALL
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will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by
perfumes is immediately absorbed. By the 45 years. The deceased gave his heart to God
of understanding he never laighed.
dress, no nation dresses better than ours. time the fire is expired the scenting process and was baptized by Rev. A. Shepard when
Aking or general does not need an elegant is completed, and both her person and her about 19 years of age, and united with the F. B.
coat to make himself known, neither does a robes are redolent of incense, with which church, East Hill, Tunbridge, Vt. From the age
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ed after them, and has gone up higher.
Thinking of these sisters as I have knownY

two feet above

hung framed

earthly.

emigrated to York state.

would be consumed in the passage of rays
of light from one to the other—more time
than is allotted to three thousand generaIfthe time so
tions of the human race.
occupied is inconceivably vast, how can we
form any conception of the distance? Mul-

paratively

subtle to understand them.
mitchof her power when she
expressan undue admiration
hurts her ‘Be temperate in our approval,

through her.” Having passed within the,
veil, what wonder that even so soon she

——

which

cured o

been JefmanGuiy

that dread disease, Consumption, 1 a simple remedy,

whom he long had his last earthly home, we have
athered the following facts concerning him :—
e was a native of Vermont.
In early life he

of 200,000

rate

«old before they are young.” The stage
baby’s theatrical life is one of fear,—of pun-

countenances, even .if we.

>
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ate great revealers of secrets. The changes embers is made within the hole, into whic
her,
in one's experience are manifest in their the woman about to be scented throwsa end. She won the esteem of all who Knew

sprung, of course, from the spontaneous felt that 1 had dest Alice quite while Phoebe
action of the poetic impulse and faculty ; lived. Now she is lost irrevocably to me
but they were put forth, with sincere mod- for all my mortal days.—Independent.
esty, to the end that their writer might
gnide himself according
to the response of
In the Sierra Nevada.
the public mind.
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—
—
fail as an author, but for failure of this sort
he had no dread. There, would always re- As
ourselves together, I told
Wevtiod
main to him the career of duty and the life Cotter to hold himself in readiness to jump
and death of a wt nine,
nly
‘| down into one of these in case I fell, and
started to climb up the wall; succeeding
quite well for about fwenty feet. About

~ Phoebe Cary. .
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miles, or eight times round our earth, in
one second, to reach us; that the rays
emitted now will not: reach our solar system until another 50,000 years have passed
away. Take our earth for a center point,
and one of these dis@nt stars being due
east and another due west, their distance
from each other would be double the dis-
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ing realities with him, even more real if possible | which the,
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get the distance beby 200,000, and you
tween such stars in miles, but the number
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TrOMAS MOORE died in Milford, Oakland Co.,
Mich., May 5th, aged 95 years and 1 month.
Father Moore possessed a very bright and vigorous mind, of which he retained the use up to

.
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any single

We may imagine a million of | ELDRIDGE R., son of D. and E. D.
audience at| creation.
ad all the soft contours, the complexion, | jshment in the morning, of thenoise,
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ment.
In childhood and youth he endeared sacrificed much to the other—how much
himselfto everybody around him—winning only God and their own souls’ knew. Out
affection as the lily and the rose win it, by of this mutual sacrifice was welded a bond
reason
of inherent goodnéss
and charm. In stronger
isters
ser
;
:
py Hels
on ind Sloser i

try, eight

Astronomers’

by

ong before the child understands anything
but that it must obey orders on pain o f|
punishment ; they are taught exactly as
animals. are taught, through fear of the
whip. Girls, being miore tractable than
boys, are preferred in theaters; in the cir-

Hi His mindind | with all her sparkle and repartee she had | fusion behind the*
of society.
settled ‘conventions
ety.
:
was never embittered by revolt nor sicken- besides a Spaniard’s languors.
The men- Kellogg.
ed by delusion. During its period of im- tal contrasts of the sisters were as marked
maturity—and notwithstanding somé phys- as their physical.
Alike in tastes and as, Good
ical weakness and’ pain—it was kept equairation, they were unlike in temperament,
ble and happy by the clearness of his per- in their habit of thought and ef action.
Se

dignified and self-reliant nature, but

Its

feat properly before an audience, it is made
to it repeat until it does accomplish it,though
at the peril of its life. The training of
stage babies is more severe. Their limbs
are tortured into difficult and unnatural positions when being taught dancing and acrobatic exercises. There is no innate talent fo I
or love of acting in any stage baby; that
which seems like talent to the public is sim-

dimped the lovely eyes of the elder how
often’; pain and weariness
would have
staid her steps, but her high heart said,
“ Nay.” Necessity said, ** You must not!”

He did not claim anything, but he quietly
and earnestly earned
everything.
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out of which that conduct sprang faltered till it grew still in death. Through
character
—was simple and natural. In all that he her courage and toil the younger sister
did one sees the influence of imagination lived for many years.
Not that she was
acting upon common sense; the involun- idle, and did nothing ; but she paused, and

tary
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tales of selfish extravagance and gross luxury to which riches are so often prostituted,
this little incident of the true use of riches,
and the suggestion of the eternal monument
of gratitude which it build+ in human hearts
may be wisely pondered, —G. W. Curis. -

nto face storms, endure cold and fatigue,
tax its memory, and to be beaten if it forgets. The applause of a large audience,
so gratifying to men and women, is simply
terrifying to a child. The stage baby lea s
the life of grown people, undergoing the
hardshipsof the hardest profession in the-,
| world, without any of the compensation

Alice who had the more resolute spirit.
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| ing because so full of love,” asked them to
| receive what he had said as a *“ kind of last
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way home, and get into each other's nests
and families, just like the lords of creation.
Lippincott’s Magazine.

thanking his * young friends "—he had
almost said *¢ children "—for their expressions
of respect . and
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’

in point, He forages about singing in his
neighbor's vineyard while he robs him, untill the berries of the Pride of China tree are
ripe, and then he proceeds to have a regular frolic, acquires a habit of intoxication,
and gets as drunk as a lord,
It is curious
to see a flock of thesé birds at this time,
They become perfectly tipsy, and fly round
in the most comical manner, hiccoughing
and staggering just like men, mixing up
all'sorts of “songs, and interrupting each
other in the mest impudent manner, without any regard ‘to the politeness and decorum that usually mark the intercourse of

not for personal ostentation, but for the benefit of mankind.
He said that during an active career
of nearly sixty years. he had never lost
sight of the purpose, if God should prosper his work, of founding an *¢ institution
to which all young people of the working-

the end ofhis

sing

acquire wild habits;

and manly assertion that, in: his . judgment,

great riches were but a trust
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1 have always thought that a young man
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WRINGER,

rd 3

to

children

** out west,”

he

says: “Tell them to tdke the Bible for their guide

and follow.

its instructions

strictly, and it will

lead to a better werld than this, where 1 hope to
He leaves a wife, with whoni he had lived
go.
over Hd years, three sons and three danghters.
which his remains
Services by the writer, after

were carried to BE. Orange, Vi.,

for interment,

Sermon
public services were held.
where more
by Rev. H. F. Dickey, assisted by Rev. 8. W.
.
M.
NELSON."*
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Litevary Miscellany,

ways when she was forced to speak of what breast, Cotter said to me, in an easy, confishe had done or of what she yet might do, dent tone, * Don’t be afraid to bear your
mind, however,
Had her confidence in herself equaled her weight.” I made up m
powers, instead
of the three “little volumes to make that climb without his; aid, and
which form the entire embodied result of husbandedmy strength as I climbed from
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Summary.

My. Charles Feuno Hofman,
the poet gnd novelist of the past generation, is still living, an inmate of an insane asylum in Pennsylvania,where
be has been [or 20 years,
>

MISCELLANEOUS,

An

attempt

to arrest a German

Rural and Domestic,

Paragraphs.

in Cincinnati

on | and

.

A fire

broke

out in a Jersey City

liquor

. Making Cheese on Sunday.

persons

burned

to deathy

loss

to see

Company, is said to be the fastest

A section of 125 miles om the Northern Pacific
Railroad west of Duluth has been accepted by

Mr. John Snyder, of Salisbury,North Carolina,
has a genuine horned rooster. “The horns resem-

the company,

ble the spurs of the rooster, and are

that part of the comb that hangs

Telegraphic communication between New York
es were transmitted thither from
answers returned in
afternoon.

London

the Northern

a sheriff was dangerously
ed.

and

down

tific department of Captain Hall's

of the Ii%

and a rioter

The recent accident en the Maine

Central

outline of our

fol-

method of handling
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a

to

over the

Si

Saturday
kept un-

receiving

it.

To

secure

prompt

delivery,

While

kill-

Heidelberg, where his old friends are very happy
[i n his success,
He took his degree of doctor of
Rail- | F »hilosophy at the early age of 19, and at 20 was a

the

milk is being

ance within
imal
heat.
quantity of
sour whey

road, af Bangor, wus the result orof 8 general sys- || thorough teacher o f the natural sciences,a
By think-

received,

every

cholera,

and

protective

measures

are béing in-

augurated.
The

total

current

internal

to be disposed of.

rdyenue . paid into

in

rush up

the lower

rising

low.

part of the

on the insertion

is a good

way

to use

Sg

appli-

His eyes protrude so far that the lids

shoo-fly necktie.

farmer

asks

|

how

compost to put on his wheat wext fall,

The

work

an

of the last

fiscal year |

is $1,608,865,543.

Tonsberg, a Norwegian city, celehrated its one
{ thousandth anniversary on the 22d of June.

J

thie

has the gout, and that his
Post.

end

growth

of

a

is near.—N.

Material

should be done early.in the

from north to south

to investigate.
An enormous amount of petroleum oil was
discovered hidden in the column of the Bastile/,
placed there by the insurgents to fire it.
y

Mr. Edward Richardson, a Vermonter, after
residing18 years on the island of Hawaii, owns
an estate of 400,000 acres of Tand, plentifully in-

It is rumored that the right wing of the French

terspersed with lava from the volcano of

Mauno

Loa. -He went to the

a poor

Sandwich

Islands

of its life. The mare, while nursing its foal,
should not be overworked, and good pasture or
green food in the stable will keep her in a fair

condition, and furnish

Four hundred lives were

los and porperty

fifteen,

who

Twenty-seven

the habit,

were

symptoms
of nicotine poison.
In
there were serious disorders of the

to the value of $500,000 was destroyed by a typhoon at Kobe, near Yokohama, Japan, on the | indigestion, dullness of intellect, and
appetite for strong

4th instant.
A case of Asiatic cholera has appeared in London, and creates an extraordinary excitement
among the people. The
cholera is increasing

in” Konigsberg, but no cases have

yet appeared

at Dantzig.

addictedto

presented
:

drinks;

heart-affection ; in eight decided

distinct,

get something loose.

twenty-two
circulation,

‘in three

deterioration of

blood; in twelve there was frequent epistaxis;
ten had disturbed
sleep, and four had ulcera
|! ion of the mucous membrane of the mouth.

M. Gambetta, when interviewed by

bly stand nine

of Thiers’s

of office.

‘plies than they have received for the past six
months they ean keep up the contest on the island until Spainis exhausted.

The

election

six in.favor of the prolongation | his radical supporters.

The Tichborne

club and

:

claimant has

which nearly lured this dazzling

joined a shooting

is constantly at the matches, in which

of gun’ cotton at Stow

Hon. William E, Gladstone recently delivered
"an address on the occasion of the formal opening

trial, and

the

pending

life with matchless inconcern,
The

recent

explosion

Market, England, was attended with a greater loss
of life than was at first stated.

Twenty-two

per-

sons, employes and others, were instantly kill-

ed, and fifty-seven others more or less severely
injured. A number of the latter will die.
2,
Emperor William’s festival at Berlin, cost the

_

city $100,000.
~

story may

the poinf of

takes

He bets heavily

on his

on

seem, the brilliant Gambetta was on

becoming a manufacturer of jam-pots at St. Se| I hastian, or Sebastian, as he probably calls it.

he excels all his competitors.
success

intellect from

the path of politics, and strange as the

a

Hammerfgst, Norway, is the most

*

northern

town of Europe where a newspaper is published.
A new history of Jerusalem, which is to be
published in England in October, will contain
the life of Saladin, as told by the Arab chronicles, ©
:
3
:
a |

The Pdtrie saysthat Russia is making

of the extension

of

the

metropolitan District

at least.

Radlway of London.
In speaking of the best
mode of conducting the passenger traffic on the

ed the camps of the twelfth army

corps at Istis-

ko Seto, Prussig is also filling up her
Yecting her armaments and
:

cadres, perenormous

road, Mr. Gladstone advised the companyto
“stick to the, democracy,” and said that the
managers must depend upon the masses of the
people for a remunerative traffic, since, by cultivating that branch, the surest, the most certain

trotter.

and the most elastic of all sources of prosperity
A machine has. recently heen perfected in Lon.
don, with which a writer, using a pen in the

whieh no imitator could see, oF even

quantities of stores, The. Patric believes that the presence of.
‘preparations of the latter power are aimed at
Inthe

The.umhbor
of deaths in’ Paris list week Was
© 828, including
ope from cholera. |

microscope power,
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starch.
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sbundant,
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of walking
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for making
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Take large ripe peaches—riot over ripe,~halve

and pare neatly and lay on a large meat dish. To
a three peck basket of fruit allow four pounds of
sifted sugar; sprinkle it over the fruit as you lay
it in the dish; when done setin a cool place

over hight; the next morning fit each piece, one
water | by one,nieely into the jar,draining them from the

washed witkyeatr on fine sieves, and the starch,

The latest reports
.from Persis represent that | when settled, "taken out and mixed with
the
still continues and
the condition containing a little alum, If the ‘starch settles juice. When the jars are all filled put them
of the
ople is even worse than has been told. | too slowly,
a little sulphuric
acid is added, Tt is close together in a kettle of cold water, putting

In one

of the

ulation have already

Persian

country

one-half
of the pop- dried in the usual manner. ' The remnant in the

died. Itis said that the sieves is used as an oceasional food for caltle, or

nt endeavorsto coneeal fro

abroad the real state of affairs.

AE

for the distillation of liquor.

The starch obtain-

ed amounts to 16 or 17 per cent, of the chestnuts.

a

To Can Peaches.

suspect the |

Shells and all are rasped fine, the pulp

horses?

name and fortune in this,

but

horsechestnut,

horses could plow an

descendants; why could we not raise up a breed

every line and dot. A most useful application of
the apparatus will be for prevention of forgery,
as private marks cafi be made on notes and seunder

of such

breed that can transniit trotting capacity to its

usual manner, can, atthe same time, produce a
duplicate so small as'to be invisible to the naked

legible

A tegm

acre of land, with a furrow 6 inches wide,in 5
hours, allowing time for turnings round.
This
is above the .quantity plowed on the average
pow in a day of 10 hours. Horses-of such eapacity would be worth a'large price, and it should
be our endeavor to producé them.
We have a

would be secured.

curities,

The time will comé when a horse that

can walk his mile in 12 minutes will take a prize
at an agricultural fair equal in value to the best

great eye, yet so distinct that a microscope will reveal

_ military preparations. The Czar, accompanied
by General Leflo, the French ambassador, visit-

mugs

a double towel or something of the kind under
them, in the bottom of the kettle,to prevent
their ergeking, and set over the fire.

Let the wa-

‘ter heat gradually until it boils, while you prei)

it with

whter,

and

were

handed

around,

threwin

a child in Florence.

wished to

i

;

ber in Naptha,

3 Many

will

because

look very

cask........
. .. 4
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LAYeY ss.

The

of accommodation required to adjust the eyes for
near or fine work is in reality greatest at about
ten years of age, and commences to fade from
that time forward.< Therefore, so far as it is
oncerned, old age would then begin,
Hence

the absurdity of feeling chagrined by, or regarding the use of spectacles as a proof of old age, - or
a fading from the highest attainable strength and
activity man can possess, Let it therefore be
understood that by old sight, or presbyopia, is
meant that the natural change or gradual loss of
accommodation of the eye has simply reached
‘the stage when it eommences to interfere with
distinct and easy vision of the smaller objects
which are of the size, habit and custom have
made them, based upon the general average of
the normal power of sight. It is no sudden
change or loss of vital power, but a simple re- |
minder that we have arrived at a certain age, as

the
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FAT HOGS-5 to ble.

them, and rub them with a dry cloth,

dinary occupations, and the equally. natural feeling of desiring to resist or push off old age; or to
keep it concealed, has, and will. always, deter
many from giving their eyes the. necessary help
which spectacles alone afford. Jf suddenly- all

healthy

PETROLEUM.
(Crude. ......... 1548. .16
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to breathe in

But if you wish to , preserve

CE

The best work of many a man’s life is done
after he has put on glasses. Th¢ idea, a very
natural one, it must be confessed,that we are get-

perfectly

4..
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|Retined runes it) hg

|

36
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soft flannel and lukewarm water, and wipe per- | {x Mess¥bbl1350 als & Marrow... 170 @ 11000p
fectly dry.
If you want them to look extra | “°"RUY 40..1600 1p
{i
PORK,
=
nice, after they are dry drop a few spoonfuls of
BUTTER.
[Mess # bbl.. 18 00 G18 50
Orange
Co. #1 00 @.. 00
milk over

speaks sensibly on this subject :

It is therefore a

represent

ceases

them half

and dirty when dry,

they regard it a sign of old age, anq injure their
eyes by tasking them too heavily. Good Health

ting old when we have to put on glasses for
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of tropical

Golden Age, andso he gilded
a poor child all
over with varnish and gold leaf. The child died.
in a few hours. ' If the fur of a rabbit or the skin-|.

made, tea is a blessed, invention for the weary
traveler.

Pope

PAINTS.
“re

[18
A

18.17

Extra Superfine..

obstruct the

the occasion of his accession tothe

and the tea ladled

13 @..

4-4

Lowell sup. 8-ply

person completely with a compound impervious
to moisture.
How long will he live? Not over
six hours.
They experiment, was once tried on

into them; atea, forming meat and drink, and
satisfying both. hunger and. thirst. However

dollars to its value

mdy result in the winters feeding and care of
the colt. Generosity. here (of course exercising
judgment) is only wise foresight, and will pay
good interest on imvestment.
Colts are better
képt up than allowed to run around.
They will
become docile and tractable, and will learn fewgr tricks; Take them out for exercise, except
swhen at pasture, and then be sure to have a secure fence, or they will inevitably learn to rub it
down or jump over it. Train your* colt to walk,
and keep it walking.
Farmers dow’t want fast
trotting horses,—as yet,—we have need so far
of fast walking-horses, great need, we may say,
for they are far too scarce. Therefore, train
colts to walk @t the rate of four miles an hour

The Cubans claim that even with no more sup-

pondent of the London Standard, said that at
one time he had almost made up his mind to give
M. Gambetta,
up politics and go into business.
however, did ‘not confide the peculiar line of
committee of the French assem- | t rade which almost tempted him to throw over
It was crockery ware

A habit of breaking things

tion of twenty-five or forty

a corres-

filled

4-4.....

Jarpetings—

Made.

Suppose we

..

1 23 @ 1 26

Sperm

@.. 25 Crude

Housel aings 00 @.. .. |

functions of the gkin perfectly by varnishing a

a brass ladle until the liquid became very brown,
and then it was poured off into another vessel.
Cleansing.the kettle as before, the woman set it
again on the fire, inorder to fry a paste of meal
and fresh butter. Upon this the tea and some
thick eream were then poured, the ladle put into
requisition, and, after a time, the whole taken off
the fire and set aside to cool. Half-pint wooden

During winter feed your colts as you feed your
horses, give them a share of what is served out,”
oats, corn, or ground food asit may he. They
can not grow and fare otherwise.
Stinginess
don’t pay in rearing young animals.
An addi-

was

tail,

b.....

80 @.. 81

Ticking .e...... 4 a.. "
Ginghams. .....00 @.. 00 |

—-

by the attraction

by some other means.

some coarse tea and a litle salt. When this was
near beiling point, she tossed the tea about with

and getting loose is easily and invariably formed
at this time, and should be guarded against.

a marked
there

horse’s

letit have a loose box, or stall-adjoining them,
where it can see and become used to the discipline of the stable. Everything around it should
be well secured, lest in rubbing itself it might

fect of smoking on thirty-eight boys, between the
ages of nine and

nourishment

for the foal. When weaned, and pasture becomes
short, neglect is hurtful; then care should be
exercisedto keep it growing.
During the fall
months some of the best early cut hay should
be given to it; and when the horses are stabled,

asscuibly
Ye vifered
oft Fratice
Pman to earn a livelihoodas a carpenter.
Among
to Duc &’ Aumale
and ie:
that Biusidesioy:
he has refused
it.
his other possessions are 500 head of cattle.
The meeting of the emperors and their advisers at Gastein is generally regarded as a pledge
A French physician has investigated the ef-

of peace. The French pretend to be indifferent to the ueeting and predict an alliance
between France and Russia.
:

sufficient

ava ¥

2

@..

..

Linseed—Eng.

American...

25

of

29

Print Cloths ..
8s 3
Cotton Flannel. 12 8.3
|
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warmth, or pressing weight of ice and snow be
hind, ground the racks over which it passed into
the paste we call the soil. These masses of ice
can be tracked as surely’ as game
is tracked by.
the hunter.
He had made a study of them in this
country, as far south as Alabama, but had observed the same phenomenon, particularly in
Italy, where, among the Alps, glaciers are now
in progress.
The stones and rocks ground and
polished by the glaciers, can easily be distinguished from those scratched by running water,
The angular boulders found in meadows and the
terraces of our rivers not reached by water, can

“When Mr. Bell was traveling in: Asiatic Russia, he had to claim the ‘hospitality of the Buratsky Arabs. The mistress of the tent, placing a
large kettle on the fire, wiped it carefully with a

i..... 05 @:.. 65

M
Drills,
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Management of Colts.

or 7,000,000 spindles, are almost exclusively fed
fi rom the fields of Egypt, Brazil and India.

B

edinm

Perspiration.

gone

COFFEE.

Heavy

Ways of Making Tea.

and one German, and the English fleet/has

Porto Rico

@ 1 0
Professor Agassiz says that all the materials | Superfine.........
FISH.
on whicli agricultural processes depend are de- Codfish, large4 50 ab 00
Medium... 8 50 @ 4 00
composed rocks, not so much rocks that vnderMackerel, Ige.6 50 @15 00
lie the soil, but those on the surface and brought
Do. shore. 6 00 ald 00
from considerable distances, and ground to pow- Salmon, tee. .25 00 g27 00
FLOUR AND MEAL.
der by the rasp of thé glacier.
Ice all over the
continent is the agent that has ground out more St. Lows, gup.5 75 @ 6 00
Medium... . 650 @ 700
soil than all other agencies put together.
The
choice extra
30
penetration of water into the rocks, frost, run- West'rn
sup..4 7 305 @@ 58 00
com. extras 525 @ 5 5
ning water and baking suns, have done somemedium do..6 00 & 88,7 25%
thing, but the glacier more.
In a former age,
choice do....7 00
the whole United States was covered with ice Miinois and ORG,"
|
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extr#,
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several thousand feepthick, and this ice moving Mich.
Indiana,

the heap has fermented, turn it all over and mix

the first few months
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feet wrapped up in a shawl and resting in another chair, we may make up our mind that he

make

16, 1871.

MOLASSES.
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St.
R Domingo... 14 &.. 18 | "ng
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flies
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Turning: Down Green Crops.

made by care and attention

:

OIL. .
JOLOM. canesss 25 @ 6 50
»
12081
¥ gal
Anthracite
... 7 50 @ 8 00 Olive,

ups,

with it the soil that has absorbed the liquid.
factory and worked up together with the new 4
When done, cover with a few inches of soil as
milk.
Generally
the three messes are brought
before. On some wet day during the summer
The officers of the Staten Island Ferry Com-|
[It cost the Prussian: government 2,000,000 together,all in prime condition
for converting
turn the heap again and cover as before.
In this
pany were arrested Thursday and ~committed | francs to get up their military imap of, France,
into cheese. - Some of this milk is skimmed, and
way you will have a pile of well-rotted manure
to the Tombs. Admission to bail was at first de- | Which surpassed even that in the possession of on this we
make a deduction of ten per cent. in
ready to spréad on the pl! and harrowed in after
nied them, but ic was subsequently granted hy | the gerieral staff of the French army.
the price. This enables farmers -who have a
the land is plowed for wheat. If there is much
Judge Sutherland.
The
number
of
foreigners
a
short
time
ago
considerable dairy,to make
’
!
enough butter to straw, the manure will not be a¥ rich as is desir| computed to be mm London was nearly 300,000.
supply their families,
Frequently the milk even
An eminent lawyer is reported to have declarable, neither will the heap ferment readily.
If
{ Of these 80,000 were Germans, 150,000 French,
of Sabbath morning is brought so cold that when
ed that no marriage’is legal which is cele brated
you could putin half a bushel. of bone-dust to (be accounted for only in this way.
50,000 belonged to the other continental coun;
:
delivered at the factory, the cream has not yet,
on ‘Sunday, it being a civil contract.
each ton of manure, it would be a great improve| tries, and 10,000 were Americans.
separated from the milk, and our experience is ment.
Scatter it on each layer of the material
Gatesville, Texas, is excited over an immense |
orang-outang, which has fiery eyes, a double Ret | The decline of population in Ireland for the that such milk can be handled more satisfactori- as you are making the heap. It will promote
ly
and
makes
better cheese, both as regards fla- fermentation of the
ast ten years has been 360,000, almost. the entire
manure, and the fermentaof teeth, and carries off a calf under his arm with |
It has got into the paper that plowing down
vor and curative “properties,
of which, it is said, has been from the Rothan that made
2
| total
tion will react on the bone-dust and decompose | green crops produces acid in the soil from the
ease.
from milk which has not been freed from animal
BR man Catholic church, which,of course, signifies
it, so that it will act more immediately than | decomposition, which is hurtful to crops; that it
Henry Clews, Rufus Choate, John Foley, Lewheat.
Especially is this true of cheese which
a like increase of Catholics in the United States.
when sown alone.
Any animal matter, such as
is Ballard, Joseph Peers and ex-governor Salois better to turn under when the crop is maturmust be kept through the hot weather.
Cheese
hair, hide, wool;’ blood, bone sawings, etc., will
Russia is planning a grand exhibition to bemon have been appointed as a comynittee to take
ed, that the decomposition, will then be slower
made from new milk, unless a higher degree of
be a very valuable addition to the heap.
The
charge of arrangements for a public meeting in held in Moscow in 1872,and calls for contributions
and no hurt will result,
heat is attained in scalding, will be of softer textvalue of a compost depends on the’ materials of
reference to the alleged frauds in New
York of manufactures; apparatus, machinery, models,
This is doubtless true with some soils,—~those
ure and will therefore come to maturity sooner 4vhich
it is composed. The object of piling, turns’ deficient in alkaline matter. But as most soils
&e. Everything intended for that occasion, procity’s accounts, upon the fourth of September.
than that made from old milk, and the same
ing, ete., is to decompose them and render them
contain lime and potash and other kindred maFifty business and dwelling houses were burn- vided the sender has the certificate of the comholds true in regard to successive stages in the
more available as food for plants.
terial, this acid is not only harmless but beneed at Dalles, Oregon, on Thursday.
The loss is mittee at Moscow, will be forwarded at half rate jprocess of curing, the changes foliowing
each
ficial, as it unites with the alkalies making plant
an excess of the insurance, which is about $100- and duty free. 9
other in‘more rapid succession. I think it will be
000.
food, which otherwise might lie as it already has
The amount of money sent across the water by
found true in comparing two lots of cheese, one
for ages, uséless to vegetation.
New York stock-jobbers perpetrated a fraud immigrants to friends left behind, “principally to being made from new
and the other from
It is for this reason’ that the turning under of
——
that from twelve to twe
on Thursday might of the most
unscrupulous pay their passage to America,is rather surprisour hours old, that
sort. - A fictitious letter stating the destruction ing. From the official returns of the emigration
green crops is recommended, not because its
other things being equal, there is double the tenThe Chinaman puts his tea ina cup, pours
chemical action is known, but because expericommissioners of England, it appears that in 1870 dency in the new milk cheese, to develop
by fire of the Pacific Mail steamship
Henry
hot water upon it, and drinks the infusion of the
a rank,
ence has demonstrated its advantage. The great
Chauncey was sent to the newspapers and pub- there was sent from this country, to Ireland prinleaves; he never dreams vf spoiling its flavor
harsh flavor.
After two years’ experience con- lished in several of them next merning. It was cipally, $3,630,040 in gold, of which $1,663,190 ducting a cheese factory aon the Sabbath-keeping with sugar or cream. The Japanese triturates the majority of cases have demonstrated it is a good
thing to turn down the full; blossoming, succuIn the twenty-three
plan, taking into consideration our own interest
calculated to affect the Pacific Mail stock, but was for pre-paid passages.
leaves before putting them into the pot.
In
lent crop.
The alkalies are most always presthe fraud was soon discovered.
A large reward years from 1848 to 1870, inclusive, is upward of and comfort as well as those of our patrons, itl
Morocco they put green tea, a little tansy, and a
ent in some form to take up and unite with the
$81,670,000 in gold, being an average of about should, under the * promptings of any motive
is offered for its perpetrator.
iy
great deal of sugar iu a teapot, and fill up with
avid.
In soils where the acids
remain
free,
whatever, propose a change in this respect, I boiling water.
In Bokhara every man carries a |
The board of inspectors appointed by Secreta- $3,889.047 yearly. But this amount is probably
would it not be well to sprinkle the clover with
should not know what to present as a valid, or small bag of tea about him, a certain quantity of
ry Boutwell to investigate the camse of the ex- somewhat below the actual amount sent, as it
lime before plowing or previously apply it to
which he hands over to the booth-keeper he patplosion of the boiler of the ferry-boat Westfield, only includes what has been sent through banks, even plausible excuse for so doing.
the soil ?/In such a case, linie would be a benefit
and
commercial
houses.
Of
whatever
may
have
ronizes,
who
concocts
the
beverage
for
him.
Dea.
William
Wilcox, proprietor of a large
in. New York, have reported. They find ‘that
in
any event, as the soil requires it.
| The Bokhriot finds it as difficult to pass
a tea- |,
the engineer was guilty of carrying more steam been sent through ptivate channels there is no cheese factory in Twinsburg, Ohio, says: ¢
booth as our own dram-drinker does to go by a
I have conducted a Sabbath-keeping factory
than the inspeetor’s certificate allowed, and make knowledge. And these sums, large as they are,
gin-palace. His breakfast beverage is Schitschaj,
for some three yeary, and concur in the views
the superintendent of the ferry company share ‘are made up by careful savings from the wages
——
En
that is, tea flavored with milk, cream, or mutton :
expressed by Mr. Darling, in regard to the Sabwith him the blameé for the accident. JFhey rec- of servant girls and day laborers.
The amount of liquid
matter which passes
bath. My plan of handling the milk is essential- fat, in which bread is soaked.” ‘During the day through the microscopical tubes of the skin in
.ommend that each steamer have ‘on board a siiA short time since, while a party of gentlemen
ly the same as his. My factory is situated in time, sugarless green tea is drunk, with the acperviging captain and engineer.
were engaged fishing on the White Loch, at Castwenty-four hours, in an adult person of sound
companiment of cakes of flour and mutton-suet.
Twinsburg, where are three other factories, and
a
tle Kennedy, closely
adjoining Lord gStair’s
health, is about sixteen fluid ounces, or one pint.
It
is
considered
an
inexcusable
breach
of
manmy patronage has been steadily increasing since
FOREIGN.
‘
Castle of Lochinch, Scotland, the draught net
One ounce of the sixteen is solid matter, made
ners to cool the hot cup of tea with the breath:
I commenced.
Now I receive more milk than
up of organic and inorganic substances, which,
' Two fatal cases of cholera in Paris are an- brought up a‘canoe, about twelve feet in length,
but the difficultyis overcome by supporting the
any other factory in the township.
hewn
out
of
solid
oak.
Itis
supposed
that
the
if allowed to remain in the system for a brief
nounced.
:
:
right
elbow
in
the
left
hand,
and
giving
a
cireusubmerged for hundreds of
space of time would cause death. The rest is
'T
In Konigsberg, Prussia, on the 14th inst., 62 canoe has been
lar movement to the cup. How long each kind
water. Beside the water and solid matter, a
persons were attacked by the cholera, and there years,
of tea takes to draw, is calculated to the second’
large amount of carbonic acid, a gaseous body,
were 22 deaths from the disease,
Russia imported in 1867, and does nearly every
and when the can is emptied, it is passed around
passes through the tubes; so we can not fail to
By a volcanic eruption and a tidal wave a year, about 88,000,000 roubles’ worth of raw
among the company for each tea~drinker to take
understand that they are active workers, and alColts are very apt to be left to shift for themwhole island in the Malay Archipélago was re- cotton. But strange to say, none of this comes 1 selves, after weaning. This is wrong. A year’s up as many leaves as can be held between the 80 we can not fail to see the importance of keepfrom the United States, and the cotton mills of
cently depopulated, 416 being killed.
fi
thumb and finger,—the leaves being esteemed an
ing them in perfect working order, removing
gain in the usefulness of a horse may easily be
especial dainty.
The Coreans have carried off two Englishmen Moscow and St. Petersburg, which run 6,000,000
obstruetions by frequent application of water or

the Treasuty to the close

the week ending, Ava.

Canal.......

parasitic fungus which attacks it, and developing
rapidly in its interior, soon exhausts its vitality,
Whenwe see a fly sitting in a chair |with his

spring, when the manure is wet.
And if any
liquid runs from “the, heap, throw up ‘the soil
around the heap to absorbit.
Then as soon as

morning, when it is broughtto the

‘When he alights upon:

entific work, is largely due to

on hand, manure from the stable and cow yard,
some long straw, and leaves from the woods,—
Make the
heap téh feet wide, put a layer of the
strayrat
the bottom, then a layer cf horse manure, then.a-tayer of leaves; and then a layer of
cow manure,
Then another layer of straw,
horse maniire, and so on as before, until the heap
is of the desired hight, say five or six feet. Then
cover the whole with some old decomposed sods

or soil.

never

downward. The musquito, and all those
provided with strong,sharp lancets, always rests
on an upright surface with the head upward,
The final destruction of the adult fly, said a sci-

a
to

ean

right surface he invariably rests with

\

Manure for Wheat. :

For

‘CANDLES.

cover them, and when dust collects upon them it
must be scraped off with a penknife. He is #lways fashionably dressed in tight pantaloons and

oop

3
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paper, and

of
...114° @. ul Cuba, Clayed.. 82 @.. 83
the trouble’of turning: hig head.’ Moulds.....
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him without

up old jars, whose

©

A young Virginia

His wingsare inade of tissue

various angles so that he can see on all. sides

bottles, without. tight-fitting covers, prepare a
cement of one pound: of rosin to two pounds
mutton suet melted together and well mixed;

————

— T he Markets.
fel

his eyes of small pieces of glass, fitted together at

of a

covers have been broken or lost,

our reach is used to extract the anWe use in connection with a liberal
rennet, four or five quarts of ‘pure
for the purpose of hastening
the

until Monday

will

are

The Fly,

The common house-fly.is a very neat little

fork. When all are full, begin to seal up, and
have a large pan of hot water standing near to
put the jars in as fast as, sealed, where they can
cool off gradually. . Where one has glass jars or

This

no

ty or thirty days old. The texture being fine
and “tender we are able to secure a larger yield
than if they were made more firm, and we have
so far found a ready market for ally our cheese
of this description at the same priceat the factory naked, which we have obtained for common
cheese boxed and delivered for shipment at the
depot, g
’
:
ay
The milk of the Sabbath is kept by the patrons

Alaska—say about fourteen millions of acres yet

Jar they

if any

the

second piece of muslin, then tie down with twine
and finish with a good coat of cement over all,

e mangement, according
=
IE
tem ? of careless
to the ver- | er of great depth and boldness, and withal a si- change.
When the curd is properly scalded, or
{1 enf, reserved and almost eccentric man.
dict rendered by the coronor’s jury.
when the desired degree of heat is secured,we use
The total amount of public lands disposed of the same sour whey freely, say four or five pails
The coronor’s inquest in the matter of the
Westfield explosion. being concluded, the jury | yy the government is stated at nearly five this on the vat. The cheese thus made finds a ready
of acres.
Of this
sale for the retail trade, and are used when twenrendered a verdict declaring
the engineer in- L} ired millions (447,266,080)

H mount 106,588,000 have been sold, and the enorcompetent and the ferry company criminally
negligent in employing
him.
The
President, , mous balance of 300,000,000 of acres have been
directors,
superintendent
and
engineer
are given away for military services, colleges, railwagon-roads, schools, asylums,
to be arrested and put under bonds to await roads, canals,
According to this statepublic buildings, &ec.
“the action of the grand jury.
ment the amount left is more than a billion and
New York féars the immediate advent of the
a quarter (1,387,782,356) acres, which includes

to let

is not very thick it is well to spread more cement
on top of the first coyer.and lay over thata

milk is received After a specified time on Saturday night} the vat is always set before dark.

Arctic expedi-

careful

iton the jar with the cement’ side downward,
pressing it.closely over the sides. Ifthe muslin

whole is manufactured into cheese. On Saturday
,
the milk is worked up as soon ag possible after

of the scien-

Er

2

have pieces of'strong muslin cut large enough to"
tie over the mouths of the jars or bottles; lay.
the muslin on a board apd with a spoon spread
over a thick coating of cement; take up the muslin quickly, before it has time. to cool, and put

til morning by running water -through a cooler,
in and near the surface of the milk in a vat. It
is'‘then mixed withthe morning’s milk, and the

Pacific Railroad | tion, was one ‘of the most brilliant’ young men in

shot

.

custom is to purchase

During the hot weather (except on
night), the night’s milk is received and

'e his also some young chick-

who sailed in charge

Our

milk, delivered at our factory, andthe

:

ens that have horns of a similar shape,
Dr. Bessels,

In a riot growing out of suppression

quor-traffic on

side of the head.

Messag-

violat-

e
ve manufactured cheese on the Sabbath.
keeping principle for the last two years, and we
think have sustained no loss by closifig our fac-

the

m¥es

attached

o

[}

his experience in making cheese, without
ns the Sabbath, in the following words:

lowing isthe

locomotive in

One of the firm has been arrested for arson.
:

>

tory on the Sabbath,

the United States haviig made eighty-nine
in one hour,
:

and Japan was established Wednesday.

|.

Locomotive No. 8, of the New Jersey Railroad

$70,000.

Cu

with it, being

of air escape; they will be seen

to the top;

Mr. James Darling, of Northfiéld, Ohio, gives

:

how the machinery works.

store

‘ on Monday evening snd was followed by an explosion, Five stores were burned out and
three

thousands of silk-growers are visiting

fill ‘up the jars
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pare the syrup from the juice that has been formed-from-the peaches-and -sugar-over night; then
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for selling beer on Sunday was a failure, and
' the-policeman wae badly beaten.
JM is stated that the total amount ‘of the beThree children were burned to death by a de- | quests of Horatio Ward, the wealthy American
who died in London recently, to soldiers’ homes
structive fire at Youngstown, Ohio, on Saturday
night.
| in this country, will be about $600,000.
Secretary Bqutwell has withdrawn the four | The “California Silk Company’s” factory at
and four and a. half per cent. loan from the mark-| South Sun Francisco was started a short time ago
et,
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every Baptist family.

Let every pas-

tor and church-member have a copy of
this newly. revised and useful book.—
Price, in cloth,

only 25 cts. ; in paper

overs, 15 cts.

Postage extra ;on the

| ormer, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents

